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Nuclear Sub,
Norse Freighter
In Collision

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. nuclear-powered submarine Ethan Allen collided early
Sunday with a Norwegian
freighter in the Mediterranean
Sea but damage was. negligible,
the Defense Department reported.
Both ships continued on their
way after exchanging identifications. No casualties were reported.
The Ethan Allen, which cost
$105 million, is one of three submarines carrying Polaris . missiles on duty in the Mediterranean.
The Norwegian freighter was
the Octavian. No information
was available here on its home
port.

IN BETWEEN BITES . . . Hubert Humphrey, with a half munched sandwich in one
hand, chats with House Speaker John McCormack of Massachusetts, at a reception
Sunday at the home of the vice-president-

elect. Humphrey and his wife were hosts to
new Democratic members of the House of
Representatives and their families. (AP)
Photofax)

1 in 4 Give Up Smoking

Cigarettes Called
Hazard to Health

WASHINGTON (AP) — Surgeon General Luther L. Terry
said today nearly one out of
four adult men has given up
cigarette smoking since 1962.
And, he said, surveys by the
Public Health Service show
smoking among women has declined — to a smaller degree
but "the first time on record in
which the trend has been downward. "
"If smokine habits had continued at the
level of three
years ago, there
would be about
3.5 million more
smokers t h a n
there actually
are toda y, "
Terry said in
an address pre(tared f o r delivery to t h e
recently formed
National InterTerry
agency Council on Smoking and
Health.
He attributed much of the decline to the report of a year ago

today that labeled cigarette
smoking a hazard to health, associated it with several diseases
and said it far "outweighs all
other factors" as a cause of
lung disease.

Still, the Health Service said,
cigarette smoking remains a
"national catastrophe." An interagency spokesman said it
accounts for at least 125,000 and
possibly as many as 300,000
American deaths each year.
Terry conceded that his "preliminary" evidence on reduced
consumption does not tally with
the trends indicated by tobacco
warehouse shipments and tax
returns. These point to a resurgence of cigarette smoking after
a pronounced decline last
spring.
The surgeon general said the
decline found by the Health
Service and other evidence directly challenge "the charge
that 'nothing has really happened' and that the smoking
habits of the nation are right

Thresher Report
Gives Portsmouth
Yard Black Eye

PORTSMOUTH , N.H. (AP) Did the death of the nuclear attack submarine Thresher lead
to the impending death of her
builder - the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard?
The Thresher broke up during

Slide Buries
Highway, 4
Persons Killed

HOPE,1 B.C. (AP ) - Bulldozers tried today to dent a 100-foot
wall of broken mountain that
buried a highway and became a
graveyard for four persons over
the weekend.
Two bodies still were missing
as searchers probed the devastation , wh&re tons of earth
crashed down into o valley ,
rumbled across its half-mile
width and swept up the other
side early Saturday.
Volunfeer resellers, who uncovered two victims Sunday,
worked with one eye on the
mountainside above them. Tiny
clusters of rock tumbled intermittently down the slope.
The victims were killed as
they tried to extract a convertible trapped in a small slide that
preceded the main one.
They were identified as Vance
Beck of Pcnticton , B.C.; 'l"iomas Storchuk of AUIergrove ,
B.C. ; Dennis Arlitt , 23, also .of
Penticton , nnd Mary Kalmakoff ,
21, of Shorencres, B.C. The
bodies of Arlitt and Miss Kalmakoff still arc missing,
The mountainside _ l»eurcd off
under the weight of deep snowy
and tho effect of a sudden thaw.

a deep dive test in the Atlantic
Ocean on April 10 , 1963, some
220 miles off Cape Cod, with the
loss of 129 lives.
Last November, the Defense
Department included the Portsmouth yard- among those getting
an economy ax. The yard, oldest in the nation, is scheduled to
be phased out over the next
decade.
Last Saturday night, It was
disclosed that a congressional
investigating committee attributed the blame for the Thresher 's loss to the yard, saying
some of the standards and practices used in building the submarine were "short of those
required" for safe operation.
Today, the Navy scheduled a
news conference, presumably to
deny that haste and poor workmanship led to the tragedy.
Capt. William Hushing, shipyard commander, said a special
press briefing would "clarify
and amplify " the congressional
report.

back where they were" before
last year's report by his advisory committee.
The council, his forum today,
is not an official government
agency. Its members include
representatives of the Health
Service and of 16 federal and
privafe^agencies interested in
health and education, among
them the American Cancer Society.

Cargo Plane
Crashes After
Takeoff, 6 Die

Maine-to-Texas

60,000 in Dock

Workers Strike
20 Ships Pull
Out of N.Y.
To Beat Tieup

Snowstorms
Swirl Over
NorthY v;st

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Heavy snowstorms swirled
through the Northeast Sunday,
disrupting air travel and endanr
gering highway traffic. Officials
announced schools would be
closed today in many areas.
Virginia's first major storm of
the season dumped a foot of
snow in the northern and western parts of the state , closing
schools in live, counties.
In West Virginia, three persons were killed on icy U.S. 460
near Princeton and driving conditions throughout much of the
state were hazardous. From two
to six inches of snow blanketed
the western and southern sections of the state and nine inches was recorded in Martinsburg
in the eastern Panhandle.
To the north, special snow
plans were put into effect in the
Philadelphia area, where a
swirling snowstorm left 5 to 12
inches, slowing air traffic at the
Philadelphia, .international Airport. The Harrisburg-York Airport was closed all day.
Near Ebensburg, Pa., a Greyhound bus swerved off a snowcovered highway ramp, plunging down a 30-foot embankment
into a small stream. Ten persons were hospitalized and nine
others were treated and released.
Gov. William W. Scranton was
forced by bad weather to cancel
a scheduled appearance at the
Pennsylvania Farm Show in
Harrisburg.

HONOLULU (AP) - A huge
U.S. Air Force cargo plane capable of lifting 50 tons plunged
into the Pacific Ocean less than
a minute after takeoff from
Wake Island Sunday. No trace
could be found of its six-man
crew.
The Cargomaster exploded
and burned as it hit the water
about a mile east of Wake. ConThe Washington, D.C., area
trol tower officials said the takeoff had appeared normal as tho struggled under 4 to 8 inches of
four-engine aircraft left the run- snow and emergency plans were
set in motion in nearby Baltiway.
more and 19 Maryland counties.
Federal Aviation Agency obHeavy snows in the New York
servers in the tower saw the City area forced cancellation or
explosion and dispatched crash diverted more than 300 flights at
boats to the scene. Darkness Kennedy International Airport,
hampered the search. After although operations were not
daylight , about five hours after shut down. Inbound transthe crash, searchers found de- atlantic
flights temporarily
bris on the water but no trace of were rerouted to Boston and
Montreal.
survivors or bodies.
Aboard the Dover (Del.) Air Vehicles without chains or
Force Base plane were:
snow tires were banned from
major arterial routes in New
Capt. Arthur F. Wiegaod, 30, York. Five inches of snow fell in
Clearwater, Fla., the aircraft midtown Manhattan and eight
commander; Maj. Herman D. inches covered some suburbs.
Stephan, 44, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan , Canada , copilot; 1st
New Jersey had up to 8 inches
Lt. Jon B. Parker, 24, Silver of snow and a 3-year-old boy
Spring, Md.; T. Sgt. James O. was killed in a weather-conSmith, 29, Elmira, N.Y.; S. Sgt. nected accident.
Anthony Panzarella , 36, Queens, Upstate New York got by with
N.Y., and S. Sgt. James Gold, just flurries and bitter cold tem34, Squantum, Mass .
peratures.

HANDS OF FRIENDSHIP . . . Two Bay
-Area mayors and the governor of California
join in four-w ay handshake with Prime Minister Eisaku Sato of Japan at World Affairs
Council dinner honoring the visiting statesman Sunday night in San Francisco. Prom

Five Crewmen Dead
In Flaming Wreck

(Picture Page 8)
WOOSTER, Ohio (AP ) - A
Baltimore & Ohio freight train
and
an
Erie-Lackawanna
freight collided head-on early
today at a track crossover in
Sterling, killing five crewmen
in flames.
A sixth crewman, who was
thrown clear, was reported in
fair condition at a hospital in
Medina.
The fuel tanks on the diesel

FBI would neither confirm nor
deny this.
Charges against 21 men arrested in the June 21 killing —
Including Neshoba County Sheriff Lawrence Rainey and Chief
Deputy Cecil Price — were
dropped after a Dec. 10 preliminary hearing in Meridian.
U.S. Commissioner Esther
Carter declined to admit testimony by an FBI agent on an
alleged confession.

The government claimed Barnette made a statement to the
FBI after a three-day period in
November. This <;ame one
month alter the grand jury took
its first look at evidence in the
triple slaying and returned no
Indictments.
The Jury was sc heduled to
meet today at the federal post
office building with U.S. Dist.

engines «f both trains exploded,
igniting fuel oil. Between 100
and 200 firemen from 10 departments
battled
150-foot-high
flames lor more than an hour
before bringing them under control.
"I heard a crash and the next
thing I knew I was flying
through the air," said the survivor, Clyde Howard Masters, 54,
brakeman on the Erie-Lacka-

6 GOP Senators
Have Health Plan

WASHINGTON (AP) - Six
Republican senators are drawing up a health care plan for the
aged which Sen. Leverett Saltonstall says would cover some
doctors' fees , going beyond the
measure proposed by President
Johnson.
The senators' alternative program came on the heels of one
proposed in Chicago on Saturday by the American Medical
Association. The AMA , long a
foe of plans for Social Security
medical care for the aged, also
said its version would be broader than the administration's
plan.
A third alternative is in
works, according to House
publican Leader Gerald
Ford. He said Saturday in

the
ReR.
an

Grand Jury Takes Second
Look at Mississipp i Case

JACKSON , Miss. (AP) The report by the Joint Com- Twenty-three
Mississippians
mittee y on Atomic Energy today take a second look at evitouched off a storm of protest. dence in the slaying of three
An_.aide to New Hampshire
Gov. John King termed the re- civil rights workers.
port "a black eye for Ports- Armed with what it says is a
confession, the Justice Departmouth."
A labor official at the ship- ment will go before a 23-memyard said the Portsmouth yard ber federal grand Jury here,
is "still the best in the coun- They are seeking indictmenta in
try ." He flatly denied faulty the death of Michael Schwerncr,
24, and Andrew Goodman, 20,
workmanship.
Sen. Thomas Melntyre , D- both of New York , nnd James
N.H., said he thinks the com- Chancy, 21, a Meridian Negro.
mittee was looking\for "a fall The Justice Department rests
much of its case on a written
guy. "
"And I don't buy the idea," stntcment It claims it obtained
from Doyle Barnette of Cullen,
Melntyre said.
La.
The Joint committee based its
findings on previously secret However , 'there was a report
testimony which included that — said to have come from govof Vice Adm. llyrnnn G. Ricko- ernment sources — that other
ver, called tho "father of th* evidence also includes a statement from another man. The
atomic submarine."

left, Mayor John Houlihan of Oakland, Gov.
Edmund G. Brown, Sato, and Mayor John
Shelley of San Francisco. The prime minister
leaves today for Washington and talks with
President Johnson and Secretary of State
Dean Rusk. (AP Photofax )

Judge Harold Cox of Jackson
presiding.
Since murder is a federal offense only when committed on
U.S. property, the Justice Department was expected to press
for civil rights violations.
If no Indictments are returned, there is a possibility
state charges might be sought.
Gov. Paul Johnson said recently that all information
would be made available to the
district attorney and county attorney and if they felt there was
sufficient evidence to warrant
an indictment of anyone who
has violated the law , those indictments would be sought.
The federal government hns
spent almost three months
prepnring the government' s
case since the bodies of the
three were unearthed from a
damsite outside of Philadelphia.

interview that Republican members of the House Ways and
Means Committee would unveil
a proposal in the near future.
Ford said work has not been
completed on it.
The administration measure
would be administered by Social
Security and financed by a separate payroll tax.
Saltonstall, a Massachusetts
Republican, said the proposal
he and his five colleagues would
introduce Tuesday would include some doctors' fees and
drugs outside the hospital and
thus go beyond the administration measure which includes
hospitalization , nursing home
care, home health visits and
outpatient hospital diagnostic
services — but no medical or
surgical bills.

The CJOP senators' program
would be financed from general
Treasury revenues plus contributions from the states and individuals participating rather
than through a payroll tax.

Middle Age
When a man reaches middle age (claims Shelby
Friedman) he develops a lot
of get up and go — his hair
gets up and goes, his teeth
get up and go, etc. . . The
hardest thing for a college
graduate to face is getting
married and having to live
on a smaller allowance. . .
Thero 's a new foregin car
coming out that's so small
it won't have a trunk — it'll
have a change purse . . .
Beverly Hills has a tree surgeon who 's so snooty ho
won't mnke house calls.

6a$pJr
(For more laughs see Earl
Wilson, on Page 4)
J

wanna train. Masters, from
Marion, Ohio, told a highway
patrolman he had gone to the
rear of the engine because the
radio apparently wasn't working.
Only two bodies were recovered. The other three were in
the cab of the B&O train, which
was searing from the heat.
Sterling is about 20 miles
north of Wooster and 35 miles
southwest of Cleveland.
The trains were the B&O's
"The Virginian," en route from
Willard, Ohio, to New Castle,
Pa. The other train was No. 77,
en route to Chicago from New
York City , Cars were piled up
three high, and wires were
down in the area.
Recovered from the cab of the
Erie-Lackawanna train were
the bodies of Donald Narney, 42,
the engineer, and a brakeman,
C. Porter . Both were from Marion, Ohio.
Trapped in the cab of the B&O
train were head brakeman F. C.
Druschel , engineer Carl R.
Duckworth and fireman G. S.
Williams. All three were from
New Castie , Pa.

Woman Leaves
Ditched Auto,
Freezes to Death

VIRGINIA , Minn. (AP) - A
woman froze to death in 30 degree below zero cold north of
Virginia Saturday night after
her car went into a ditch and
she set off afoot in an attempt
to reach her home.
The body of Mrs. Sylvia Nelimark , 45 , of rural Embarrass,
Minn., was found Sunday morning along Highway 21 . Dr. David
A. Sher of Virginia , deputy St.
Louis County coroner , said
death was due to exposure.
The frozen body was about
one-tenth of a mile from Mrs.
Nelimark's stalled car and four
miles from her home.
Dr. Sher said footprints in the
snow indicated Mrs. Nclitnark
had walked a half mile from the
car , apparently realized she was
on the wrong road, and that she
turned around and walked back
to whore the hotly was discovered.
Marks in the snow indicated
the woman alternately sat and
laid down at different points
during tho hike in the bitter cold
before she finally succumbed.
The body was found nbout
10:15 a m . Sunday by Wayne
Hill of Embarrass.

f S S f YORK (AP)-Tbe 60,000 - member Longshoremen's
Union struck ports from Mains
to Texas at 12:01 a.m. today.
Objections among rank-andfile union members in New
York to a clause is a proposed
new contract providing for a
gradual reduction in work gangs
apparently triggered the strike.
The walkout, in effect, is a
resumption of the one-day walkout last Oct. 1
when the work
contract expired. A t t h a t
time, President
Johnson invoked
the Taft-Hartley Act and a
f e d e ral court
injunction sent
the men back
to work during
an 80-day coolGleason
ing - off period.
The government's injunction
power now is exhausted.
The White House gave no Indication of any presidential action
in the new strike. Informed
sources in Washington said
President Johnson probably
would act only ii it appeared
there would be an . immediaU
crippling of the national economy.
Extra longshoremen were employed in New York and several
other ports at weekend overtime
pay rates to speed passenger
and cargo ships to sea before
the strike deadline. More than
20 ships left the Port of New
York Sunday.
Scores of ships were stranded
in various ports, however.
The strike resulted primarily
from the action of New York
members of the AFL-CIO International Longshoremen's Association in rejecting the proposed
contract with the New York
Shipping Association. Agreements reached between the IIA
and the association, which represents 145 shipping and stevedoring companies, traditionally
set the pattern for contracts in
other ports. There also were
contract disputes on local issues
in several South Atlantic and
Gulf Coast ports.
Union President Thomas W.
Gleason said he was "shocked"
by the contract rejection in the
Port of New York in a union
membership vote last Friday.
He had called the contract the
best in the 72-year history of the
union.
Asst. Secretary of Labor
James J. Reynolds said Sunday
that the New York stalemate
was caused by failure of the
union membership to understand the contract terms. Reynolds said he thought the strike
would fail .
Associates of Gleason said the
union president would seek
meetings of all the union's locals here today or Tuesday to
try to "sell" the contract and
get another vote on it.
Reynolds went to Washington
Sunday night to report to Secretary of Labor W. Willard WirU
but he was due back in New
York today for a scheduled
meeting with the ILA's 23-men
executive
council.
Gleason
called in the officials from the
affected ports for what he described as a strategy meeting.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Cloudy tonight and Tuesday
with a few snow flurries tonight. Not much change in
temperature. Low tonight zero
to 10 below , high Tuesday 1020.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. Sunday :
Maximum, 3; minimum, 42;
noon. 2; precipitation , none.
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum, 16; minimum, -3;
noon, 11; precipitation , trace.

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Deaths
Mist Ctlla Watch
Miss Celia Walch , 76, 159 E.
4th St., died at 7:35 p.m. Saturday at Community Memorial
Hospital after a short illness.
She was born Nov. 24, 1888,
at Oak Ridge, Winona County ,
to Nicholas and Clara Kemp
Walch. She had lived in the
city 50 years and was a member of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart and the Catholic
Daughters of America.
Survivors include one brother ,
Francis, Winona, and two sisters, Mrs. Arthur (Laura)
Speltz, Albert Lea, Minn., and
Mrs. Edwin (Kate) Scheil, Minneiska. Five brothers have died.
Funeral services will be at
9:30 a.m. Tuesday at Burke 's
Funeral Home and at 10 at
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
Dittman officiating. Catholic
Daughters will provide an honor guard at the church. Burial
vrtll be in Immaculate Conception Catholic Cemetery, Oak
Ridge.
Friends may call at the funeral home this afternoon and
evening. Rosary will be recited
by Msgr. Dittman and the
Catholic Daughters at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Beatrice E. Peterson
Mrs. Beatrice E. Peterson, 69 ,
452^ Center St., died at 6:05
a.m. Sunday at Community Memorial Hospital. She had been
ill one year.
, She was born Nov. 13, 1895,
near Houston, Minn., to Hiram
and Helen Carpenter Burr. She
was married to Carl Peterson.
She lived at Utica and Houston
and came here 18 years ago
•nd was a member of Grace
Presbyterian Church.
Survivors include two sons,
Leighton, Spring Valley, and
Curtis, Indio, Calif.; one daughter, Mrs. Herbert (Gloria) McNamer, Houston; eight grandchildren; four great-grandchildren, and two brothers , Conrad
and Roy, La Crosse, Wis. Two
brothers and one sister have
died.
Funeral services will be at 1
E.m. Wednesday at Grace Presyteriah Church, the Rev. William T. King officiating. Burial
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home from 7 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday and at the church after noon Wednesday.
Mrs. Delia Morrison
Mrs. Delia Morrison, 85, St.
Anne Hospice, died at 5:33 p.m.
Saturday at Community Memorial Hosptial.
She was born here May 6,
1879, to Charles and Caroline
Haake Gerth and was married
to William Morrison who died
Sept. 26, 1964. They lived in
Evanston, 111., 30 years and returned here seven years ago.
She was a member of First
Congregational Church.
Survivor, include one daughter, Miss Jeanette Morrison, Nevada, Mo., and one sister ,
Mrs . G. J. Tweedy, Winona.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Tuesday at Breitlow Funeral Home , the Rev. Harold
.Rekstad, First Congregational
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home until the time of
service.
Felix P. Bronk
Felix P. Bronk , 81, 119 Johnson St., died at 7:50 a.m. Sunday at Community Memorial
Hospital after a brief illness.
He was born in Dodge. Wis .,
May 18, 1883. He married Mary
Jasnoch and they farmed in the
Dodge area. She died May 30,
1959. He had lived here five
years and was a member of
Sacred Heart Catholic Church ,
Pine Creek , Wis.
Surviving is one brother , Le-

VUitlno hours: Medical and surfllcal
patients: J to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 15.1
Maternity patlentj: J to 3:30 and 7 to
8:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

SUNDAY

ADMISSIONS
Gerald M. Kukowski , Dakota ,
Minn.
Miss Clara B. Luedke, Watkins Memorial Home.
Mrs. Selma Eckhoff , 409
Lincoln St.
Francis E. Jilk , 1863 Gilmore
Ave.
Mrs. Arthur Neitzke, 1205 W.
4th St.
Ronald J. Tofstad , Altura ,
Minn.
Mrs. James Waters, Waumandee, Wis.
Mrs. Beatrice Peterson, 452V .
Center St.
DISCHARGES
Lambert A. Dzwonkowski , 457
Mankato Ave.
Wesley A. Staublin, Fountain City, Wis.
Mrs. Jerome C. Speltz and
baby, 160 E. Broadway.
Mrs. Thomas Hennessy and
baby, Lewiston, Minn.
Mrs. Alfredo Villanueva and
baby, 426 Wilson St.
Mrs. Richard Frey and baby,
1017 E. 4th St.
Mrs. Albert Stanek and baby,
136 Fairfax St.
Edward Bernacki, 507 E.
Front St.
Mrs. Glen Buege and baby,
355 W. Mark St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs . John Morris, 360
Pelzer St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Eichman,
1051 E. Sanborn St., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Blaise Rothering, Stockton, Minrt., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. David Thaldorf ,
523 E. 5th St., a son.

Municipal Court
WINONA
Mrs. Peart S. Peterson, 22,
Rushford, Minn., pleaded guilty
today in municipal court to a
violation of the state open bottle
law Sunday at 9 p.m. at 5th and
Lee streets. She was making arrangements this morning to pay
the $35 fine imposed by Judge
John D. McGill as the alternative to 12 days in Jail.
Forfeiture : Stanley D. Torgerson, 19, Canton, Minn., $35 on a
charge of having beer in his
possession Sunday at 9 p.m. at
5th and Lee streets.
Judge McGili ordered Patrolman Herbert R. Kanthack to
find whether Edward D. Mohan,
1066 W. Wabasha St., had produced his driver 's license following his arrest for driving
without it in his possession Sunday at 1:45 a.m. at Broadway
and Huff Street. A check re
vealed that Mohan had brought
his license in, and the charge
probably will be dismissed Tuesday.
WABASHA
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)Edward Blee . 21, Wabasha ,
pleaded guilty to driving after
suspension of license when he
appeared before Justice Henry
Kronebusch here this morning.
He paid a $50 fine plus $4 costs.
He was arrested Saturday evening by Robert Loechler , deputy sheriff , and held in jail
overnight.
on , Minnesota City, and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at 9
a.m, Wednesday at Watkowski
Funeral Home here and at 10
at Sacred Heart Church , Pine
Creek , the Rev. Augustyn Sulik
officiating. Burial will be in Sacred Heart Cemetery .
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Tuesday. A Rosary will be recited
at 8 p.m.
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• All-channel VHF and UHF tuning
• Powerful New Vista Tuners
• Improved 22,500-volt chassis (design average)
• New RCA tinted Pan-O-Ply picture tubo
• Big 6" x 4* duo-cone speaker
• One-set VHF fine tuning
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D & D ELECTRONICS, Inc.
DAVB GUENTHER and DICK CULHANE
Formerly with Nelson Tirt Service
St. Charlti, Minn.
Phone MM or Rollli\_ »ton. direct S-68V-2134

MONDAY
JANUARY II, 1965

Two-State Deaths
Marvin H. Paine
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special) —
Marvin Hilman Paine, 62, died
suddenly at his home in North
Beaver Creek Saturday evening.
He was born Jan. 22, 1902, on
the farm where he spent his
entire life. His parents-were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Paine.
He was unmarried.
Survivors are : Four brothers,
Guy, Keego Harbor, Mich.;
Roland , Detroit , Mich.; Arnold,
South Beaver Creek , ' and Henry, at home , and four sisters,
Mrs: R. C. (Esther ) Hall, Detroit and Mrs. Ruth Herried,
Gladys and Ethel , all at home.
A brother, William , Cascade
Locks. Ore., died last May.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Faith Lutheran Church, rural Ettrick , the
Rev. L. H. Jacobson officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery .
Friends may call after 7 p.m.
Tuesday at Runestrand Funeral Chapel and at the church
Wednesday after 12:30 p.m. A
devotional service will be held
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
chapel.
Clarence Strand
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Clarence Strand, 69, was
found dead in his home at Osseo Saturday at 4:30 p.m. by
Milo Gott and Hans Severson,
who investigated when they
saw no smoke coming from the
chimney. They found him seated
in a chair, apparently he had
been dead for some time as
his body was frozen.
Alan Hanson, Independence,
deputy Trempealeau County
coroner, ruled death was from
natural causes.
Mr. Strand was born April 21,
1895, in the Town of Pigeon to
Thor and Kari Strand.
He married Mabel Wright of
Whitehall at Pigeon Falls May
2, 1931. They farmed in the
Town of Hale, Northfield and
other areas until when they retired about six years ago. He
was a member of Our Saviour's
Lutheran Church, Whitehall.
Survivors are : His wife, who
was in Kenosha at the time of
his death; three sons, Clarence
Jr., Gerald and Douglas, Kenosha; one daughter, Janice,
Whitehall , and one sister, Mrs.
Albert (Inga) Engen, Whitehall.
The funeral service will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Our Savour 's Lutheran Church, Whitehall, the Rev. O. G. Birkeland
officiating. Burial will be in
Lincoln Cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson Funeral Home, Whitehall ,
today from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9
p.m. A family service will be
held at 7:30.

theran Church, rural Ettrick,
the Rev. L. H. .Jacobson officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
A devotional service will be
held today at 7:30 p.m. at Runnestrand Funeral Chapel, Ettrick. Friends may call at the
chapel after 7 p.m. today and
at the church after 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday.
Edward O. Sanden
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) Edward O. Sanden, 75, died at
3 a.m. today at Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse, front the effects of a stroke suffered Saturday night.
He was born March 31, 1889,
in Crystal Valley, H ou s to n
County, to Mr, and Mrs. Ole
Sanden. As a young man he took
up a claim at Dickinson, N.D.
He married Gena Vathing of
Houston here June 25, 1921.
They fanned at Money Creek
Station until 10 years ago when
they retired and moved to Houston village.
He was educated in Houston
County rural schools. He was a
veteran of World War I and a
member of the American Legion, World War I Barracks and
Cross of C h r i s t . Lutheran
Church.
Survivors are : One son, Charles, Milwaukee, Wis.; four
daughters, Mrs. Robert (Phyllis) Hartle , Fort Dodge, Iowa;
Mrs. Howard ( Doris) Benson
and Mrs. Jack (Charlotte) Kerrigan, Houston, and Mrs. Lawrence (Ingred) Slattum, Minneapolis; four grandchildren, and
two brothers, Thor, Houston,
and Gunder, Medford, Ore.
Tbe funeral service will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Cross
of Christ Lutheran Church, the
Rev. Richard Lee officiating.
Burial was in the Stone Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Hill Funeral Home Tuesday night and
at the church Wednesday after
noon,
Josephine D. Harms
READS LANDING, Minn. —
Miss Josephine D. Harms, 84,
died Sunday evening at the
Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha.
She was born June 23, 1880,
at Reads Landing to Adolph
and Caroline Harms. She lived
with her parents until their
deaths and lived at Reads Landing until December 1958, when
she entered the rest home.
Survivors are: One brother,
Charles, Buena Vista Home;
six nephews and two nieces.
Four brothers and two sisters
have died.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at BuckmanSchierts Funeral Home, Wabasha, the Rev. A. J. Ward, United Church of Christ, Wabasha,
officiating. Burial will be in
Riverview Cemetery, Wabasha.
Friends may call after noon
Tuesday.
Mrs. Anna Glady
PRESTON, Minn. (Special )Mrs. Anna Glady, 91, died Saturday at Connelly Foster Home,
Fountain, following an illness of
six weeks.
The former Anna Schaufenbil ,
she was born Oct. 2, 1873, at
Prairie du Chien, Wis. She was
married to John H. Glady Aug.
16, 1910. They farmed in the Wykoff area. He died in 1959. She
spent her lifetime in the Prairie
du Chien and Wykoff areas.
Survivors are: One sister , Mrs.
J u l i a Cornford, Prairie du
Chien, and several nieces and
nephews. She had no children.
The funeral service will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at St. Killian's Catholic .Church , Wykoff ,
the Rev. John Vincent officiating. Burial will be in St. John 's
Catholic Cemetery, Wykoff.
The Rosary will he said tonight at 8 at Anderson-Thauwald
Funeral Home, Wykoff. Friends
may call today and Tuesday until time of services.
Pallbearers will be Herbert
Vehrenkamp, Eyota; Lester
Mulhern , Fountain; Joel Johnson, Spring Valley, and Dr. A. L.
Walsh , Jack Malley and Leo
Dunn , Wykoff.

Mrs. Leo L. Bauer Sr.
DURAND , Wis. ( Special ) Mrs. Leo L. Bauer Sr., 89, died
Saturday night at her home in
rural Durand.
The former Frances Sabelko, she was born in Austria
Feb. 7, 1875, and came to the
Durand area as an infant. She
was married to Leo L. Bauer in
1904 and they lived in the Town
of Albany. She was a member
of the Holy Rosary Catholic
Church at Lima and its Alter
and Rosary societies .
Survivors include her husband: two sons, Roman and
Leo, Rock Falls; one daughter ,
'Mrs. Albeit ( Mary ) Bauer, Durand ; 12 grandchildren ; 23
great-grandchildren , and one
sister , Mrs. Rose Wisenbeck ,
-St. Benedict' s Hospital . Durand
Funeral services will be al
10 a.m. Tuesday at Holy Rosary
Catholic Church . Lima , the
Rev. Charles Wolf officiating.
ISurial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Rhiel
Funeral Home after 2 p.m. toOle N. Olness
day. A prayer service will be
PETERSON , Minn. ( Special)
at 8 tonight.
— Ole N. Olness, 90, died Sunday nt 4:30 p.m. at the home
James A. Robinson
of his sister , Mrs. Bertha HasBUFFALO CITY , Wis. (Spe- lerud. He had been ill for three
cial)—James A. Robinson , Buf- weeks.
falo City, died this morning at He was born May 6, 1874 , in
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital af- Fillmore County to Ncls and
ter a brief illness.
Solve! Olness. He farmed many
Funeral arrangements , which years on North Prairie, north
are incomplete , are in ' charge of Peterson, until retiring and
of Colb y Funeral Home , Coch- moving to Peterson several
rane.
years ago. He had never married. He was a member of
Mrs. Gilbert Kittleson
ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special) - Grace Lutheran Church , PeterMrs. Gilbert Kittleson , 60, died son.
suddenly at her home in Gales- Survivors are : One brother ,
Martin , Bremerton , Wash.; one
ville Saturday afternoon.
The former Clara Gustava sister , Mrs. llaslerud: nieces
Knuteson , she was born June and nephews. Three brothers
24 , 1B95 , in the Town of Ettrick and one r.istcr have died.
Funeral services will be
lo Mr. and Mrs. Knule A.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Grace
Knuteson.
She was married March t) , Lutheran Church, the Rev.
1010 . at the home of her par- James W. Asp officiating. Burents in the Beach area. For ial will be in East Grace Cememany years they lived on the tery.
Knuteson farm. In 195!) they re- Friends may call at Jensen
tired and moved to (Jalesvllle. Funeral Home , Rushford , WedSurvivors are : Uer husband; nesday from 7 to 9 p.m.
I wo sons , Ralph , on the home
Mrs. Philip Baacker
farm, and Victor , Beach; two
ALMA. Wis . (Special ) daughters , Mrs. Floyd ( Lurile)
Rack , Beach , and Mrs . Ing- Mrs. Philip Bacckcr , 78, Alma,
rald (Grace) Jor gemot) , Et- died Sunday at 8:30 p.m. at
t rick , Trempealeau C o u n t y St. Elizabeth's Hospital , Wabaregister of deeds; nine grand- sha , where she had been a pachildren ; six great - grandchil- tient two months.
dren ; two sisters, Mrs. Arthur The former Elizabeth Boland ,
Zenke , Galesville , and Mrs . Os- she was born April 8, 1886, in
rar C, Olson, Arcadia , and one the Town of Glencoe, Buffalo
brother , Carl , and one foster County, to Andrew and Mary
brother , John Graham , both of Lynch Boland. She was a lifelong resident of the area and
Puposky, Minn.
The funeral service will be attended Arcadia schools.
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Faith Lu- She was married to Philip

Wintry Weather
Due This Week

Wintry weather through Sat- tional Falls with -25 and Bemidji, -21, SL Cloud had -20, Alexurday.
That's the forecast fer Wini- andria -W, the Twin Cities -9,
na and vicinity by the Weather tad RedwoodFalls -8.
Bureau which sees daily aver- tow readings ia the minus 20s
ages for the week near normal were predicted for some Minnedaytime highs of 1SM5 . and sota , areas tonight. The fivenighttime lows of 1 below hv8 day numbing cold also hit northern W I S C O N S I N as winter
above.
weather continued its tight grip.
LITTLE precipitation, howev- Light snow also was reportever, is indicated in the report ed an the .Superior region towhich predicts .10 of an inch day, wtffr occasional snow pre(melted) in occasional snow dicted for most of the northern
flurries, especially later In the and .central sections of the state
week.
by tonight.
Cloudiness is slated to pre- '^^upenoi; had . 20 below zero
vail tonight and Tuesday with a early today. Eau Claire reportfew light snow flurries tonight. ed 15 below, Park Falls 14 beA low of zero ,to 10 below is low, Wausau 10 below and La
the outlook for tonight with the Crosse. 3 below. Green Bay had
high Tuesday 10 to 20 above. a low of zero, Madison 5 above,
Continued cold with no pre- Lone Rock 6, Milwaukee 0, Becipitation is the prediction for loit 11 and Racine 12.
Wednesday.
Maximum readings Sunday
Winona suffered a cold week- were slightly higher than those
end with light snow.
of Saturday, reaching a top bi
The temperature was -12 Sat- 24 in the Beloit-Rockford area.
urday night and -3 Sunday It was up to 15 at La Crosse.
night. High on Saturday was 3 S_>me light snow fell in the
and Sunday 16. At noon today northern part of Wisconsin Sunthe reading was 11.
day.
HIBBING was the coldest spot THE NATION'S high Sunday
in the nation today with -28. was , 84 at Fort Lauderdale,
Other cold spots were Interna- Fla .

Wabasha Man
Dies at 102

WABASHA , Minn. ( Special )
— Anton Schuth, 102, Wabasha's
oldest resident, died «t 8 a.m.
today at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Christine Stamscoror.
He was spending the winter
here but ordinarily lived on
his farm with another daughter,
Augusta.
He was born Feb. 13 , 1862, in
Hanover, Germany. He came to
Wabasha in 1878 at the age of
16.
He married Caroline Evers
at St. Felix Catholic Church in
Wabasha May 29, 1888. She
died May 2, 1950.
He was a charter member of
St. Joseph's S o c i e t y ; was
Greenfield Township supervisor
25 years ; was clerk of the
Greenfield school district 30
years and was first president
of the Greenfield Farmers Telephone Co.
Survivors are : Two sons, Henry and Math, Wabasha; four
daughters, Augusta, Mrs. Stamschror and. Mrs. Ezra ( Caroline)
Behrns, Wabasha, and Mrs.
Carl (Agnes ) Goihl, Lake City;
27 grandchildren and 57 greatgrandchildren. Four daughters,
two sons, two brothers and four
sisters have died.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 10 a.m., the Rt.
Rev. Msgr. John Gengler officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery. St. Joseph's
Society will attend in a body.
Friends may call at AbbottWise Funeral Home this evening and Tuesday afternoon and
evening. Msgr. Gengler will recite the Rosary at 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Sara C. Fuhlbruogg*
A Christian Science service
for Mrs. Sara C. Fuhlbruegge,
477 Dacota St., was read today
at Fawcett Funeral Home by
Arnold Donath, Church of Christ
Scientist . Burial was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Joseph C.
Page, Judson Scott , Joseph Orlowske, Edwin Buck, David
Fakler and Ralph Lyons.
Peter B. Krtopik
Funeral services for Peter B.
Knoplk , 467 E. 5th St., were
held today at Borzyskowski
Mortuary and at St. Stanislaus
Church, the Rev. Paul Breza officiating. Burial was in St.
Mary 's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were : Clarence
Krenz , Gerald Van Pelt , Alex
Lurkowski , George Lorenz, Walter Szarmach and Joseph Rynkowski.
A. Baecker Sept. 7, 1909, in
Arcadia. The couple farmed
near Waumandee area until
retirement in 1946 when they
moved to Alma. Her husband
died Oct . 27, 196.1.
She was a member of St.
Lawrence Catholic Church, the
Confraternity of the Holy Rosary and the American Legion
Auxiliary.
Survivors are ; Eight sons.
Philip, Racine; Edward, Andrew , Walter , David and La
Verne, Independence , and Jerome and Gerald, Alma; two
daughters, Mrs. George (Elizabeth) Theisen, Arcadia , and
Mrs. Andrew (Eileen ) Mueller ,
Alma; 34 grandchildren and
36 great - grandchildren. One
daughter , four brothers and five
sisters have died.
Funeral s e r v i c e s will be
Wednesday nt 10 a.m. at St.
Lawrence Church', the Rev .
Thomas A. Ash officiating. Burial will be in the Glencoe Cemetery.
Friends may cali at Stohr
Funeral Home this evening and
Tuesday evening, Rosary will be
said each evening at 8.

WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Tempera
hires will range from near normal extreme south to 12 degrees
below normals extreme north.
Colder south Tuesday, continued cold Wednesday and Thursday and warmer late in the
week. Normal highs 10-19 north,
19-25 south. Normal lows 11 below to zero north, and 1 below
to 8 above south. Precipitation
will average one-tenth inch or
less in occasional light snow
late in the week.
WISCONSIN - Temperatures
will average 2-6 degrees below
normal. Normal high 17-25
north. 24-30 south . Normal low
1 below to 10 above north, 6-15
south. Colder Tuesday and Wednesday, turning a little warmer
toward the end of the week.
Less than one-tenth inch of precipitation . Some light snow likely around the weekend.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, clear ... . 30 12
Albuquerque, clear . 46 27
Atlanta, cloudy
60 35 .13
Bismarck, snow ... 4 -8 T
Boise, snow
39 32 .19
Boston, cloudy
37 24 .42
Chicago, clear
24 18
Cincinnati, clear ... 35 13
Cleveland, snow ... 32 21 .01
Denver, clear
47 21
Des Moines, cloudy 33 15 ..
Detroit, cloudy . . . . 29 23 ,.
Fairbanks, clear .. -38 -43 ..
Fort Worth, clear .. 42 26
Helena, clear
34 18
Honolulu, clear .... 76 68 1.98
Indianapolis, clear . 31 18
Jacksonville, cloudy 78 48
Kansas City, clear . 40 29
Los Angeles, clear . 76 48
Louisville, clear ... 34 16
Memphis, clear . . . . 37 25
Miami, clear
76 65
Milwaukee, clear . 1 8 9
Mpls. St.P., cloudy 7 -9 .05
New Orleans, cloudy 67 42
New York , clear ... 29 24 .61
Omaha, cloudy .... 41 13
Philadelphia, clear . 39 24 .61
Phoenix, clear
63 38
Pittsburgh, cloudy . 31 12 .16
Ptlnd, Me. , clear ... 29 17 ..
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 41 34
Rapid City, clear .. 42 25 ..
St. Louis, clear .... 30 21
Salt Lk. City, snow . 35 30 .05
San Fran., rain .... 58 50 " T
Seattle, cloudy
45 34
Washington, clear .. 42 25 .61
Winnipeg, snow ... -12 -17 .02
T—Trace

Two-State Funerals
Elmer C. Hainas
ARCADIA, Wis. - Two brothers of Elmer C. Haines , who are
priests, assisted at his funeral
Mass offered Saturday at Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic Church. The Rev. John Trant
officiated.
The Mass was offered by the
Rev. Arthur Haines, Davant ,
La., with the Rev. Jerome
Haines, BraithWaite , La., as
deacon and the Rev. Charles
Lelslle as subdeacon.
Burial was in Calvary Cemetery, with military honors by
Tickfer-Erickson American Legion post.
Pallbearers were V e r n o n
Schwertel , Bensel Haines , Ralph
Weicenberger, Norman George,
Leo George and Michael Rolin.
¦

BILL M ERRILLS. .

(P omef if ato

T have a great deal of admiration for a good salesman and
I feel we can all gain a bit by learning something of the
____ «__
makings of a .salesman. • .' •"
.
J ,
VFor the lack of fortitude mixed with .ambition and imagination, the majority of folks are buyers - not seUera. Salesmen are born, not made, according to some, while others
claim a salesman is made, not born. The point Is that there
are those that, whether made or born salesman, have r way
of doing the job to the end of enjoying a freedom of independence
,
that few people ever achieve.
As Iaaid I would in our last column, I am talking in particular about the door-to-door
salesman, or the direct sales- what you want to do, and it' s
a worthy cause, you're already
man. These people, as a rule, a success.
commission,
work on a straight
' <¦'
¦
or a small subsistance, plus
commission, or what ii called New North Central
"A draw" against commission.
No matter which of these plans Duiuth Fli ght Set
are used, living depends on
selling, and not to sell i» to MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -North
starve, so there is soon a sep- Central Airlines will add a daily
aration of those who do from round trip flight between Duiuth
those who don't. It's those who and Minneapolis-St. Paul Jan.
don't that report all the terrible 25. However, the airline said it
experiences they have had as would not follow the recoma salesman , and that it "ain't mendation of the Duiuth Chamfor them. " But those who suc- ber of Commerce that it reduce
ceed at direct selling claim, fares and add weekendservice.
"You couldn't tie me down to
a time-clock or a given number
of hours in an office or store. I
like being my own boss."
Those who succeed boast they
are independent business people ,
enjoying the planning of their
own hours , and shooting for the
moon if they feel like it. Their
companies are usually reputable and where they pay their
sales force on a commission
basis, will go to great ends in
training them and backing them
up with advertising pieces, display kits , etc .
THERE WILL be companysponsored contests and a local
sales manager for the company
will set goals and incentives for
this energetic lot. I once kidded
a friend of mine by accusing
him of never buying anything.
His wife 's beautiful fur coat
had been won by him while
selling door - to - door. Articles
graced the place throughout the
house, testifying his ability as
a salesman.
The question might arise — CHICK « T A Tl FARM'S
was he a born salesman? Well, FAMILY U'l POLICY I Han't
he had a fine personality, and Vha Ideal Iff. Insurance plan for
I suppose that he inherited that, th« growing family. H Insures tt*
at least in part , from his back- mtln femlly, yetthe cost tor many
ground. But he had never sold
anything in his life before he famines averages only $10 to $1>a
joined his present company as month. K provide. $8,000 life hv
a straight commission, door-to- eurance for Dad plus basic life
door salesman. They trained prelection for Mom and all the
him from the word "Go". To- children. And It even Includes
day he has a lovely home with
an aquarium in the front room, futun children it no extra cftstl
two late model cars in the gar- 80 ask me about H todayl
age, and am confident he can
sustain this standard if he can
just keep going from door-todoor. What did he use to do? He
^^K
VY i'J^m ^'ff iJi
was a farmer. I heard lately
he has a substantial down-payment and is thinking of buying
of farm of his own.

^- _^S«al

BBt
FUTURE KIDS
INSURED TOO!

WHAT CAN we learn from
these successful direct salesmen? Just this. Learn to do
whatever you want to do well.
Set a logical goal , develop fortitude , giving you the ability to
work against obstacles , emotional, imaginative, or real, and you
too can taste the sweet savor of
success.
In a sense, if you're doing
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5 Children's
Events Slated
For Carnival

Five events for children from
Winona and its surrounding
area * will be included in this
year's ~ Winter Carnival program.
They will be sponsored by the
Winona Activity Group and supervised by the park-recreation
department.
The annual children's fishing
derby, heading the list, will be
held Sunday on Lake Winona at
the foot of Franklin Street from
2 to 4 p.m. Children under 16
may participate.
Registration is open now at
the park-recreation office, City
Hall, for the annual scavenger
hunt, which begins next Monday. Children 12 and under may
enter the hunt.
. Clues for the scavenger hunt
will appear Jan. 18 through 22
in the Daily News. The sixth
and final clue will be given out
at the Lake Park Lodge at 10
a.m. Jan. 23. The finder of this
last object will receive a $25
savings bond.
Skating races and contests also will be held Jan . 23 starting
at 2 p.m. at the Lake Park rink
for boys and girls 14 and under. Gold and silver cups will
be awarded winners in the
first three places in all divisions.
If the weatherman cooperates,
a family snow modeling contest
will be held. Registrations must
be made at the park-recreation
office by all entries in this
contest, which begins next Monday. Displays will be jud ged
Jan. 22 after 2 p.m.

Stockton Man
Changes Plea

Amendment of the complaint
•gainst him induced Anthony
Schell, Stockton , bartender at
Swede's Bar, to change his plea
to guilty of selling strong beer
on a Sunday.
Schell's attorney , William A.
Lindquist , appeared for the defendant in municipal court today
and entered the guilty plea after
County Attorney S. A. Sawyer
obtained amendment of the complaint to eliminate the word
"wilfully."
Schell's fine of $35 was paid
as the alternative to 12 days in
jail. Judge John D. McGill imposed sentence. The complaint
was sworn out by state liquor
agents after a Nov. 29 visit to
Winona County.

Westfield Club
Entered Again

Police Chief James W. McCabe today reported a burglary
at the Westfield Golf Club, 1460
W . 5th St., sometime Saturday
night.
The burglary was the second
at the club in the past^ week
Richard Kolter reported the
break-in Sunday at 9:35 a.m. A
police investigation revealed
that the cash boxes of a juke
hox and a cigaret machine had
been rifled of some $2.1.
In addition , six fifths of whisky had been taken. Their value
was set at $28. The burglars
gained entry by breaking out a
window on the north side of the
clubhouse.
Burglary of ti p cluh last
Tuesday night or Wednesday
morning netted the intruders
four bottles of whisky and several partially-empty bottles, but
no cash.
The burglaries are under in
vestigation .

3 More Enter
Queen Contest

Spring Grove, Hastings and
Winona itself have furnished the
second group of three Winter
Carnival q u e e n contestants,
chairman James D. Mohan said
today.
The candidates are Janet
Stever, a 20-year-old service
representative at Northwestern
Bell Telephone Co., sponsored
by her employer; Donna Reed,
19, a Winona Secretarial School
student and part-time employe
at Morgan's Jewelry Store, and
Patricia Anderson, 18, a freshman at Winona State College.

MISS STEVER, 362V4 E. 5th
St., is the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Stever. She
was graduated from Winona
Senior High School in 1962.
She is 5 foot 6, weighs 124
pounds and wears a size 12
dress. She has strawberry
blond hair and green eyes. Her
hobbies are bowling and sewing.

Janet Stever

MISS FEED, whose sponsor
is the Lions Club, was graduated
from Spring Grove High School.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Loren Reed and lives at
221 W. Broadway.
The dark brown-haired, grayish-blue-eyed Miss Reed is 5 foot
7 and weighs 130 pounds. She
wears a size 12 dress. Her hobbies are knitting sewing and
spectator sports. She plans to
be a secretary after completing
her training.
MISS ANDERSON, a graduate of Hastings High School
and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy L. Anderson, is a
freshman majoring in business
at Winona State. Her sponsor is
West End Greenhouse.
She is 5 foot 4, weighs 120
pounds, wears a size 10 dress
and has brown hair and blue
eyes. Her hobbies are skating,
water skiing, winter sports and
keeping a scrapbook. She hopes
to become an airline stewardess.

Donna Reed

Nursery School
Planned Here

With only a few preliminary
steps remaining, establishment
of a public - service nursery
school is expected by Sponsors
to be realized shortly.
Members of the Winona Preschool Study Club, originators
of the project , said a site has
been chosen. Time of opening
and location of the school will
be announced as soon as plans
have been reviewed by the
standards and licensing section
of the state Department of Public Welfare.
Directing the school will be
Mrs. Marvin Gunderson , 1257^
W. Broadway. Mrs. Gunderson
operated a similar school at St.
James prior to moving here
last year with her husband, Winona Senior High School football coacb.
The school, open to all denominations, is a nonprofit institution . Programs , information and
medical forms were distributed
Thursday at a meeting of the
study club. Officers said other
interested parents can obtain
material from Mrs . Gunderson
or Mrs. William Blass, Minnesota City .
The nursery school will be fully certified and is to operate
on a permanent basis , sponsors
said. Programs are flexible so
that pupils can be accepted on
the basis of attendance from
once to three times a week.
Such flexibility will make the
program available to a wider
range of applicants , sponsors
believe.
Funds to equip tho school will
be raised by private donations
and through various money-raising projects.

Patricia Anderson

Frontenac Man
Geh Five Years

FRONTENAC , Wis.-A Frontenac man who pleaded guilty
to am aggravated assault charge
in Goodhue County District
Court Friday was sentenced to
five years in Stillwater state
prison by Judge John B. Freidrich.
Earl Dutton, 32, admitted
stabbing his wife, Marilyn , also
32, in the back with an flinch kitchen knife after an
early-morning quarrel at the
couple's home in Fron tenac
Nov. 28.
Mrs. Dutton has been released after treatment in St. John 's
Hospital , Red Wing. Dutton will
be taken to the prison this
week.

Lake City Course
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
—A standard Red Cross first
aid course will be offered at
Lale City beginning next Monday and will continue through
Jan. 22. Classes will be conducted at the city hall from 7:30 to
10 p.m. under the supervision of
Clyde Oliver , Wabasha County
Red Cross chairman. Anyone interested is invited. A nominal
charge for instruction material
will be the only cost.

Man Asks for Prisoner
At Hospital; He Flees

A "Spanish-looking " man was
scared away from Community
Memorial Hospital Saturday evening by a nurse 's report of his
presence to the patrolman
guarding burglary suspect William J. Cozart , 27, Chicago .
The man was discovered wandering in the second-floor halls
of the hosp itnl , looking into
rooms and asking where the
"prisoner " wns.

HOSPITAL patients were unaware of Ills presence , and
most did not recognize the sound
of a shotgun accidentally discharged several minutes later
by a policeman Kent to investigate.
According to Police Chief
.lames W. McCabe , hurdly anyone in the hospital other than
nurses was aware of the potential drama being acted out in the
hospitnl corridors. The "bang "
of the shotgun blast actually
blended into the hospital' s background noises for most, he said.

The patrolman carrying the
shotgun told Chief McCabe that
the weapon 's safety catch was
on. A check revealed that the
catch was defective.
The weapon discharged into
the tiled floor of a corridor ,
pocking the linoleum but otherwise doing no damage.

THE SUSPECT entered the
hospital about 7 p.m. and was
seen by Mrs. Truman Olson , a
nurse , walking around the second floor, looking into rooms.
According to Mrs, Olson, the
man said to her , "Come here,
sister, where's the prisoner 's
room ."
She pretended not to understand what he was talking
about , and the man walked
away, Later , she found the man
In a bathroom and asked him
what he was doing. "Just checking, " he replied , "if it's all
right with you."
Nurse Rita Casey saw the
suspect shortly afterward and
reported the man 's suspicious
actions to Patrolman Braith-

waite , the Saturday night guard
in front of Cozart's room.
The suspect was seen leaving
the hospital at this point , by
the woman nt the reception
desk.
UNAWARE OF THIS, two patrolmen dispatched to the hospital conducted a search of the
second floo r . It was nt this time
that the shotgun accidentally
discharged. The patrolman told
Chief McCabe that the woapon
had discharged itself; ho could
not explain now.
Chief McCabe gave the following description of tho suspect
today: Appeared of Spanish origin , 25 to 30 years old , 5 foot fl ,
medium build , wearing a blue
print jacket .
The chief suld the man 's features are "similar " to those of
Coznrt's escaped accomplice
im the nttempted high school
burglary Thursday morning.
However , the accomplice also
was described as being 30 to
35 years old , 6 feet tall and
pudgy.

Buffalo Co.
Food Plan
Starts Jan. 19

Girls Injured;
La Crescent
Man Charged

ALMA, Wis. — Federal government surplus foods will be
distributed in Buffalo County beginning Jan. 19. Persons eligible to receive them should pick
them up only at the times and
places listed.
Families residing in the city
of Alma and towns of Alma,
Nelson and Maxville should call
for their allotments in the old
courthouse at Alma Jan. 19 between 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. (
The surplus commodities for
persons living in the towns of
Buffalo, Belvidere, Cross, Glencoe, Lincoln, Modena, Montana,
Milton and Waumandee, village
of Cochrane and Fountain City
and Buffalo City will be distributed Jan. 20 between 8:30
a.m. and 4 p.m.
The distribution point for the
remainder of the county will be
the county highway shop at
Mondovi. City of Mondovi people should call Jan . 21 between
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m./ and
residents of the Towns of Mondovi, Canton, Gilmanton, Naples
and Dover may call Jan. 22 between the same hours.
Persons calling for their commodities should be sure to have
their surplus foods identification
card with them. Distribution
will be made by the county welfare department in this joint
U.S. Department of Agriculture
and state Department of Public
Welfare program , adopted last
fall by the tcunty Board of Supervisors. Some 700 are expected to be eligible.

4 Cases Slated
For Trial in
District Court

Sixty-two civil cases were
called on the calendar for the
January term of District Court
today by Judge Arnold Hatfield .
The calling is a ceremony
in which attorneys in each case
on the calendar briefly indicate
to the judge and Clerk of Court
Joseph C. Page whether the
case will be tried by jury or
court, how long they expect trial
to last and how soon they expect to be ready for trial.
Calling of the calendar, in
other words, allows the court
officers to teptatively arrange
a schedule for trying of cases
on the term calendar.

FOUR CASES were set for
trial within the month by Judge
Hatfield. Leonard J. Rich, 2581/ _
E. 4th St., will be tried on an
arson charge Friday at 9:30
a.m. County Attorney S. A .
Sawyer will prosecute; Attorney
Roger P, Brosnahan represents
Rich.
When the 45 members of the
petit jury panel assemble Jan.
18 at 10 a .m., they will hear
the case of Zywicki Investment
Co., Inc ., against H. J. Kramer,
Ross Kraning and National
Heating & Cooling Manufacturing Corp. The trial is expected
to take a week.
The personal injury case of
William H. Galewski, 653 E.
Broadway, against Charles L.
Nicholson , Yakima , Wash., was
set for trial Jan. 25. However,
a motion for change of venue
to Houston County will be heard
Monday afternoon by Judge
Hatfield.
THE SUIT for breach of warranty of V. A . Bohr , Scottsdale ,
Ariz. , against King Gas and
Fertilizer Co., Lewiston , was set
for trial Feb. 1. Attorney William A . Lindquist told Judge
Hatfield he expected the trial
to take two days.
Lindquist represents Bohr.
Attorney William E . .Crowder,
Minneapolis , represents King
Gas.
Five personal injury cases
brought by Raymond L , Holm ,
Chicago , on his own behalf and
for his four children were consolidated at the order of Judge
Hatfield. They involve injuries
received in a collision June 13
with a car driven by Richard
Schultz, Utica .
Attorney Duane M. Peterson
for Holm told Judge Hatfield
the trial would probably last
five days . It will be a jury
trial. Attorney Ralph Foster
represents Schultz.
The four suits of Winona
homeowners against the Sam
Rueb Wrecking Co., Olmsted
County, were consolidated also.
Attorney Duane M. Peterson for
the homeowners estimated the
trial would take two days before a jur y. The firm of Schcrmer and C.cnsler represents the
company.
THE PERSONAL Injury suit
of Barbara Ellen Bryn, 270 E.
Wabasha St., against Bernard
J. Boland , Dale It. Boland and
James Sullivan , Caledonia ,
wns put over to the April term
of court. L. L. Duxbury, Cnledonin , attorney for Rullivnn ,
will be busy in the legislature
until then.
Arraignment of Samuel Murray, 259 Mill St., on a paternity
charge was continued to Jan. 25
at 1:30 p.m. Murray 's Attorney,
Loren W. Torgerson. told judge
Hatfield that his client is out
of town now but would be back
for arraignment. Murray has

LA "CRESCENT, Minn. (So*
dal) — Charges of careleai
driving, leaving the scene of a
personal injury accident and vt»
dating a restricted driver'!license are pending against a 22year-old La Crescent man.
Officers said he struck the
rear of a small foreign car
at 10:30 Saturday night on the
dike road east of La Crescent
and caused two 17-year-old
Houston County girls to be patients in Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse.

REAPPORTIONMENT PLAN . . . Approved Saturday by the Governor 's Commission on Reapportionment was this proposa.1
for realignment of state legislative districts.
Light solid lines are county lines; heavy
solid lines are Senate district boundaries and
dotted lines are House district lines. Each
Senate district would be divided into two
House districts.
District 1 — Fillmore and Houston counties, Sen. Lew Larson — would be unchanged.
The two House districts, represented by Rep.
Clinton Hall, Fillmore County, and Rep. Lloyd
Duxbury, Houston County, are virtually the
same as now, except for addition of part of
Fillmore County to the Houston district.
Also unchanged is District 2 — Sen. Roger Laufenburger, Winon a County — and its
two House districts , represented by Rep.
Frank Theis, Winona , and Rep. Donald Mc-

New Judge
Welcomed
Prior to this morning's calling of the January term in District Court, Attorney George
Robertson Jr. delivered a brief
welcoming address to Judge
Arnold Hatfield on behalf of the
Winona County bar.
Robertson , president of the
county bar association , expressed the bar 's esteem for Winona 's new district judge and assured him of the bar 's cooperation in settlement of any problems which might arise.
Judge Hatfield responded in
warm terms. "I came here by
choice," he told the large gathering of county lawyers. "I
came here because I like the
county, the residents of the
county—and its lawyers."
Many lawyers were present to
answer for their firms at the
calling of the caleridar. But
a great many apparently came
simply to welcome the judge.
The text of Robertson 's welcome follows:
"Your honor , it is my pleasure as president of the county
bar association to welcome you
as our resident judge.
"We have for a long time
had the pleasure of associating
with you. Indeed , n number of
us had that pleasure even before you became district jud ge.
"We ask that you consider
yourself a member of our bar
association . We will welcome
your suggestions to us for the
improvement of our efforts in
all phases of our work. We respectfully ask that you also consider our suggestions with respect to the administration of
justice. It is our opinion that
working together we can look
forward to many years of connerr five endeavor for the betterment of the citizens of this
county ."

Pair Found Dead
In Closed Garage
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Autopsies
were to be performed today to
determine what caused the
death of a man and woman ,
whose bodies were found in
a car in a closed garage here.
posted a $300 bond set in municipal court.
The cases of Leo P. Kemp
against Jones & Kroeger Co.,
Appliance Finance Co. against
Luther Stecn and Luther Hospital , Eau Claire , and Midelfart Clinic , Ltd ., Eau Claire ,
against Edwin P. Yack , 119
Washington St., were all settled
out of court , it was announced.

Leod, rural Winona County.
Wabasha County , at present combined
with Olmsted County to form District 3,
would be joined instead with Goodhue County
in the new plan. Present senator for the district is Robert Dunlap, Rochester, formerly
Plainview. The two House districts in proposed nsw District 3 — Rep. Lester Howatt,
Wabasha County ; Rep. Roy Voxland, Goodhue County — are essentially the same as
now.
Rural Olmsted County would become
part of new District 8, along with Dodge and
Steele counties. The Rochester metropolitan
area would be a separate senatorial district
with two representatives. Rural Olmsted
and Dodge counties would share one representative and Steele County would be assigned one representative. (AP Photofax )

Vandals Damage
Church Interior
SPRING GROVE, Minn.
(Special)—Vandals destroyed part of the alter and accouterments at Waterloo
Ridge Lutheran C h u r c h
south of here in Allamakee
County, Iowa, Saturday
night.
Houston. County Sheriff
Byron Whitehouse went to
the scene Sunday afternoon
while S h e r i f f Theodore
Rumph , Waukon , was investigating.
Damage was devastating,
said Whitehouse. The back
of the altar was torn loose
and moved. The altar cloth
was removed and set on fire.
It had been taken outside
where the flames died.
Communion services were

to have been held there
Sunday. Communion wafers
were strewn. Brass goblets
standing on the altar were
flattened , apparently by
stepping on them .
Glass globes were broken
in the antique chandelier
that hnd once burned kerosene. An attempt had been
made to move the pulpit ,
without success, but the podium was broken off.
Many of the hammers in
the piano were torn off , a
hole was made in a stained
glass window , and figures in
an exterior nativity scene
were destroyed.
The church has a supply
minister , pending the arrival soon of the Rev. S. O. Sorlien , Decorah.

Welfare Office
May Be Involved
In Poverty Plan

promise settlement of two old
age assistance lien cases.

The county welfare department might become involved in
programs under the Economic
Opportunity Act of 19fi4 , the Winona County Welfare Board was
told at its meeting Friday.
William P. Werner, welfare
director , said the department
probably will work with school
representatives, the state employment service nnd the Minnesota Department of Conservation in setting up a program
of job op portunity and training for youths between the ages
of 16 and 21.
One possibility, Werner said ,
is that the work program might
be augmented by an arrangement by which a person would
have a 32-hour work week nnd
an eight-hour academic week.
WERNER ALSO presented
the department' s financial report for 1!K>4. A balnnce of $68,574.25 remained in department
funds Dec. 31 out of a total levy
of $267,281 .(19.
Werner told the board that
his department is working with
the county- attorney, S. A. Sawyer , on thirce carnal knowledge
cases and one incest relationship case, lt is involved In four
paternity octions.
He snid that his department
hus approved a homo for an
adoptive placement , and he recommended licensing of a new
foster home for care of children.
The bo«ard approved a com

THE HIGHWAY Patrol traced
the car to Everett Uewburg Jr.
from a passerby who saw the
license number as the man 's
car went out of control. It veered into the south part of tha
four-lane highway aid Newburg;
continued in that laiie as he proceeded toward La Crescent, the
witness told authorities.
.
Sharon Mosher, who was driving the car owned by her mother, Mrs. Lilah Mosher, proprietor of Panorama Motel, received fractures of both her legs
between the ankles and knee as
she was thrown 10O feet landing
in the south lane .
Her other injuries were a
deep cut in the right instep,
right big toe almost severed, a
deep cut above the break in tha
right leg, skinned shoulder, and
multiple other cuts and bruises.
She was placed in a cast from
the pelvis down .
Eileen Gile, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Gile, Dakota,
Winona Senior High School junior , also was thrown out of the
driver 's door , larding on the
safety island between the two
double lanes. She received head
cuts requiring stitches, leg cuts
and multiple bruises.
THE TEMPERATURE wai t
degrees below zero.
Sharon was driving east and
was within one-third mile from
La Crescent when her car was
struck by the 1957 Chrysler
driven by Newburg, officers
said. Her foreign vehicle was
throw n against the guard rail.
The seat was torn loose in tha
impact and the door unlatched;
the girls flew out.
An unidentified doctor, following them , stopped to give assistance. Another car was dispatched to the Standard Oil
Service station in La Crescent.
Lloyd Demorest , attendant, called the Highway Patrol which
sent N. R. Wicklund , La Crescent , and Clyde Seekins, Caledonia , to the scene.
Demorest also called an ambulance from La Crosse, which1
took the girls to the hospital.
Greg Husmann , La Crescent,
called Sharon 's mother. Her
husband. Clayton , was en rout e
to New York City and couldn't
be notified immediately.
OFFICERS SAID the Newburg car had passed another
car just before attempting to
pass the girls'.
There were no seat belts ui
the 1960 car in -which the girls
were riding. Damage to their
vehicle was estimated at $1,200. Damage to the Newburg
car was estimated by officer.
at $250.
The girls had attended a
dance at the Avalon , La Crosse.
At that time Linda Swendiman,
16, La Crescent , also was with
them. They left the dance hall
about 10 p.m. After a snack
at a La Crosse restaurant they
proceeded to La Crescent.
After letting Linda off they
decided to return to La Crosse.
En route they changed their
mind and started back to La
Cresecent.
Officers said Sharon could
have been run over by the car
following them if she hadn 't
been thrown onto the south double lane , where there was littls
traffic.

THE DEPARTMENT , Werner
said, is preparing material for
court presentation in three
cases involving termination of
parental rights and two cases
inquiring into alleged neglect of
children. It has completed 11
studies for the court in cases
involving mental illness and
inebriety.
NEWBURG S CAR was reportWerner told the board that his ed to have traveled left across
office is working with two tu- the south lanes and come to rest
berculosis patients and has com- against the guard rail. Witnespleted three new referrals of ses said he started the car ,
children to University of Min- backed from the rail , and pronesota hospitals for alleviation ceeded homeward in the wrong
of orthopedic handicaps.
lane.
Miss Ruth Smcdstcd and The girls were Riven emerMrs. Kathleen Duran , depart- gency surgery Saturday night.
ment social workers , helped Sharon and Linda are juniors
present material to the board.
at St. Peter 's High School, Hokah. Sharon and her brother,
David , who will complete basic
with the U. S. Marines
Guards Continue training
at San Diego, Calif. , were injured Oct. 21 , "962 , when Iheir
Panama Watch
car .s truck a p ipe in the road
PANAMA (AP) - National which I hey did n 't sec. It sent
their car out of control.
Guardsmen remained on duty
Sheriff Byron Whitehouse in¦
today at the edge of the ll .S vestigated that accident and alcontrolled Canal Zone as cere M > was at the scene Saturday
monies continued marking the niehl.
first anniversary of bloody anti- HOMER HILLTOPPERS
American riots. The observance
HOMER. Mum. - Wilham
ends Tuesday.
Tcske, area gam e warden , will
Four ' American soldiers and he guest speaker at the meeting
21 Panamanians were killed last ot the Homer Hilltoppers 4-H
year in the violence along thu Club at K p.m. Thursday at
border.
Homer Hall .
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Reg. Meeting Tuesday, Jan. 12

8:00 p.m. tliftrp in tht club4iou»*.
Exemplification ol Ht Dtgrot
Dinntr Mieting 4:30 p.m.
DON NVSETH , Grand Knl .M
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Awards Better
To Receive

By EARL WILSON
. NEW YORK - Barbra Streisand grasped the microphone at
the Hotel Gotham the other
morning and presented Sammy
Davis with C u e Magazine's
award as Entertainer of the
Year. Miss Streisand, last
year 's winner, said, "They say
it is better to give than to receive but" — here she looked
affectionately at the award —
"I tell you it is better to receive!"
Barbra , recalling that Diahann Carroll , Zero Mostel and
she had won, added, "Next year
a Gentile is gonna get it!"
Were Billy Eckstine's assailants really "muggers" ¦— or
could they have had some mysterious grudge motive? Detectives say muggers don't hold
people captive 36 hours; they
grab the loot and run.
GAGS FLEW fait: "I know
where Mr. B. was , he was doing a benefit for Joe Banana"
(Brooks Arthur).
Billy's pained look off the
floor at the Americana convinced professional skeptics that he
had been hurt — that the disappearance was not a stunt —
and that there is much more to
be told.
Busty Joi Lansing, the health
nut with the Tiger's milk routine, is hoping to enter Actors'
Studio. She finds Lee Strasberg
the most fascinating teacher
she's met . . . Pretty Pat Tunder, who wa_ Richard Burton'i
girl between wives, has a new
fur coat and hat, and is myssterious about both . . . She's
back in the Copa line . . . Belly
dancer . Nai Bonet did three
shows in. three hotels in one
night in N.J., riding hot and
perspiry f r o m engagements.
Her chauffeur got the flu but
Nai went skiing next day. So,
belly dancing is good for you.
A NEWSPAPER'S fish and
game editor was visited one night
by a man who said, "I've got a
scoop for you," then pulled out
a pistol and announced, "I've

just shot my wife. " With miraculous calm, the Fish and Game
Editor pointed toward the City
Editor , reporters and rewrite
men. "You 're in the wrong department," he said. "This is
outdoor sports — indoor sports
is over there."
Connie Francis'U take on a
lot of work ' now that her marriage's busted up: 3 days in
Rome, 6 days in Rio, a CBS TV
spec in Hollywood, a date at the
Miami Diplomat "and probably
another movie." Connie still
hankers to be married and
have children. She and Dick
Kanillis actually broke' up Dec.
18, while they were at Connie 's
big home in New Jersey.
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
There's one local man so henpecked that he even lets his wife
break his New Year 's resolutions for him.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: About
as many people gave up smoking this New Year 's as last New
Year's — and most of them are
the same people.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"The secret of a woman 's allure is a man's ignorance." —
Don Drumm.
EARL'S PEARLS: Sign in an
East Side laundry : "We don't
mangle your clothes by machinery. We do it by hand."
"LBJ has already begun tightening up on government expenses," said a B'way star.
"My invitation to the Inaugural
Ball arrived with postage due."
. . . That's earl , brother.
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at the Golf View Restaurant at
Rushford starting at 10 a.m.
Wednesday. Obtain details from
your county agent.
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ATLANTA, Ga. (AP ) - Polio
hat almost vanished from the
United States within a scant
decade in one of medicine's
most dramatic triumphs over
an ancient scourge of mankind.
"It is apparent that with a
continued effort to vaccinate the
yet unreached young people and
the newborn babies, we can
eliminate poliomyelitis as a
public health problem in this
country in the near future," a
government agency reports.

Voice of the Outdoors

That Is a statement .from the
Communicable Disease Center
of the U.S. Public Health Service. It comes only 10 years after
Salk vaccine opened the way to
conquer polio.
The statistics behind that
statement are even more impressive.
It was in 1952 that crippling
polio reached a terrible peak in
the United States. That year 57,879 persons fell victim to the
disease, 3,145 died and nearly
20,000 were left with the crippling effects of polio.
Last year there were only 121
persons stricken in the entire
nation. Fewer than 10 died and
far less than 100 had paralytic
after-effects.
Ten years ago, Dr. Jonas F.
Salk provided the first break in
the fight against polio with his
vaccine. This was buttressed sis
years later by Dr. Albert Sabin's vaccine.
Medicine thus found the key
to a disease that had killed and
maimed long before its cause
was known — perhaps as long
ago as 1400 B.C. Polio had been
a vague, mysterious malady
until 1840 when Dr. Jacob
Heine, a German bone specialist, described its nature.

Fillmore Co-op
Sales Decline
Sliahtly in '64

LANESBORO, Minn. ( Special )
— Total 1964 sales at the Fillmore Co-op Services here were
$436,158, it was revealed at the
firm's annual meeting Saturday
afternoon. This is $8,000 lower
than 1963.
The co-up sold 562,175 galof gasoline and 417,406 gall^JEb_y_i___H______w lons
lons of fuel oils. In addition
Nile: 7:15—HC-eJC-Uc
8,580 gallons of lube oils were
sold, 6,375 pounds of greases,
ENDS TUES.
1,006 gallons of anti-freeze , 35,538 gallons of L.P. bulk gas and
SHOWN AT: 7:19
56,435 gallons of L.P. bottle
gas.
Net cost of sales was $34©,948, leaving a gross margins of
$95,210. Merchandising, administrative and general expenses
TWCHMICOtJOR' « HU«MNUIU ._
totaled $71,058 , for a net operating margin of $23,011 comSHOWN AT: 9:M
pared with $27,585 during 1963.
A total of $3,787 of the net
margins was distributed in cash
patronage refunds.
Two directors were re-elected
for three-year terms. They
were Henry Pederson. Harmony, and Henry Ostrem,
Lanesboro. All officers were reelected. They include Pederson, president; James Erickson, vice president ; Paul Abrahamson, secretary - treasurer;
Ostrem, Clifford Nelson, Vernon Miller and Clarence McKay
Jr., and Howard Stensrud ,'manager.
About 300 attended the meeting and the noon dinner.

Polio Almost
Vanished by
Salk Vaccine

Mexican Fishing
ENSENADA , Baja, Mexico"Bonito" Petro, the captain of
Gaviota IV, cried out in Mexican from the fly deck from
which he had been studying with
experienced eyes the rather
calm waters of the bay, hoping
to spot a school of moving fish.
The handful of fishermen,
who had been standing, half
frozen in the shelter provided below, started making
tackle ready and had one
of the Mexican deck hands,
who could only understand
words like bait , hook, how
deep, put a fair-sized sardine on our No. 4 hook .
It was pitch dark when the
clerk knocked and said "Five
o'clock ." Before going night
clubbing, the night before, we
had arranged for a taxi to come
at 5:30 in the morning to take
us to the fishing pier.
It was bitter cold. We put
on two pairs of khaki pants,
two woolen shirts, wishing
we had brought along our

Rural Mail
Boxes Must
Be Accessible

insulated underwear

cakes and coffee were excellent
and they charged Mexican, not
Two drivers waited outside in tourist, prices. A deeply dark Area postmasters appealed
an old yellow cab. One spoke
native , next to me, paid Saturday to postal customers on
English. The other did not . They tanned
the
same
amount.
rural routes to help their carturned out the lights as they
riers
make mail deliveries durdrove through unlighted dark ,
A tall native wearing a red ing winter weather.
narrow streets to the dock area .
Approaches to rural mail
shirt led the way over a
boxes must be kept open by
An hour later, a Mr. Maldirt path to the docks. He
postal patrons, the postmasters
oney who had the fleet of
didn't offer to carry any of
fishing boats, greeted us,
the tackle on the ten-block said, and obstructions to delivery of mail should be removed
revealing we had time for
walk out to the docks where
breakfast before sailing and
the various sized fishing or minimized as far as possible.
Where a problem is posed,
pointed to a dirty windowed
boats were tied .
they noted, the carrier may
building with a sign "Cafe"
Half a d o z e n good - sized leave "Your Mailbox Needs Atover its front. An Irishman
bonito were boated from the tention," a form notifying cuswith a red nose was back of
first school. We battled one tomers to keep box approaches
the counter. Another exseveral minutes but didn't land clear by removing obstructions
ample of how the Irish had
it. We didn't have sufficient ten- — including snow — promptly.
kidnaped us.
sion on the new deep-sea Mitch- Unless approaches are clearThe room and lunch counter ell we got for Christmas. It ed, the postmasters warned, it
was full of Mexicans, all ap- was the first time we used it. may be necessary to withhold
parently fishing boat crews.
delivery of mail temporarily.
Besides Petro three other
They were warmly dressed.
Rural carriers are not reOne heavy set character wore Mexican helpers made up quired to make deliveries on
a high Russian-type cap. They the crew. They were the foot when roads cannot be
did not stop gabbing Mexican friendliest , happiest and traveled with vehicles normally
as we took seats at the counter most helpful bunch of pro- used, the postmasters said. Carand ordered wheat cakes. There fessionals we have encount- riers are expected , however , to
were two friendly Mexican ered in a long time. They make every reasonable effort to
women back of the counter. The were there to unhook your serve as'many patrons as posfish , cry with you when you sible.
If excessive detours are neceslost one , selected your bait
with skill and place it pro- sary to deliver mail , they addperly on the hook. They en- ed, customers should temporarily relocate their boxes along
joyed getting two bottles of
the new line of travel or make
Mexican beer , one for the
fisherman , and one to drink other arrangements to get their
with you. They gave back a mail until travel on the usual
dime out of the half buck. route can be resumed.

NASON ON EDUCATION

Will to Learn
Can Be Acquired

By LESLIE J. NASON, ED. D. ing nbility through practice in
University of Southern Californi a "recognition " of problems.
However , I am fearful of the
What constitutes "excellence effects of further downgrading
in education?"
of practice In the fundamental
This has been argued since skills which seems to be indicatthe time of Plato and Aristotle. ed.
The discussion is still going on. Communication and computaNo wonder It took California tion skills, reading, writing ,
teachers four years and nine speaking, listening and mathedrafts to come up with a clear matics can best be achieved,
statement of their views on the teachers say, by reducing mefactors which create "excellence chanical drill ' 'in favor of pracin education." The primary tice which arises , out of prior
key, the California Teachers As- understanding of what the drill
sociation says, is "stimulation of is about and for which there is
the will to learn."
some satisfying return on the inI am ln full agreement with vestment in effort. "
their contention that a will to
learn is developed not by the WHILE "purposeful prattle* "
subjects studied but by how the should always be used in pla'
ce
Individual has studied and been of mechanical drill , it is more
practice, not less, that our stutaught.
Subject matter , as the state- dents need.
ment says, is "the raw material For example, the theory that
out of which educational exper- students would practice handience can be built. It should writing "as they saw the need
stimulate learning appetites and for better handwriting " has
should not destroy them by an proved false. Without dpjpurjfe
over-demanding emphasis on practice , handwriting facility
possessing n mass of factual deteriorates. College seniors ka 1
data. "
u group show less skill in handTHI ". THEORY of Interest writing than tliey did in junior
rests on the princi ple that the high.
more a student knows about a Any skill that is used as a tool
subject , and the more clearly it must be maintained at a suffiis organized In his mind, the ciently high level no that its opgreater is his drive to learn eration does not interfere with
more about it. Once a student the task at hard, ln the case of
has felt the joy of learning reading, writing and arithmetic
through mastery of one subject this means they must approach
he is more confident; in fact , he the automatic response level.
may be euger lo learn in another This level of akfll can be maintained only through practice.
field.
I am pleased that problemsolving competence is placed
Some 15,000 bird watchers
so high on the list of goals and participate In the National Authat a special effort is to be put dubon Society 's Christmas bird
forth by California teachers to count throughout the United
Improve students' problem-solv- States and Canada.

Fishing was slow. Most were
bonito and sea bass, not large
ones, and a lot of red rock fish ,
that they called by different
names but they all looked a
like to us. Some of them were
beautiful fish. We 've got to get
up on these warm water sea
fish of this part of the world.
Petro looked for that school of
big fish until 4 p.m. and almost
cried when he failed to find it.
He felt better when we docked
and learned that none of the
other fishing captains did much
better.
The crew clean all of the
fish without cost other than
the usual tip. Everybody
carried their fish in gunny
sacks. Some had full heavy
sacks.
A gang of Mexican youngsters swarmed down on the
docks, begging, when tho boats
landed. None of them could talk
English. They begged in thoir
nutive language . English is required in schools.
, One little ragamuffin ,
when I told him "No understand Mexican ," let out a
bombardment of English expletives at me without an
accent.

Profitable Year
For Stale Fair

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
Minnesota State Fair made
a net operating gain of $250,438
last year and hiked the net cash
balance by some $100,000, to
$612,342.
The Minnesota State Agricultural Society gave that report
Tuesday and said the state 's 96
county and district fairs set records in 1964 also.
Attendance at the exhibition
in St. Paul hit a record 1,228,474, or nearly 55,000 more than
the previous high set in 1958
Exhibitors received a record
$249,909.
Fred S. Lamrners of Stillwater was re-elected society president. Michael D. Heffron, St.
Paul, was elected to the new
position of assistant secretary
and assistant general manager.
The Minnesota Federation of
County Fairs reported receipts
from all sources at the county
and district fairs was $1,857,720
and expenditures were $1 ,462704, leaving a net of $305,016,

DEAR ABBY:

She Could Use
Spiked Heels

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My problem may seem small to you, but
it's big to me. Whenever toy husband and I go to his parehts*, my father-in-law lies down on the living room floor
and insists that I jump on his stomach as hard as I can. I
suppose he's trying to show off how strong he is. I've tried
to get out of these demonstrations because it makes me
feel so foolish, but my father-in-law insists, and rather
than make a big scene I go along with it. How can I get
out of these aillv nertormances without hurting his feelings?
He is a very dear man otherwise, and quite
PART OF THE ACT
sensitive.
DEAR PART: Even though your
father-in-law may be "dear" and "sensitive," you, as a woman, are entitled
to be "sensitive" about jumping up and
down on a man's stomach. If he must
show off his abdominal strength, he
shouldn't ask a woman to do a man's
job.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has been
ABBY
dead for four years and the company where
he used to work still sends a Christmas card to "MR. AND
MRS.— . " I feel terrible about this and wonder if other
widows have the same problem. Or do you suppose they
haven't missed my husband at work yet? FEELING LOW
DEAR FEELING: I am sure they miss your husband. (I'll bet they took him off the payroll.) Notify
the company that their Christmas card list needs revising.
DEAR ABBY : My daughter is married and has a lovely
family. Her doctor told her that she must either give up
smoking or die young. She's had pneumonia four times and
her lungs are seriously weakened. I arrived the second
day after she had quit smoking. On the fourth day she
invited two of her friends in for lunch and bridge. One
is a chain smoker, so I offered to call this woman and
explain the facts, and ask her to refrain from smoking in
my daughter 's presence because she is tempted"to smoke
when others do. My daughter wouldn 't let me call. She said
that her guests came first and she wouldn't want them to
feel tense or uncomfortable. I say that the hostess comes
first and the guests are secondary. Which of us is right in
the social sense? Also, isn't there a moral principle of selfANXIOUS MOTHER
preservation involved here?
DEAR MOTHER: Your daughter is right. She realizes that the strength to quit smoking must come from
within, and attempting to isolate herself from temptation will not solve her problem. It's her battle, Mother.
Let her fight is her way.
DEAR ABBY: Please stop advising people to call their
hostesses the day after a party to "thank" them again. When
my guests leave, they say "thank you " and that is good
enough for me.
The day after I entertain I am so bone-tired that all I
want to do is crawl into a corner and stay there. But now,
thanks to you, Dear Abby, I have to jump up every five
minutes to answer the phone and listen to somebody "thank"
me again for the lovely evening.
I don't like written thank-you notes , either. When the
postman delivers one of those little envelopes I think it is
an invitation to a party, and when I discover is it just a
S.G.K.
formal "thank-you" note, what a letdown !

North Star Gas
Hearing Slated
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MADISON, Wis. - Hearings
will be conducted by the Public 4
HOMEMADE
I
Service Commission in Madison
Friday at 9 a.m. on the appliNow Being Featured
I
cation of North Star Natural S
Gas Co. of Wisconsin, Inc., for
authority to provide natural gas I
DOWNTOWN
I
service and construct facilities
in 13 Trempealeau, Jackson, « Country Kitchen I
Buffalo and Eau Claire County
Third and Jj
|1
communities.
They are Blair , Whitehall, Arcadia , Independence, Eleva , Osseo, Pigeon Falls and Strum,
Trempealeau County ; Augusta,
Eau Claire County; Mondovi ,
Buffalo County, and Black Rivton and Taylor, Jackson County.
Hearing on the company's application to service gas in St.
Croix Falls will be heard at the
same time.
W3 y_y-/. '

IVegetable Soup 1

TO

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THE FIT

Stewardess or secretary, teaclisr or technician, tha luture belongs to the fit. The future belongs to those vi gorous enough
to live it and shape it. Are your schools providing (or physical
fitness as part of a sound education? You parent ' , cm help
see that they do. Write: The President' s Council on Physical
Fitness ,Washington ,D. C. for information.
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Lutefisk and Lefse

Family Style Dinner
All You Can Eat

Wednesday, Jan. 13
Serving Start* at StM P.M.
Call 31SO for Rmrvatlom

STEAK SHOP
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Spring Grove Rural Carrier
Retires After 39 Years

SPRING GROVE, Minn. Ove Fossum, rural mail carrier , has retired after . serving
(or 39 years, 6 months and 23
days.
He began work in 1924 as a
regular carrier on the Black
Hammer route. For seven years
he delivered mail to 78 boxes,
some containing as many as
five - families. He was transferred to the ffighlandville route
where he served 120 mail boxes
for 15 years. When he retired
Jan. 1, Fossum was- hauling
mail' on Route 3, comprised of
about 200 boxes.
DURING THE YEARS Fossum drove a variety of cars,
mostly Fords and Chevrolets.
He drove 15 different cars plus
fix auxiliary units. His first
means of transportation was a
1923 Model T. During the 1920s
and 1930s when the roads became blocked by snow he used
a team of horses and sleigh.
On a fair day the 29-mile trip
would take 7V . hours. Many
times, though, weather would
hinder his progress so that he
didn't 'get home until 10 o'clock
at night.
On Dec. 10, 1928, horses
were called to his rescue as a
anowstorm trapped his 1926
roadster in Yucatan Valley.
The route was finished by several teams of borrowed horses.

OVE FOSSUM
Sorting Afotl Last Daw
Fossum didn't finish the route
or return home until the following day. And he had to use
horses the rest of the winter
since his car was trapped until
April 14.
IN THE LATTER part of the
1930s horses were outdated by
Fossum's homemade snowmobile. It had a Ford gearbox and
was a combination of a 1929 and
a 1930 Model A. Ford with 16inch tracks. He used it five
years.
He has traveled more than a
half-million miles, making more
than 1,700,000 stops in 12,000
trips. On his last route he

drove 59 miles in 3V_ hours,
comparted with 29 miles in 7%
hours in the late. 20s.
He served under Postmasters
Henry Burtness and Arnold
Krogh and the current Ernest
Ellingson.
FOSSUM was born in North
Dakota. He came to Spring
Grove with his parents when he
was IV. years old and has lived here ever since. He married
Dela Roble of Spring Grove.
They have three sons and two
daughters ; Ove Jr., Spring
Grove; Donald, Bedoit, Wis.;
Richard, Chatfieid; Mrs. Lowell (Helen) McMillen, Excelsior,
and Mary Ann, Rochester. He
has eight grandchildren.
He is a lifelong member of
Trinity Lutheran Church. He is
on the village council and has
held many of its offices.
He has been a member of the
National Rural Letter Carriers
Association and has served in
all the offices of the Houston
County Rural Letter Carriers
Association. Soon he will receive his 35-year safe driver
award from the National Safety
Council.
Since 1934 Fossum has been
active in Boy Scout work. He
served as Scoutmaster 10 years
and has received the Scoutmaster key. Now he is on the troop
committee.
FOSSUM hai been a member of Caledonia Lodge 20, AF
— AM, and of the Winona Consistory. Since 1948 he has been
a member of the Houston County Selective Service Board. He
also is a member of the Sportsman Club and secretary of the
Spring Grove Commercial Club.
He was just elected president
of the Sons of Norway.
During his retirement, Fossum expects to be kept busy
with his farming and club activities.

Car Breaks
Through Ice,
Two Drown

END OF A BUSY WEEK . . . Cong. Albert H. Quie,
left , of the Minnesota First District and Cong. Gerald E.
Ford of Michigan, newly-elected House Republican minority
leader , smiled broadly and shook hands Saturday at the
end of a busy — and successful — week. It began with
Ford's election, a campaign led by Quie and a small group
of colleagues. It also saw the new Ford leadership move
rapidly to improve House GOP operations along lines recommended by a committee of which Congressman Quie is
chairman. House Republicans continue their deliberations
this week . Tuesday, they are expected to choose the Minority
Whip — a post second only to the Minority Leader.

DELAVAN, Wis. un-Thomas
E. Holt, 27, and Orville W. Lindo, 58, both of Aurora, 111.,
drowned Sunday when their automobile broke through the ice
on Lake Delavan and sank
about 200 feet from shore.
Waukesha County Coroner
John Griebel said Holt's body
was recovered by divers and
Lindo's body was in the car
which was raised from about 30
feet of water Sunday night.
ALAN OLSON NAMED
Farley Manning Associates,
New York City public relations
firm, has named Alan Olson,
head of the commercial food
service department, as assistant to the senior partner and
account executive in charge of
all accounts in the paper food
service field. Olson is a former
Daily News staffer.

HARRIS SURVEY

Wide press acclaim.
The New York Times called Mercury
•Mhe surprise hit of 1965 in the

medium-price field." Automotive New*
says it's "probably the most' changed
car in years." Life Magazine, the Miami
News, the Pittsburgh Post Gazette
have echoed these sentiments.
But what counts most, really, is
customers — people who come in and
say, "I like " — and then buy. Right
now, the 1965 Mercury is getting its
« rcatest CURtomer acceptance ever.
Production up 83%.
To assure meeting the increased
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By LOUIS HARRIS
water's views meet with the ap- ! Jewish
16 -15
proval of a majority of even
At a time when the Republithose
who
voted
for
him.
The
The
analysis
also
shows
that
can Party is debating its future,
balance was 3 to l against him 6 million (30% ) of the people
an intensive post-election analyon foreign policy, 3 to 2 op- who regularly voted Republisis of more than 45,000 interposed to his attitudes toward can in the past defected this
views conducted by our organiright-wing groups and 3 to 1 past election and voted Demosation during the 1964 political
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an analysis of the final returns
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IBM Vote Profile Analysis on
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election night.
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% 150th birthday of Joshua C.
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—Except for the South, the ter vote by key voting segments Anti-Goldwater on
Goldwater vote was the lowest
GP showing in nearly three decades in a Presidential election.
—A majority of Goldwater
voters did not" see themselves
as conservatives, but rather
classified themselves as middleof-the-road liberal in political
philosophy. Fully 36% of Americans who call themselves conservatives feel Goldwater was
more a radical than a true conservative.
—A majority of people who
voted for Goldwater opposed a
possible right-wing takeover of
the Republican Party and were
concerned about right-wing infiltration as long as Goldwater
people control the Republican
National Committee.
—Those who voted for Goldwater agreed most heartily
with the Arizonan on the issue
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Mercury,
year's most successful car,
awarded year's top honor

Receives Car Life's Annual Award
for Engineering Excellence.
The car you sec on this page is the
proud recip ient of the hardest won
award in the automobile business.
In selecting Mercury for 1965 , Car
Life Magazine stated, "Mercury shows
a quality of concept, design and engineering far above the ordinary. "

right-wing influence . 1 1
Anti-Goldwater on
Social Security
I
Pro-GOP, but antiGoldwater
11
Anti-Goldwater en
philosophy
11

PM^fls

demand, production schedules for
Mercury have been increased 83%.
Credit, of course, goes to the car
itself. A new kind of Mercury—built in
the Lincoln Continental tradition. Beautifully proportioned, and with luxury
features and options once reserved only
f or tne most cxpC nsivc cars. No
medium-price car has ever come so
close in luxury t0 thc high-price class.
Come see what ail the talk is about
Drive the new Mercury — today.
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HERE TO

WITH THE CASH

Wt 'l\ help you "s»_ daylight" by arrangi" . • loan to consolidate all fhoi«
P**ky billi. Borrow tha caih . . .
|uit em« low payment each month . . .
planned to mael your panonal budget.
May w. halp you this waak?
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Continental tradition

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

now in the Lincoln

Owl Motor Company
4th & Main — Winona, Minn.

Sec thc "fling Crosby Show " Monday Night , 8:30 P.M., Channels fi & I). — '
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We Salute New
Wisconsin Governor
WHEN WARREN P. KNOWLES took
the oath of office at the Wisconsin state
capitoi at Madison Jan. 4, he became th e
37 th governor of his state and the third
chief executive who , at the time of his inauguration, was a citizen of that great
western section of Wisconsin that has had,
perhaps, closer economic, racial and cultural ties to Minnesota than to the more
populous region of Eastern Wisconsin.

This western regi on , composed of 26
counties stretching north from La Crosse
to Lake Superior along the Minnesota border and east to Michigan is part of the
Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank District , and is far more heavily populated
with people of Scandinavian ancestry than
the eastern part of the state.
It also sends a goodly number of its
youngsters to jobs in cities across the line
and many of them were and are being educated in Minnesota colleg es and our stat e
university — a fact often deplored by Wisconsin gridiron fans when their warriors
face the Golden Gophers. For several lads
f rom the, area, wearing maroon and gold
j erseys, have contributed to Badger defeats over the years .
WARREN KNOWLES is one of two governors born in this region that comprises
40 percent of the state 's area and embr aces
a seventh of its population. The other, Gaylord Nelson, currently a member of the
U.S. Senate, was born in Clear Lake , in
Polk County, as signs along the highways
near that place proudly proclaim.
But Nelson, af ter f inishing o ut at the
University of Wisconsin, decided to hang

out his lawyer 's shingle in Madison and
his public career has been carried on from
that base .
Knowles, now 56, wa s born at Riv er
Falls and moved to . New Richmond to
begin active law practice. He has called
this bustling little city his home ever
since.
After serving on the St. Croix County

board, he was elected to the lower house

of the legislature and subsequently to the
Senate where his leadership became firmly established. In 1954 he was elected lieutenant-governor and he ha» been re-elected to that post twice since.
SO IT'S AN ABSOLUTE fact that th*
present governor of Wisconsin is the only
man to hold that office -whose whole life
f rom inf ancy on has been rooted in an area
of the state, that has had , to many minds,
too small a voice in its affairs.
The two other governors who were residents of this section at the time of their
election were both residents of La Crosse.
Cadwallader C. Washburn, born at Mineral Point and a former congressman, took
office in 1872; and George W. Peck, nationally famous as the author of "Peck's Bad
Boy " came out here from New York state.
He won a four-year term starting in 1891.
Western Wisconsin has provided the
state with a relatively larger proportion of
United States senators than state governors, however. Four of the 23 who served
their state in Washington came from this
section.
They included Angus Cameron of La
Crosse and John C. Spooner of Hudson.
Both of these men held office before the
turn of the century.
OF MORE RECENT vintage was tht
senatorial career of Irvine L. Lenroot of
Superior — from 1918 to 1927. An influential Republican, he is generally credited
with persuading President Calvin Coolidge
to set up a summer White House on the
Brule River , near Superior , in 1928 — a
move calculated to boost party prestige in
a politically uncertain state.
None of these distinguished men, however , served so long or more faithfully
than Alexander Wiley, the Chi ppewa Falls
lawyer who held a Senate seat from 1939
to 1963. He became the Republican party 's
senior member, and sometime chairman ,
of the influential foreign affairs committee of that body.
People of Minnesota who live close to
the Wisconsin border have watched w ith
neighborly interest the activities of these
and other public officials from across the
line. They will continue to do so.
AND THEY WILL follow with far more
than the usual attention the new regime
that Governor Knowles is establishing at
Madison. And , in neigh body fashion , will
wish him every success.
¦

Lord Brain of Hri tain says man i.s
cither too intelligent or not intellig ent
enough. It reall y takes a Brain to arrive
at a conclusion like that.
¦

But to all who received hiin , who believed
In his name, he gave power to become children
of God . Joh n 1:12.

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - Each individual ii IUDposed to have the right under tht constitution
to freedom of expression and freedom of
thought. Countless "demonstrations " have been
witnessed in recent months as citizens have engaged in "sit-ins" and various other dramatic
maneuvers in order to emphasize their "civil
rights. "
But when it comes to the right of a citizen
to work without being coerced into surrendering his beliefs, all the pious rhetoric about "human freedom" goes by the boards. Tbe tragic
truth is that, if a person wants to get a job to
support his family, he is about to be told hi
must give up his "freedom of association" and
"freedom of belief. "
How many of the millions of persons who
listened and watched President Johnson deliver his address to Congress last Monday night
really understood tbe paragraph in which ha
recommended what amounts to a form of human bondage? For Mr. Johnson informed both
houses of Congress they will be asked to pass
a law taking away from the 50 states their
right to prohibit compulsory unionization. The
President didn't explain the point to his audience, and it may well be wondered how many
people could possibly learn what a fundamental change in American life was being recommended when all they heard was the following brief reference in Mr. Johnson 's message:
"AND AS pledged in our 1960 and 1964
Democratic platforms, I will propose to Congress changes in the Taft-Hartley Act, including section 14-B. I will do so hoping to reduce
conflicts that for several years have divided
Americans in various states of our union."
How many listeners recognized what was
meant by the reference to section 14-B? It is
the provision of the national labor management
relations act of 1947 which permits each state
to prohibit by law "agreements requiring membership hi a labor organization as a condition
of employment" within that state.
Twenty states now have "right to work"
laws. They are : Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,
Florida , Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Missippi , Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, North
Dakota, South Carolina , South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia and Wyoming. But
the labor-union monopoly objects to such laws
and wants to extend its power over the entire
country so that compulsory unionization will be
"the law of the land."
TECHNICALLY, an employer In any lUte
can refuse to sign a contract with a union
which stipulates that a worker cannot be retained on his job unless he joins a union. But
an employer who tries this is confronted by
threats of strikes, picket lines, and other hazards to his business. He naturally feels* that if
employes generally don't care to preserve their
rights, it isn't up to the management to do so.
Labor-union leaders are not as much concerned about the "right to work " laws in the
20 states as they are anxious to see compulsory unionization retained and extended in all
the 30 other states where it is legally permisssible, but where it has sometimes been fought
by workers and employers by advocating the
enactment of state "right to work" laws .
Even if section 14-B is repealed, it will be
technically possible for each state to have a
"right to work " law to cover employment in
businesses which are supposed to be conducted
wholly within the state and are known as "intrastate" operations. But now that the Supreme Court has interpreted' "interstate commerce" so broadly in connection with the civilrights act, nearly every business which uses
some article or ingredient or equipment coming from another state can be considered to
be engaged in interstate commerce and cannot
be covered by the state "right to work" laws.
These would thus become meaningless.
IF CONGRESS , however , passes legislation
repealing section 14-B of the Taft-Hartley Act ,
it will be tantamount to endorsement of the
idea of compulsory unionization everywhere and
in all businesses. Those employe and employer
groups which have held out against this step
will be told that Congress and the President
of the United States have formally endorsed
the whole concept.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Yea rs Ago . . . 1955

Norman Schellhas was elected president of
St. Martin 's Lutheran Church succeeding Kenneth McCready .
The Association of Commerce 's board of directors approved a 1955 budget $2,000 higher
than that set up for 1954. The additional funds
will be used to promote industrial expansion.
Kenneth W. Haagensen , director of public
relations of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Co., West Allis , Wis., will be the principal
speaker at the Association of Commerce's 43rd
annual meeting.

Twenty-Five Years A go . . . 1940

Harold Roth , graduate of Winona Senior High
School and Winona State Teachers College and
for five years lifeguard and swimming instructor at the YMCA here, has been appointed Junior
High School instmcter and director of city playgrounds in Juneau , Alaska .
Led by 1st Lt. A. J. Frey and 2nd Lt. Harry
L. McMillen , 18 men of Winona 's First Battalion Headquarters Company, Minnesota National Guard , will participate at the armory nt Mankato in command post exercises .

Fifty Years Ago ... 1915
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E. W, Rebstock was elected president of the
Sharpshooters.
The new building {or the use of the firemen
in the 4th Ward has been completed .
During the year 111119 there has been no great
boom in Winona real estate yet Ihe market his
been firm and held its own nnd a fair number of transfers have taken place.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
W. B. Davidson lias bought the Variety Bazaar.

World Today

Foreign Affa irs
Crises Increase

Peril to Freedom
Of Expression

.]. A. Hughes was elected president of the
Winona Typographical Union.
At the annual meeting of the Bay State Milling Co., n profit-sharing plan wns adopted for
the present yyear. It was decided that after
setting aside for the stockholders six percent
on the capital invested , employes on the payroll nt thc end of 1915 shall receive a sum
equal to five percent ol the wages paid (hiring
the year.
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'AWf BE A SPORt AND MOVE OVER/

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press Newa Analyst
WASHINGTON (fl - In one of the most vital areas of
all - foreign allairs — the new year starts off with question
marks dangling over the United States and the Soviet Union.
There's no doubt about where President Johnson stands
on domestic affairs. He has talked about them a thousand
times and laid down a huge program in his State of the Union
message io umgress.
But still unknown, after
To Your Good Health
his more than IS months
in office, is bow he will
perform and what he will
propose in the foreign field.
This is also true of Nikita Khrushchev's successors. The new S o v i e t
leaders, Premier Alexei N .
Kosygin and Leonid I.
Brezhnev, the Soviet Communist party chief. In his
message, Johnson invited
By J. G. MOLNER, M. D.
them over here .

Body Odors
Difficult
To Control

Dear Dr. Molner: I
am a woman of 57 and
suffer from body odors
over which I have no
control .
I bathe once and sometimes twice a day. We
are in comfortable circumstances and I have
adequate changes of
clothing and sufficient
dry cleaning. I have
... used medicated, soaps
and . deodorants of all
kinds without success.
The odor is not perspiration but a sort of
stale t musky one which
fiermeates all my clothng after a few wearings, even my coats.
Is there a physical reason for this? — E.W.W.

Johnson consistently hat
spoken so mildly, and so
little, about foreign problems that his restraint had
to be deliberate, although
this is in keeping with his
technique of creating no unneeded conflicts or antagonisms.
The net result is the picture of a man who didn 't
want to get involved or
commit himsejf , in dilemmas 'overseas "until he had
straightened out things at
home. This paid off well , as
the election showed.
Ever since they bounced
Khrushchev out of his job
as premier last fall and out
of the Russian picture altogether , the new Kremlin
leaders have played about
as mum as Johnson.

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Gene Tunney 's Son Inspires
Move on Water Giveaway
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - G e n e
Tunney, the ex-heavyweight
boxing champ, doesn't know
it but his son had a lot to
do with an early decision
to stop one of the biggest
water giveaways in the
United States.
It wasn't noticed in the
eastern press, but on the
last day of 1964 Secretary
of the Interior Stewart Udall
cracked down on 800 big
ranchers in the Imperial
Valley of California who for
30 years have been getting
federal irrigation water regardless of the Teddy Roosevelt law limiting their irrigated land to 160 acres.
Instead of the 160-acre
limitation, some of these
ranchers had federally irrigated land extending up to
9,000 acres. The area had
become one of the wealthiest in the nation, all because of federal water , with
the ranches getting bigger
and the small farmers becoming nonexistent. The Imperial valley had also become a hot-bed of Birchism
and Goldwaterism
However , no secretary of
the interior in 30 years had
had the courage to stop the
bonanza of federal water
enjoyed by these ranchers.
THE RULING giving them
this water was one of the
last acts of the Hoover administration, just before
Herbert Hoover left office ,
March 4, 1933.
On Feb. 24, 1933 , Secretary of the Interior Ray
Lyman Wilbur, former president of Stanford University and a Californian , ruled
that the Roosevelt 160-acre
limitation law oL 1902 did
not apply to the new water
Boulder
available
from
Dam for the Imperial Valley.
His ruling was based on
an unusual Interpretation of
the Roosevelt law. Wilbur
found that the law of 1902
applied to the "sale " of federal wate r ;' therefore , based hia ruling on tbe point
that the Boulder Dam water
to Imperial Valley rnnchcrs
was not sold.
"NO CHARGE whatever
ia made for the water to
be delivered, and under (lie
provisions of the Boulder
Canyon project act no .such
charge can legally
be
made," Wilbur ruled.
On March 1, 1933 , three
days before Hoover left office , this was established afl
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the official law of the Reclamation Bureau . It was
the last major act of the
Hoover administration.
Subsequently, B o u l d e r
Dam was renamed Hoover
Dam , though it was Hoover's enemy, Sen. Hiram
Johnson , also a Californian,
who really pioneered the
project . And ever since that
time, millions of acre feet
of federal water have enriched the Imperial Valley
ranchers regardless of the
160-acre limitation.
Under FDR , Sen. Sheridan
D o w n e y , a Democratic
champion of the big ranchers, guarded their privilege.
During the Eisenhower administration, the N i x o n Knowland political axis helped protect them.
But early m the Kennedy
administration,
Secretary
Udall suggested to Sen. Clint
Anderson , D-N . Mex., chairman of the Senate Interior
Committee, that he prod
the Interior Department on
the Imperial Valley giveaway. This would give Udall
an excuse to open up the
entire issue. On Aug. *?, 1961,
Anderson wrote a letter doing so.
Kennedy, a down east

"Yankee , didn't really understand water problems; so
nothing happened. However,
President Johnson, a southwesterner, knows how precious water is to big and
little ranchers. He authorized Udall to proceed vigorously.
MEANWHILE, the United
States had been put in the
paradoxical position of urging Latin American nations
to break up their big landed
estates while we subsidized
increasingly big ranches.
From 1944 to 1959 the number of ranch units in the
Imperial Valley decreased
from 2,900 to 1,306, while
the size of the ranches increased.
Johnson and Udall know
that the whole Democratic
development of the Western
states has been based on
modest-sized land holdings,
first under the Homestead
act; second, under the Teddy Roosevelt reclamation
act , barring water to farms
larger than 160 acres.
Finally, shortly before
Christmas, Frank Barry,
Interior Departmnet solicitor , prepared a categoric
opinion ruling the Wilbur
letter of Feb. 24, 1S33 ,
"clearly wrong. "

JhsL Sihlbu

But underneath lay this
one consistency on their
part. Their almost totally
perform a n c e
speechless
since Khrushchev 's departure.
What the West can 't even
tell yet is whether the present two-man leadership is
just a temporary arrangement until a single leader
can be agreed on .
In short , the Soviet leadership up till now gives the
impression of being unsure
*
of itself.
Johnson 's gestures toward
the Soviet Union cannot be
taken as a policy unique
with him. He inherited it
from Presidents Dwight D.
Elsenhower and John F .
Kennedy who worked to
build it up.
Johnson would have caused a sensation if he had acted any other way . But his
up-till-now tactics of subordinating foreign policy positions to domestic ones can't
go on much longer, if only
one spot, Viet Nam, Is taken as an example.
With the repeated defeats
of t h e American-backed
forces there and the steady
disintegration of the government, Johnson will have to
make new diclsions , his
own , to find a solution .
GAP IN MISSIONS

"I don't like it already ."

Soap and water is tha
answer to this problem in
most cases, but in someone who takes the pains that
you do, and the trouble persists, it is time to look for
some of the less obvious
answers.
Fresh perspiration from
the sweat glands is odorless. But there is another
type of gland (called the
apocrine) which secretes a
milky, odorous fluid. Their
degree of activity varies
quite markedly in some individuals.

They haven't shown any
more fresh initiative or
imagination in foreign policy than Johnson. At this
point the West can hardly
pretend to say what direction they will take or even
how they are to get along
with.
They sounded more than
ungracious — they sounded
dull, hackneyed, unsure and
negative — in their reaction to Johnson's invitation
and the mild tone of his
message on communism in
general.
They didn't say anything
directly, but they did indirectly, through their government - controlled press
and radio which practically
accused Johnson of doubletalk when he talked of
peace and talked of staying
in Viet Nam.
Various reasons could be
conjured up to explain this
criticism — for example, an
attempt to chill any desire
on the part of their European satellites for friendlier
relations with this country.
All might have some validity .

WEST NEWTON, Mass. (fl
— Acute shortages of medical personnel may force tha
United Church of Christ to
"shut up shop" ln some of
its overseas clinics and hospitals, the denomination'!
missions executive, the Rev.
Dr, Alfred Carleton , reports.
He aays: "The day of tho
young missionary doctor going overseas for a lifetime
of Mrvlng it In danger of becoming a thing of tha past."

By Parker and Hart

THERE HAVE been cases
in which these glands, located chiefly in the armpit,
have been removed. It is a
relatively simple procedure,
but should be discussed with
a dermatologist or plastic
surgeon.
Naturally taking such action should not be done
unless the trouble has been
reliably traced to these
glands.
Another source of odor is
from micro-organisms which
flourish on the skin and in
the moisture of perspiration. The odor is from tnese
multiplying organisms, not
from
the
perspiration.
Where one takes as much
trouble as you do with hygiene, this is not a likely
cause , however.
FINALLY , A musty odor
can be due to a skin disorder called tinea versicol or, a
common and mild infection
of the skin. To rule this
out (or to correct it if it is
present ) , consult a dermatologist. He may even find
some other skin condition
of which you are unaware.
Dear Dr . M o l n e r :
Would the
hormone
shots used to control hot
flashes and dizziness
during menopause cause
a reaction ot more pain
in the joints from arthritis , or keep the arthritis medication from doing any good?—MRS. H.
B.
No. On the contrary th«
hormones would tend to
ease the arthritis associated
with menopause. Look for
some other cause for nny
increased pain .
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MISS KATHLEEN MCGUIRE'8 engagement
to Robert Nogosek, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Nogosek, 23 Lenox St., is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George McGuire, 1288 W. 3rd
St. The wedding will be April 24 at St. Mary's
Catholic Church. ( Edstrom Studio)
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KINGS GIVE PRIZES . . . Dressed in
costumes as the Three Kings at the Epiphany
party at St. Anne Hospice Sunday were three
young men, standing from left, James Heinlen Jr., Glenn Schultz and Steven Peplinski
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(right). They distributed gifts and prizes
to the residents, including Brother Leo and
Mrs. Margaret Deters, in the foreground.
Mrs. David Peplinski ( standing) was a cochairman of the party. (Daily News Photo)

Epiphany Party Give n af
Hospice by Mrs. Jaycees
An afternoonof entertainment ,
refreshments and the giving of
prizes and gifts was made possible for the residents of St.
Anne Hospice Sunday by the
Mrs. Jaycees. They sponsored
on Epihany party at the Hospice.
MASTER OF ceremonies for
the musical'program was William Doerer, a member of the
Jaycees.
The Misterssippi's, a group of
Winona Barbershop Quartet
singers who performed, were
Jack Stephen, Larry Curran,
MISS SHARON ANN SIMON'S e n g a g e ment to
Lance Heaser, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Heaser,
rural Plainview, Minn., has
been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
Simon, rural Altura, Minn.
Miss Simon ia a kindergarten teacher at Cannon Falls,
Minn., and her fiance is engaged in farming with his
father.

College Teachers
To Be Married

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— The Rev. and Mrs. Hubert
A. Hull, Lake City, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Mary Lou Hull, Decorah, Iowa , to Martin Mohr,
Decorah, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Mohr, Clinton, Iowa.
A June wedding is being
planned.
Both young persons teach
English at Luther College. Miss
Hull is a graduate of Augustanna College, Rock Island, 111.,
has her M. A. degree from the
University of Minnesota and
her Ph. D. from the University
of Colorado. Her fiance has
his B. A., M. A., and Ph D.
from the State University of
Iowa.
¦

Sex Education Topic
Scheduled for PTA
MONDOVI, Wls.-A child sex
education meeting for all mothers of young children and other
interested persons will be held
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. In the
Congregational Church here.
Mrs. Reglna Chadwlck , child
development specialist of the
University of Wisconsin, will
conduct the meeting.
DKNTAI, AUXILIARY

Winona County Dental Association Auxiliary will meet at
1 p.m. Wednesday in the Captain's Room, Williams Hotel.
MINNESOTA CITY PTA
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. Minnesota City PTA will meet at
B p.m. Tuesday at the school.
Boy Scouts will present a program and lunch will be served.

Pocahontas
OIL TRBATED

BRIQUETS
A Parlact, ControllabU,
Solid Pual

!pZ!>«l3 TON

91.00 Discount , 3 Tom or Mora

[ WESTERN]
"Clean to Handlt . . .
Clean to Burn"

Foreign Languages
Important , PTA
Members Are Told
The importance of teaching
foreign languages in the schools
was discussed by Bernard Baratto, teacher of foreign languages in Winona Senior High
School, when he addressed
members of St. Matthew's
PTA Thursday evening.
He said foreign languages
should be taught in the elementary grades and carried on
through high school. Mr. Baratto said new methods are
now being used in the teaching
of languages, but more qualified teachers are needed to use
them.
He discussed television teaching, which he said hat not been
very successful. Circulating
teachers, he said, and the use
of film strips seem to be better methods.
He stressed the advantages of
knowing foreign languages In
the modern •- day contracting
world, where people are doing
more traveling. Mr. Baratto
said the knowledge of foreign
languages is also useful in taking other subjects in school and
ln getting Jobs afterwards, particularly in government work or
work in the United Nations.
"Culture and language go together," the speaker said. "To
get to know people one must
know their languages."
A business meeting followed
the talk, after which there wns
a coffee hour.
CORRECTION
The name of Miss Elaine Rotty, Hastings, Minn., who was
maid of honor at the wedding
of Misa Kathleen Berg, Rushford, Minn., and George Meuret, Wausau. Wis., was inadvertently misspelled as Ratty in the Sunday News.
IAM AUXILIARY
Wenonah Auxiliary to the International Association of Machinist* met with Mrs. Willard
A. Critchfleld for a social evening ot cards. Prizes were won
by the Mmes. A. H. Zimdars,
Herbert R. Streich, Clarence L.
Tribell and Clark C Guile.
ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE D
Circle D, St. Martin's Lutheran Church, will meet at 7:30
p.m, Tuesday at the home of
Mrs, Susan Ford, 214 Market
St.
WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
LEWISTON, Minn. (Speciul)
— The Women's Fellowship of
the Church of the Brethern
will meet Wednesday at the
boroa of Mrs. Cleyson Plank ,
rural Lewiston, for an all-day
meeting. A potluck dinner will
be served.
Advirilumant

DO

FALSE TEETH
Rock, SIM* or Slip?

VASTOSTH, an lmprovrt powd<tr U
tM apruikled on upp*r OT lower platoa,
ioldi f »1M toith mora (Irmly In plaoo.
Do not tlldt , slip or rock. No cummy
tootl, pMty taau or faollnK. r*ABrcrrH It alkaline ( non-acld) . Dow
not ao_r, Ohacka "puu odor*' (donturn b*Mth>. CUt f A J t r a a r rati l »nj
dru* avnintaj-.

William Adank and Michael
Hengel.
The St. Mary's College Chapel Choir sang, directed by Mrs.
Gerald Sullivan.
The * School Belles group of
woman singers performed under the direction of Mrs. T.
Charles Green.
FRED HEYER and bis ton
and daughter, David and Linda, did vocal and instrumental
numbers.
The Juniorate Staters Chorus
of Assist Hall, College of Saint
Teresa, sang.
Special prizes were won by
St, Anne residents, Brother
Leo, Hilary Friedeck and Mrs.
Jessie Butler.
A highlight of the afternoon
was the appearance of three
high school sophomores, Steven
Peplinski, Glenn Schultz and
James Heinlein Jr., dressed in
costumes, as the Three Kings.
They distributed gilts tor all
and the prizes.
COORDINATOR of the party
was Sister Don Bosco of the
Hospice. Mrs. Jaycee co-chairmen were Mrs. David Peplinski and Mrs. Roy Hazelton.
Other committee chairmen
were the Mmes. Kurt Reinhard,
John Breitlow, Robert Doerer
and Jon Christensen.
After the program, cookies
and eggnog were served to the
guests.

Thomas Lamb Weds
Miss Elinor Stiles

Cathedral Hol y
Name Unit Elects;
Bishop Speaks

meeting Sunday. He replaces
Donald Gray, 67 E. Howard
St.
Michael Kertzman, 775 W.
Wabasha St., was elected vice
president; M i c h a e l Kleinschmldt, 407V. W. Sanborn St.,
secretary, and Roger Brosnahan, 152 W. Mill St., treasurer.
The Most Rev. Edward A.
Fitzgerald, bishop, Issued three
challenges to the Holy Name
members. He challenged them

to invite all area Holy Name
groups to the next annual meet
ing in 1966; challenged them t<
have better publicity on their
activities and challenged them
to have a schedule of all the
Masses from the Winona Catholic churches printed and distributed to the city's tourist centers.
Bishop Fitzgerald also discussed the Vatican Council in
Rome.
¦

Edna Mae Trosin
Engaged to Wed

For Sidawalkt, Driv«w_yi ,
etc. Alio thawt frown
dralni.
DADD

BROS.

HUDD STORE
V A S HARDWARE

37* E. 4th St, Phono 4M7
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W&Lets' Get Gtmino
By A. P. IHIRA
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All-America Rosa* For 1965

VE 7H1LE consideration is being given to the flowers and
VV vegetables that received All-America awards for 1965,
let us take a look at the award winning rotes, flowtra that
strike deeply to the heart of most gardeners. Only two varieties,
as in the previous two years, received the awards of the AllAmerica Rose Selections, namely: Mr. Lincoln, a red hybrid
tea; and Camelot, a white grandiflora.
The rose, Mr. Lincoln, is deep, velvety red in color with
large double blooms typical of the hybrid teas. It is a fragrant
rose in keeping with the recent
efforts of the hybridizers to in- cutting stems and, above all,
still more fragrance along with fragrant.
beauty. The flowers are borne NOW, LET US torn to 1MX
singly on strong stems and the in our review when three roses
buds have the added beauty
the All • America
of being long and pointed. The received
namely: ChristianDior,
bushes are vigorous, grow ra- aawards,
red hybrid tea; King's Ranther tall and upright with dark som,
a yellow hybrid tea; and
green leaves and have relative- John S.
Armstrong, a red granly tew thorns. This rose should diflora, referred
above.
be a valuable addition to the Going back totoother
other red hybrid teas of out- we find that soma of the years,
award
standing merit.
of the past still rank
Camelot, the other award winners
among the highest rated roses.
winner for 1965, is a grandi- The
light red Charlotte Armflora rose with large coral-pink strong,
hybrid tea, won the
flowers, which are partially honor ina 1941
and some of the
cupped, with 50, or more, pet- best roses of today
their
als of firm texture. The blooms lineage back to this trace
great
rose.
are produced in clusters typi- Fashion, a pink blend floribuncal of the grandifloras. The da,
been considered by
bush grows rather tall, is vig- manyhas
to
be
the fhaest rose of
orous, and quite disease resist- this type ever
And,
ant. This is the first grandi- of course, thereproduced.
is Peace the
flora to receive an All-America winner
for 1946 and which is
award since the rose John S.
by some rose lovers as
Armstrong was the recipient of rated
the outstanding rose of all time.
the'honor in 1962.
However, in selecting roses for
AS ADMIRING glances are the garden do not be limited
cast toward these 1965 award by the award winners, for there
are many other oustanding
winners, we should- not over- ones to choose from.
look the winners of previous
DON'T FORGET that the Wiyears still in the front ranks nona Rose Society is having its
today. One of the two roses annual "Come As A Rose" dinreceiving the honor in 1964 is ner, Wednesday, in the Gold
Granada, a rose of unusual bi- Room at Hotel Winona. There
color, combining luminous scar- will be a social hour at 7:00
p.m. followed by the dinner at
let, nasturtium red, and lemon 8:0O p.m. Reservations should
yellow colors. The other rose be made by tonight.
¦
that was honored is Saratoga,
a white floribunda, with all of
the qualities that a white rose Humphrey Outlines
should have and which have War on Poverty
been so difficult to attain.
Going back to the year 1963, WASHINGTON (AP) - Vic*
we find that two roses received President-elect Hubert H. Humthe winning awards, both of phrey says increased federal
which were hybrid teas. Tropi- spending alone will not conquer
cana is the more noteworthy poverty .
of the iwo as it has received Speaking to a conference of
great acclaim since its intro- the United Jewish Appeal Saturduction. It is the only rose ever day night, Humphrey said there
to receive 14 top international also must be advances in educaawards for outstanding merit. tion, health care, urban develIt is a radiant orange-red in opment, natural resources,
color, brilliant and glowing. The transportation and communicaother rose that was honored in tions.
¦
1963 is Royal Highness, a clear
light pink in color with deeper Electrostatic copying of inshadings toward the center. formation that needs to be dupThe blooms are of the exhibi- licated is fast , easy and ecotion type, borne singly on long nomical.
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Famous Bernat Knitting
Yarns in a wide range
of fashion colors.
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KNITTING WORSTED

f
Reg. 1.59 skein
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HEARING CENTER
Winona Hotel , Winona, Minnesota
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Now is the time to knit!
Now is the time to save!
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EYOTA, Minn. ((Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Trosln,
Eyota, announce the engagement of their daughter, Mias
Edna Mae Trosin, to Gerald W.
Anderson, Trimont, Minn.
Miss Trosin is a 1963 grad-

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special:)
— Thomas Lamb, son of Mr. and
If you hear but do not
Mrs. Ira Lamb, Lake City, marFREE BOOK GIVES FACTS understand .you may have
ried Miss Elinor Stiles, Rochesr£SZ™S "XrZ
«T~7-"T ncrvc deafness, which after, daughter of Mrs. Laura
SONOTONE-Thi HtHMf Hiirl-i
fcclJ ,he ^Eaf (jee
Stiles, Dec. 5 at the Methodist
P.O. Box IM
I
, mcdica i chart above). To
Church, Rochester. The Rev.
RochMfcr , Minn.
understand your problem,
Thomas Walker officiated.
J / can hear but I don 'l alwayi untter- |
|„ C
J stunt — send me FREE
~ , c ,, „ n , ., n „ c n „ ...
Mrs. Clarence Frederickson,
ncrvc deal- [ K t ^ O l l O l O n C ' S n C W
|
Stewartville , Minn., was her sis•1 rim honklci on how my problem may I FREE booklet. Also inbe lolveil .
I
,
ter's matron of honor and Donvestl gate
our
I
ald Lamb, brother of the groom, Ll Hmm
"J D I S C R I M I N A T O R ®
was best man.
t 9t
I turatt
j Earmold. It can be worn
Following a wedding trip to
city
.
|with any carniold-ty pe
tut*
Chicago, the couple is now at
J
————
>-———
.
• hearing aid tb increase
'
home at 1144 1st St., Rochester.
o» c«n »Mi N_ iii_- rthe clarity of sounds and
speech. ONLY $20.

PELLET ICE
REMOVER

Fillmore ARC
To See Film

PRESTON, Minn. (Special)A film, "Into the World, " will
be shown at a meeting of the
Fillmore County Association for
Retarded Children Tuesday at
8 p.m. at the courthouse here.
The film -will show what is
being done to help Minnesota's
retarded children and adults
through special day activity
centers, special classes in public schools, an experimental
GUESTS AND OFFICERS . . . Mr. and Mrs. Wallace project designed to develop new
Haeussinger, left, worthy patron and matron of Alma Star teacher and training techniques,
and a state institution which
Chapter 146, were special guests at the installation of Mrs. gives
retarded young people voGeorge Jenks, worthy matron, and Mr. Jenks, worthy pa- cational training and rehabilitatron, right. The Jenkses are the new officers of Galesville tion and places them in jobs.
Chapter 206/ OES. (Mrs. Frank Dahlgren Photo)
The association has decided
to collect old magazines, Christmas and all-occasion cards new
Neighboring OES Offi cers
or old, to be taken to the Faribault State School and Hospital They should be brought to
this meeting, or donors should
See Galesville Installation
contact Carl Kohlmeyer, WvGALESVILLE, Wis, (Special) Jegi and Mrs. Carrie Wadleigh. koff.
— Galesville Chapter 206, Order Mr. and Mrs. George Oedsma Lunch will be served by the
of Eastern Star, installed its new served lunch.
Tnriftyville Social Club of Wyofficers at a meeting Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. George Jenks koff area.
night at the Masonic Hall Spe- were Installed as worthy patron
cial guests attended the event. and matron. Others who took of- CHAIRMAN AT ETTRICK
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) fice were : Mrs. Deward
INSTALLING matron wat mond, associate matron; RichLeonard P. Sheehy is chairman
HowMrs. Ollie Isaacson, who was ard Chalsma, associate patron; for the March of Dimes camassisted by the Mmes. Howard Mrs. Lester Nicols,
fiaign in Ettrick Town and vilChalsma, Milford Peterson, Al- Mrs. Herman Parker, secretary;
age.
treasurer;
lan Uhl, Sid Ibach, Conrad Flug- Mrs. Warren Peterson, conducstad and Daisy Fortner.
tress; Mrs. Herman Dopp, asso- uate of Dover-Eyota High School
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. ciate conductress: Mrs. Ibach, and is employed at the Eyota
Wallace Haeussinger, worthy chaplain; Mrs. William Thom- Locker. Her fiance is a 1962
Eatron and matron of neighbor- as, marshal; Mrs, Alfred Ander- graduate of T r i m o n t High
ig Chapter 146, Alma, Wis.; Mr. son, organist; Mrs. Ollie Isaac- School and is engaged in farmand Mrs. Robert Smith, Trem- son, Adah; Mrs. Harlan Hunter, ing.
Eealeau, and Mr. and Mrs. Phil- Ruth; Mrs. Carroll Sacia, Es- " """'WKaSMWB^
p Hicks, Winona.
ther; Mrs. Curtis Home, May
Mrs. Alfred Anderson showed tha; Miss Vi Kenyon, Electa ;
^ma ^
slides of the 50th anniversary Mrs. Glenn Schuman, warder, I
meeting, honoring Mrs. H. A. and Curtis Homer, sentinel.

Debaters 5 and I 4thHarry
Erdmanczyk, 306 E.
St., was elected president
the Holy Name Society of
Cathedral of the Sacred
In Tournament cfthe
Heart at the society's annual

A record of five wins and
one loss was compiled by Winona Senior High School's "A"
debate squad in an invitational tournament at Eau Claire
State University Saturday.
The "B" squad had a record
of three wins and three losses,
according to Keith Larson, debate coach.
The "A" affirmative team of
Jeanne Hittner and Patrick
Ellis won all three of its debates, while the "A" negative
team of Lee Turner and John
Morse won two and lost one.
The "B" affirmative team of
Kathy Twomey and Terri Blanchard won one debate and lost
two. The "B" negative team,
Ken Rother and Noel Bublitz,
won two and lost one.
Between 35 and 40 schools
took part in the Eau Claire
meet, Larson said. First place
school was La Crosse Aquinas.

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— Einar O. Hammer, Minneapolis, editor of Viking Magazine and consultant in fraternal affairs ef tbe Supreme
Sons ot Norway, was installing
officer of the Sons o' Norway
lodge here Thursday night. Mrs.
Hammer also was a guest.
Officers installed were : Olaf
Northouse, president; Bernie
Bremseth, vice president; Clifford Lawstuen, secretary; Mrs.
Olaf Northouse, assistant secretary; Nels Moen, treasurer;
Gordon Larson, financial secretary; Orvis Hanson, counselor;
Mrs. Leland Steensgard, marshal; Mrs. Obert Garness, assistant marshal;
Mrs. Marion McDowell and
Mrs. Clarence Larson, inner
and outer guard, respectively;
Mrs. Lloyd Larson, musician;
Mrs. Howard Shattuck, historian; Mrs. Clifford Lawstuen,
social director; Herbert Viste,
trustee three years, and Leland
Steensgard, trustee two years.
A contribution was sent to
Camp Courage.
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America's Number One Sugar-Free Cola Is
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Less Than One Calorie
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Dancing to loula Schuth Orchestra

|

Saturday Evenings — No Charge

I

PLAN YOUR PARTIES NOWI
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* LOUNGE
Incomparable
Atmosphere for
BIRTHDAY PARTIES,
WEDDING
ANNIVERSARIES!
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FOUNTAIN CITY BASKETBAL L . .. Fountain
City
had a city basketball team more than 50 years
1
| ago. This picture .shows the team that represented
| the city during the 1913-14 season. In the front
row, left to right, are Si Richtman, Roscoe Stoll
H
and manager Harvey Wunderlich. In the back row,
same order, are George Ruediger, Alex Baechler,
{' Louis Giesen and Alfred Wunderlich. The team's
| record that year was seven wins and two losses.
IJ All seven men on the picture are still living —
|Ruediger in La Crosse, Baechler in Pennsylvania,
I Alfred Wunderlich in Florida and the rest in Foun| tain City. Giesen furnished the photograph.

JJUWL Wh&ck.

Jo/imjl
TRAINS COLLIDE ... Flames shot nearly 200
feet in the air early today after two freight trains
collided at Sterling, Ohio. The grinding crash
killed five trainmen and injured a sixth. A seventh
still is missing, apparently trapped in the tangled
wreckage. The two locomotives came together at
a track crossing, apparently when one was unable
to stop for a signal. The fires broke out when fuel
tanks ruptured. Pictured below. (AP Photofax)
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ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR
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Phone 3103
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Stir Up Comp liments
With Our Fine
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MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA !
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ABOUT THIS QUESTION :

"Th« n«w RETAIL STOKE POLICY pa<ka 0ai 'broad lorrn
covawage oo tha building, builnati ptnonal property, and'
Improv«mont» and bettermanli , I henr. la lhl> packaat
policy available from Clurk & Clark , Inc., to both bulhlno
ownart and tananltT "

CLARK & CLARK, INC.

JJ7 Cantar St.
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1st Permits
Of 1965
Total $8,820

It Looks Like Modest Mansio n

The first seven building permits of the year, involving a
total estimated construction cost
of $8,820, were issued last week
at the city engineer 's office.
The 1965 first week figure is
slightly higher than the $8,750
in permits written during the
same period a year ago.
LAST WEEK'S largest permit was drawn by Winona Heat
Treating & Manufacturing, Inc.,
978 E. 4th St., for construction
of an addition to its plant.
Estimated to cost $6,600, the
steel structure will be 20 by
40 feet and will be erected by
Weis Builders, Rochester. The
addition will bouse offices and
laboratories of the firm.
Permits for construction of
two garages were issued to Larson Bros., S53 W, Mark St. Cost
of each was listed at $700. Each
will be 16 by 22 feet and will
be built at 1617 and 1621 W.
King St.
JERRY MEIER, 366 E. 3rd
St., operator of Jerry Meier
Equipment Rental Service, received a permit for contruction
of a 24-by 32-foot addition to
his building at 55 Laird St.
Irvin Blumentritt, 1672 Gilmore Ave., and John Roach,
518 Grand St., took permits for
interior remodeling jobs estimated to cost $250 and $100,
respectively.
The week's other permit went
to Sophie Voss, 1217 W. 3rd St.,
for installation of ceiling tile
in two rooms at an estimated
cost of $70.
Quality Sheet Metal Works
received a permit for a gasfired installation for Harold
Brehrner. 253 W. 5th St.

Building in Winona
1965 dollar value
Residenial
Commercial
Public, ( nontaxable )
New houses
Volume same
date 1984

$8,820
1,820
7,000
0
0
$8,750

|kTiX # l^1 L I
1
NEW SHOWER VALVE i
f ONI HANOI! POIS WOftX Of-TWO 1

Sanitary Plumbing
& Heating Co.
U8 E. Third St. Phone 2737

By ANDY LANG
The elegance of the true
Southern Colonial home has
been unsurpassed for many decades.
This type of home, with its
two-story colonnade, has always
ifionnotated a truly gracious way
of life. It* influence, however,
has not been confined to the
Sooth. If you have ever driven
throughother parts of the country, you have seen many houses
and mansions in this style dotting the countrysides and city
scapes.
THE LATEST House ot the
Week is a contemporary adaptation of the Southern Colonial,
It remains fairly true to style
while nevertheless providing all
the necessary amenities for
modern living. Its over-all size
is comfortable, yet modest
enough to fit most budgets: in
essence, it's what you might
call a ''modest mansion."
Little explanation is needed
for the exterior of Design H-«5.
It Is composed of four wellbalanced facades. The windows
are large, symmetrically placed
and flanked by full-length shutters. ,
, , .
The exterior material Is a
narrow clapboard to add to the
authenticity. The plan itself is
simple and straightforward for
economy in framing. In fact, the
only extra frill is the twtwtory
portico, which gives it that
''jnansiqny" look.
THE MAIN entrance to this
four-bedroom home is via a
paneled reception foyer, preceded by a vestibule flanked with
closets c«n both sides. Folding
doots lead to the dining room
on one side.
Opposite the dining room is
the formal living room — a
three-exposureexpanse, sunken
two steps and boasting an oldfashioned high ceiling of more
than nine feet. There are windows at the front and the sides,
with a sliding glass door leading
to the covered rear porch.
To the rear of the foyer is a
spacious family room and kitchen ensemble. A sense of space
has been created by architect
Samuel Paul by eliminating the
conventional partition between
the two, although an attractive
separation is provided by the
kitchen cabinets.
THERE IS more than enough
counter space , an abundance of
closet room and all the usual
modern appliances, including a
dishwasher. The family room
is highlighted by a corner brick
fireDlace with a stone hearth.
The room also has a storage
closet and three large windows
overlooking the rear patio. A
barbecue on the patio adjoins
the family-room fireplace .
A compact service area, next
to the kitchen, includes a mud
room, full laundry space, two
closets and a lavatory. There is
an outside entrance, as well as
an entrance to the two-car garage.
ON THE second floor, with Us
four bedrooms, one finds an
especially convenient layout.
The three children's bedrooms

"SENSE-ibU Work . . . SENSE-ible Prices"

SENSE U
ELECTRIC SERVICE

1732 West

/

Phone t-nti

>»

GRACEFUL COLONIAL . . . Traditional
in the classic Southern style, this four-bedroom house has all the modern extras neces-

FLOOR PLANS. . . Indoor-outdoor living
is easy in this house, with a huge front
portico, an enclosed porch in back of the

Anytime

Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
hand you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
\ou can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMEHow to Build, Buy or Sell It. " Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design H-65.
?
Enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
?
NAME
;
STREET
CITY

STATE

/¦t«4l!!IP®

H-65 Statistics

PRE-FINISHED PANELING

Va" X 4' X 8'
V-Grooved

+ M Cfl
Ea. $1a*J\M

Flintkote Circlai

CEILINGT ILE
tt" x12 " x 12" Ea. IQr
New Display and Slock of

EXPANDED ALUMINUM PANELS
Stanley Adjustable

SHELF BRACKETS

living room, a rear patio with a barbecue,
and a second-floor deck adjoining the master
bedroom.

How to Build , Buy Japanese Did
Or Sell Your Home 1st Work on

have plenty of closet space,
_^/jl^ S / \
JfymfcM /§ with the closets located to act
>; [)fer5K/p | S ^ as sound deadeners between any
• Industrial • Commercial
two of the rooms.
• Farm and Residential
f ^^?W
r
A roomy foyer leads to these
y
Electrical Work
^^t
rooms, to one of the bathrooms
and to the large master bedroom. The latter has a full bath,
complete with a stall shower;
a walk-in closet plus another
_&__JZW WINTERTIME _*?
closet ; and a large deck reached via a sliding door.
The master bedroom by itself
p
is
20 feet long; Including the
"w «
deck, the expanse is 27 feet 8
^ y "UV^" CENTE R
inches, which is also the depth
of the entire house, minus the
portico. The front dimensions of
the house are 60 feet 4 inches,
which includes the garage.
Architect Paul recommends a
minimum lot of 80 by 90 feot.
The habitable area of both floors
totals 2,022 square feet.
Fifth St.

sary to maintain present-day living standards.

Design H-65 has a living
room, dining room , family
room, kitchen, large service
area, lavatory , enclosed
porch and patio on the first
floor, plus a two-car garage.
There are (ou r bedrooms,
two bathrooms and a deck
on the Recond floor. Total
living area is 2.022 square
feet. The overall dimensions
are 60 feet 4 Inches by .14
feet 4 inches. A minimum lot
ol SO f eet by 80 feet is recommended.
¦
The former British protectorate of Northern Rhodesia beenrne a nation Oct. 24, 1964, with
the romantic now name of Zambia.

Director Seeks
Wisconsin Law
On Young Drivers
MILWAUKEE, Wis. Mft-Wlsconsin Motor Vehicle Department Commission D i r e c t o r
James J. Karns said Sunday
that legislation is needed for
automobile drivers in the 16-25
year old age group.
Persons in this age group
comprise 20 per cent of the
drivers of the state, he said,
"yet they are involved jn 35
per cent of thc accidents' and
37 per cent of the fatalities. "
He said that his department
advocates issuance of probationary licenses for persons under
25 years of age. Removo muffins and popoverB
from their pans as soon as you
toko them out of the oven so
their bottoms do not steam and
soften. Serve at once!

• INCREASE UVING SPACE-

CALL 7466
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Wash the orange, quarter and
By AP NEWSFEATURES
removemy toads beforepatting
,
The best type of lighting (or through tha food chopper. After
your home workshop it natural' you mix foget ^witt cranberry
light from above,
sauce and orange allow tbe flaSince it is rarely available —. vers to bland for several hours
because most home workshops; before serving.
necessarily are located in basea
j m m m m a %mM \
ments, utility rooms in houses
a
Heme
UttMttm
\
on concrete slabs, or garages f
tfP
— the goal should be an ap- £| • C*»tn*tWork
I
I • RaffledtHna
proximation of this natural
light .
fer Camaleta Pertonathtod
SAFETY authorities are> conBulMiatf tarvke Contact
vinced that poor lighting is
sometimes responsible for workshop accidents. This doesn't
mean making the workshop al
BUILOINO CONTRACTOR
bright as possible. A room too
PhawHIW
brilliantly lighted can produce
»M
Uke Stn«t
fatigue, which is a companion
to an accident in or out of a
home workshop.
The ideal lighting situation it
one in which there is good general lighting throughout tho
workshop, with extra light concentrated in the working ares.
Thus, even if the shop has a
good overhead light that leaves %_^^^f
_____¦# _ —
no dark corners, it is wise to *0 *m** * _J____F____.^Y'Ve___L_
have a special light over the
workbench, another over the
table saw, and so on. The main
light should be turned on whenever work is being done in the
shop.
Clamp-on reflector lights,
overhead lights that move on
horizontal wire setups, and
various kinds of incandescent JOB or CONTRACT WORK
and fluorescent fixtures are PORTABLI IQUIPMBNT
available, many of them made
Our Services Also Include:
especially for home workshops.
A new type of light getting at- • Shea*, Plata and Structural
StMl Wark
tention lately is the miniature
high intensity lamp, developed • Bailor Repair Wark
only a few years ago by Jay
Monroe, a Forest Hills, N. Y„
electrical engineer.
This type of lamp provides
white light of a high intensity
PHONB SMS
from an amazingly small lamp.
It uses 6- or 12-volt bulbs. A
KH47 Watt Prant Street
special, tiny transformer turns

¦¦iiSvijaPN^
_____K^^i^l
_^__^__^_____^_
ls«

EL

•"l ii*

Good Workshop
Lighting May
Qiva a can of wholoeranbtrry
' taoet • itmh flavor by adding
Prevent Accident a ground whole oranga to it.

Glendura

If you've been planning electrical installation or alteration
work , DO IT NOW I And insist on top quality men and
materials to do the job. We hire ONLY licensed and
bonded men . . . your guarantee of a job well done I

^ ^¦¦¦

the ordinary ISO voltsof boos*
current into 9 or 18 volts. While
the bulbs hava lest life than
equivalent conventional incandetceati, thty tat lew electricity.

entirely," an NBC spokesman \m '^mm\^^^^^ M
Strvic*
said. "A man with a camera is assigned to watch the
pass receiver, the defensive
back , or the running guard. He
has to guess what play the quarterback will call.
"Then he lines up his camera
1
1
1 WILL POLACHEK — Mentor llectrlcla n
in a close-up on the player who
he thinks will fi gure in the play.
He pays no attention to' the rest
of the action.
"If he's right, and he gets the i— .
pass pattern or key tackle, he
advises the man doing the main
commentary, and the director
switches to the isolated camera
replay.
"Tbe action is on tape, just F A B R I C W A L L C O V E R I N G
exactly the way that voice is
recorded on a tape recorder,
and the playback operation is
the same. The man operating
the playback machine just
backs the tape up to the Spot
where the play started and let's
it roll."

Oinaral Contractor

KENDELL-O'BRIEN
LUMBER COMPANY
"Tubby" Jacket t,

NEW YORK (AP ) - First it
was the lonesome end. Now it's
the isolated camera that is all
the talk in football.
And although the hockey and
basketball coaches are so far
along in their season they are
already talking about next year,
football fans will get a few more
chances to watch the newest
television gimmick in action.
The NFL All-Pro game comes
up Sunday and the AFL game
the following week .
All three television networks
featured the isolated camera
this season, although they all
have different names for the
gimmick.
Generally, ABC gets the credit for Introducing the idea in this
country — although the Japanese had been using it in their
sports coverage for five or six
years before the gadget got
across the Pacific.
Oddly, in recent weeks ABC
has gone more tor cameras buried in mud or hanging in the
tops of palm trees, while CBS
and NBC have grabbed the isolated camera ball and run with
it.
Here's how the isolated camera works :
"It's a matter of guess work ,

WAMMNTy PHD
Marian E. O'MMrt tt «l to Warrtn
M. Scheevel-E'/i ot SEV4, See. _t;
8WW of SWU, Sat. Tit part of NWM
Of NWV„ Set. 26.105-t.
HUM Hornet, Int., to Oerakt v. Paeanfuu at ux—Let 11, HUkt'i Second Subd.
to City of Winona.*
lyivi H. Olbini il i
l to Spurgton
Mtreantlli Co. — W'ly JS ft. of Lot J
and E'ly 15 ft. of Lot 3, Black 15,
OP Winona.
Maynard Scattum at al to Gary Barnard Lutdtkt at ux-Part of SEV& of
NWtt, Sac. 11-107-B.
Bill Coniform at ux to itockton Hollar
Mill Co.—Lot! 1, 3, _, I, » and 10,
Block Jit Lots *, t, I and 1, t, f; Vh
Lot 3 and Lot 10 except W. 30 ft. of
Block 40, Vlllagt of Stockton.
Walker P. Woodworth at ux to Marietta Louitt Woodworth—Part of NEVi
of SWA, Sac. 1-10S-7.
BulMert Land Co. to L. J. Caspar at
ux-Lots 12, U, 14, 15 and 35, Wlstdtle Subd. ta Winona.
Stockton Roller Mill Co. to Alvln
Kohner—Lot )o except VV. 30 ft.. Block
40, Vllisst of Stockton.
Ida M. O'Sftavghnatey to Lloyd M.
FerdtnandaM) Jr. et ux—Lot 4 and part
of Lot 5, Block 107, OP Winona.
Marlorle Louisa Woodworth to Walker P. Woodworth et ux—Part of NEVi of
SWVi, Sec. 1-104-7.
Thomas Hlttlngt Jr. «t ux to Winona
National _ Savings Bank—Lot 15, Block
1, Wincrest 1st Add. to winana.
Frederick B. Blanchard Jr. at ux te
Hilbert Ruppraenf at ux-WV . af IW'A
ef Sec. t(V10ft-9.
Donna Scherbrlno to Walttr P. Rott
et ux—Lots 10 and 11, Block 3, Plat
ol Greden and Speltz's Add. to Rollingstone,
William C. Gelmar et ux to Winona
National t, Savings Bark—Lot 3, Block
1, Wincrest 1st Add, tea Winona.
Percy C. Marks it ux to William A.
Roth-WV* of NWtt ef Sec 1; NVi of
NEVi and E% of 8V _ of NEVi, Sec.
3-105-10.
Roy A. Hackbarth et ux ta indapendent School District I5«-Parf of NEV«,
Stc. S-105-O.
C. Stanley McMahon at ux to Karl F,
Conrad j r. at ux-Lot 1, Block 107, OP
Winona.
Winona land t Gravel Co. to Earl K.
Boiler Jr.-Lot H, Block 4, E. ft,
Bolter 's 3rd Add. to Goodview.
Winona Sand !¦ Gravel CO. to Earl R.
Boiler Jr.-Lot 13, Block 4, E, R,
Boiler 's 3rd Add. to Goodview.
Robert C. Bullene et al to Edward J.
Hartart-WVi of Lot 3, Block 7. Hubbard's Add. to Winona.
Winona Sand !¦ Qrawtl Co. to Earl
Ft. Boiler Jr.-Lot *, Block 4, E. R.
Boiler 's 3rd Add. tb Goodview.
Winona Sand it Gravel Co, to Earl
ft. Boiler Jr.-Lot 12, Block 4, E. ft .
Boiler 's 3rd Add. to Goodview.
Edward J. Dlonyilus at ux to Harvey
H. SHferath at el-E'/i ot NEVi and part
of NWli of NEW, Set. 10/ NWM and
SWV. of NEV«, Sac. IMOe-e.
Shirley Loppnow at ux to Daisy Nation
tt al-Part of EW of NWW, 8K. 4106-8; lying W. et R.R.
Minnie Wollbrecht te A. M. Kramer
-Part of Lot 28; Subd. Sec. 30-107-7.
Daisy Nation to Shirley Loppnow—
Part of EVi ef NVM. Sac. 4-104-1) lying W. of R.R.
• Douglas N. Callander et ux to Robert
L. Schnall-Lot 19, Block 1, Wlncrait
1st Add. to Wlnons.
Francis J. Holland et ux to Oran 0.
Featharstone et ux-E. 54 ft. ef ». 120
ft . of Lot 60, Second Plat ef Subd. of
See. 2M07-7.
QUIT O.AIM DHD
Virginia Torgerson at mar ta Richard
J. Galllen-W. M rods ef NWW, Sec.
2; EV. of NEW, Sac. 3; HtY* el SEW,
Sec. 3-104-7.
Richard J. Oallltn et ux to Virginia
Torgerson—W. to rods of NWtt, free.
2; Eft of NEV4, Sec 3; NEW et SEW,
Sec. 3-10S-7.
Minneapolis Brewing Co. to William H.
Relnarts et al — S'ly 4 ft. of Lot 2,
Block 37, Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
William H. Relnarts et ux to Jerome
J. Borzyskowski et ux—S'ly 2 ft, of
Lot 2, Block 37, Hamilton's Add. te
Winona.
Jerome J. Bonyikowikl at ux to William H. Relnarf*-M'!y 1 11. af fly 4
ft. of Lot 2, Block 37, Hamilton's Add.
to Winona.
Clarence E., Smith et ux to Edward
P. Styba at ux-E'fy 3 ft. of Lo! 4.
Block 43, OP Winona.
PROBATE DEBD
Merchants National Bank, Winona, administrator, to Donald E. Pellowskl et
ux—S'ly 55 ft . of Lot 7, Block 6, Chute's
Add. to Winona.
Mabel Schott et al, rap., to Joseph
P. Merchlewllz Jr. et ux—Part Of Lots
4 and 5, Block 78, Village of Stockton.
DEED OF CONVEYANCE
First National Bank, Akron, trustee,
to Spurgton Mercantile Co.—W'ly 35
ft. ot Lot 2 and E'ly 15 ft. of Lot 3,
Block 22, OP Winona.
ASSIGNMBNT OF
CONTRACT FOR DBID
E. W. Subra et ux lo John C. Schultz
et ux-Part of 5EV. of NEW of Sec.
8-106-?, lying S'ly of R.R .
William J. Dlnglelder et ux to
Blanche Hunter—N'ly S4.&5 ft. of Lot t.
B lock 7, Riverside Add. to Winona.
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AFL Cancels All-Star Game When Negro es Stage Walk Out

NEW ORLEANS f AP) - The
League
Football
American
called off its All-Star game scheduled this Saturday — when
Negro players complained of
discrimination and walked out
Sunday.
The league also canceled its
owners " meeting, slated to begin
here Wednesday.
AFL Commissioner .Toe Foss
said in Chicago he would have a
statement today about the future of the Ail-Star game —
when, where and if it would be
played in another city.
Even before the game was
officially canceled, the 21 Negroes here for the All-Star game

packed their bags and left.
"We're not wanted here so we
are leaving," said halfback
Clem Daniels of the Oakland
Haiders.
"We all encountered similar
problems Saturday night. We
were refused cab service and
admittance to French Quarter
clubs ," Daniel continued.
"We came here to relax and
enjoy ourselves and put on a
great game You can 't do those
things under the existing circumstances. "
Foss, in a statement issued
here , said: "Since all players
are members of the official
league family , the league must .

abide by their (the Negro players ') decision not to play."
David Dixon , head of the
group sponsoring the All-Star
game , worked frantically to get
the Negroes to change their
mind. He arranged for the players to have access to all of the
better - class establishments —
restaurants and night clubs —
in the French Quarter.
The players also charged they
were refused service " by taxicabs. Some said they even had
trouble " getting to their hotels
from the airport because cabs
refused to take them .
Before the Negroes made
their final decision to pull out ,

Dixon told a newsman :
"If they walk out, this blows
pro football for New Orleans."
Dixon has been striving for
four years to gain a franchise
for New Orleans — either in the
AFL or the rival National' Football League.
Only the West squad turned
up for the first practice session
Sunday.
At first , there was a report
that all the uniforms hadn 't arrived and the practice had been
delayed for a day.
But Sid Gillman , coach of the
San Diego Chargers and head of
the West All-Stars, said lt
wasn't true.

"We're having trouble," Gill,
man said. "The Negro players
have threatened to quit. They
had some trouble with the cab
drivers and in tbe French Quarter. "

an alternate but had to go into
the Army.
"Several people shouted insults at us in the French QuarWestmoreland
said.
ter ,"
"Doors were shut in our faces
when we tried to enter -several
establishments."
He said he was accompanied
by teammates Ernie Ladd and
Earl Paison from the Chargers.
Ernie Warlick, end for the
Buffalo Bills, acted as spokes¦
man for the Negro players.
He said they met Sunday to
compare notes on their treatment in New Orleans and then
voted on the walkout.
"The vote wasn't unani-

There were 20 Negroes on the
All-Star squad.
The 21st Negro, Dick Westmoreland, a defensive halfback
for the San Diego Chargers, was
here as an alternate member of
the West team. He would have
played only if one of the regular
squad members was hurt before
the game. Another Negro , Matt
Snell of the New York Jets, had
been scheduled to come here as

mous," he said. "Some of the
boys wanted to stay and play.
But the majority ruled. Werfelt
we couldn't perform 10° Pe'
cent- under the circumstances.'
He said Dixon and his group
made
a big point of the fact
"
th_t arrangements had been
made for us to be accepted at
the better restaurants and
nightspots and by one of the
major cab companies.
"If they had told us this before, we'd have looked specifically for those cabs and sought
our entertainment in those
places. But they led us to believe everything was okay. And
it wasn't."

Tarkenton Leads West to Victory
Youngsters
Come Through
For Friar '5'

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Before the college basketball
Providence
season
started ,
Coach Joe Mullaney surveyed
his squad but he couldn 't have
been enthused about what he
saw.
The Friars had lost 6-foot-10
John Thompson and versatile
Jim Stone by graduation and 68 Boz Kovalski was an academic casualty. All were key men
on last year's 20-6 outfit.
What was left was a " topheavy roster of sophomores and
juniors with only four seniors
on the 15-man squad. "We
didn 't figure much in pre-season," Mullaney admits.
He can afford to be candid.
Providence takes the only unblemished record among major
college teams into a two-week
exam respite today. The Friars j
are 11-0 and don 't play again j
until Jan. 23 when they take on >
Seton Hall.
"We kind of sneaked up on the j
pollsters ," said Mullaney after j
his ninth-ranked team had wal- j
loped Canisius 86-69 in Buffalo ;
Saturday night. That put the
Friars halfway through their ;
schedule and completed a i
stretch of eight games, only two ;
of which were played at home, j
"I can imagine the fellows out j
west still don 't figure we're too
strong, " Mullaney adds . "We ' re
not bothered by that. " Two of;
the Friar victories came on a ,
swing through the midwest !
against Creighton University j
i
and Iowa.
Jim Walker , one of the sophs j
who has come through in a big
way for Providence, led Satur- i
day ' s victory with 27 points.
And while the Friars contin- '
ued undefeated , sixth-ranked i
Duke ran into a snag in , of all I
places, the Atlanti c Coast Con- '
ference where the Blue Devils
were considered shoo-ins.
North Carolina pulled into
Duke ' s lair at Durham , N.C.,
with a four-game losing streak
and the Blue Devils were on a
seven-game victory skein. But
the Tar Heels got 22 points from
Billy Cunningham and 21 from
Boh Lewis to spring their upset ,
65-62.
Whil * Duke and North Carolina were ending streaks , topranked UCLA and New Mexico
and
Dartmouth
extended
strings , the first two happily,
the th ird sadly.
The Uclan.s and the Lobos
each won their n t h straight .
UCLA whacked Oregon State 835.') and New Mexico slugged Arizona 64-4 _ . Keith Erickson led
UCLA with 22 while New Mexico ' s defense made tho difference against thc Wildcats .
Dartmouth , meanwhile , had
its futili ty streak in the Ivy
League extende d to Z\ games ns
Columbia scored an l>i>-77 victo ry •
C.OOSK HItK AKS I I I .
HOUSTON i AIM - ( ioo.se Taturn was recovering from a bio
ken leg today, his first majoi
injury in :>.;> years of professional basketball.

Named MVP
After 34-14
Bowl Rout

m\^
m^mu\m\\^
m\
\\
^m\^

LOS ANGELES (API - The
National Football League's top
players scattered today after a
rousing 34-14 victory for the
West over the East in the annual Pro Bowl.
The Western All-Stars, spearheaded by Fran Tarkenton ,
Johnny Unitas. Terry Barr and
Gino Marchetti , turned the
game into a rout before 60,698
fans in sunny Memorial Coliseum. They scored in every
quarter while holding fast
against the Eastern offense's
big guns — Frank Ryan , Sonny
Jurgensen , Jim Brown and Paul
Warfield.
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AFL GAME
TO HOUSTON
BULLETIN
HOUSTON m — The 1965
American Football League
All-Star game will be played Saturday afternoon in
Jeppesen
Stadium
here,
Houston Oiler officials announced today.
The league called off the
game scheduled in New Orleans when Negro players
complained of discrimination and walked out Sunday.
Jeppesen Stadium , which
seats 35.000 has been the
home field of the Oilers
since the league was formed. The Oilers, however ,
will play home games in
the new domed stadinm beginning next season.

Basketball
Scores
MINNESOTA COLLEGES
Augsburg 71, St. John'i 57.
Duiuth |4, Hamllne <>.
Concordia tl, Macalester 43.
St. Mary 's t$, SI. Thomas il
.
St. Cloud 72, Btmidil 45.
Mankato 104, Michifian T*eh 57.
Carleton II, Grinnell it.
St . Olaf 74, Cornell (Iowa) 47.
Bethel 75, Wahpaton 73 (OT).
North Dakota 14, South Dakota Stale
72.
North Dakota Slate II, Auguitana 17.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Marquette 10, Xavler 73.
La Crosse 103, Othkeih II.
River Falls »0, Steveni Point 77.
Platteville 17, Eau Claire 7i.
Whitewate r M, Superior 15 (OT).
Lawrence 42, Belolt it.
R ipon 11, Coe tl.
Western Illinois M. Wiseonsln-Milwaukee 74.
Lakeland 75, Milton 44.
Concordia (III.) 14, Carthage 47.
Illinois-Chicago tl, Northwestern (Wis.)
73.
St . Norbert lit, Loras 15.
Illinois Wesleyan 47. North Park M.
St . Olal 74, Cornell (Iowa) 47 .
Carleton I
I, Grinnell 41.
Mill,kin It, Augustana 47.
Knox 17, Monmouth 71.
Elmhursl 10, Illinois College 70.
COLL-OES
EAST
St . Joseph' s »3, Boston College 71.
SI. John 's 74 , Loyola (La.) 54.
Providence It, Canisius 40.
Cornell tl, Harvard J3.
Penn 10, Yale ll
Columbia 15, Oarlmoufh 77.
St. Bonaventure 47, Duquesne 4).
Temple 47 . Navy ill
Syracuse t7, PilljbJrgh 73,
Army 73, Seton Hall 71.
SOUTH
North Carolina IS. Duke 47 .
Vanderbllt ?<, Mississippi State 70.
Tennessee 10, Tulane 43.
Kentucky 71, Louisiana slate 4«.
Ceorgia Tec h ta , Furman IS .
Richmond 74 , West Virginia 71 ,
Oemson Jf, Virginia 77.
Maryland 75 , South Carolina 70.
MIDWEST
Indiana la, Northweste rn 73.
Michigan at , Illinois I].
Wichita »5 , Clnc nnati 41
Purdue 71, Ohio State u
Iowa (S, Michigan State 71 .
Minnesota It, Wisconsin 57 .
lulia 7*. Loulilana 42.
Detroit 74 , Dayton 74 (OT).
Kamai 73 , Missouri 44 .
Oklahoma Stale S3 , Nebraska 54 .
SI . Louis 41 , Drake S3.
SOUTHWEST
New Mexico ll . Arlione 43 .
Bradley 71, Northern Tex as Stale 44
ti
Notm Dame 110, Houston 10.
T t x a i Chrlitian 77 , Texas 44 ,
SMU It, Taxai A4M 77
Te-xai Tech t), Arkansas 71.
Rice Jl, Baylor S4,

TARKENTON LEADS WIN . . . Fran Tarkenton of the
Minnesota Vikings cocks his arm to throw a pass to teammate Tommy Mason while leading the Western Conference
All Stars to a 34-14 victory over the East in the Pro Bowl
game at Los Angeles Sunday. Tarkenton and Terry Barr
of the Detroit Lions were named the game ' s most valuable
players. (AP Photofax )

BADGERS HOST PURDUE

Indiana Eyes
Hawkeye Tilt
BIG TEN
Iowa
MINNESOTA
Michigan
Purdue
Illinois

W
1
1
1
1
J

L
W L
( Indiana
1 1
C Ohio Stata
0 1
a Michigan Statt « 1
> Northwestern
0 1
I WISCONSIN
I 3

CHICAGO (/Pi — Indiana 's
Hoosiers , although ranked second nationally, can ill-afford
defeat tonight when they invade
Iowa to take on the surprising
Big Ten basketball leaders.
Bouncing back from their only
defeat of the -season by Illinois ,
the Hoosiers easily disposed of
Northwestern Saturday 8fi-7.'!.
The Hoosiers must knock
Iowa out of the conference lead
il they hope to remain in early
contention.
Despite a 10-1 record for the
season, Indiana is fated with
the task of winning on the road
against an opponent which begins applying pressure when a
te ;un enters the fieldhouse.
Before |he season started ',
Iowa Coach Hal p h Miller promised it would take him a little
time to get the Hawkcyes lo
p lay his brand of ball , but he
hoped to be ready by the lime
Ihe conference race started.
Iowa barely remained in front
during pie-confe rence competition in putting together a 5-4
record lint once the nice began , the Hawkcyes disposed of
¦ Wisconsin and were the only

Tarkenton , the little scrambler from the Minnesota Vikings, and Barr , Detroit Lions'
fleet flanker, were voted the
game's outstanding players.
Barr set up two of the West's
touchdowns
with
acrobatic
catches of Tarkenton passes.
Marchetti , appearing in his
10th Pro Bowl — a record he
shares with retired Leo Nomellini — says he's definitely quitting the game. He came back
last season on the pleas of Baltimore Colt Coach Don Shula , but
Shula said he won't ask anymore.
"How long can you keep asking a guy to play ? He 's given
everything he has ," Shula said.
The East attack was hard hit
by quarterback injuries. Ryan,
blitzed by Merlin Olsen and
Marchetti , left the action with a
shoulder separation early in the
third quarter. Jurgensen, with a
sore throwing shoulder , took
over but couldn 't generate any
offensive fire except for a scoring toss to Jim Brown late in
the game.

The victory was revenge —
hut not sweet enough — for
West Coach Shula, whose Baltimore Colts were humiliated 270 by the Collier-coached Cleveland Browns in the NFL title
came.
visiting team to emerge trium"It's a satisfying victory but
phant in Saturday ' s first full
I'd
trade it for a National FootBig Ten card by toppling Michiball League title ," Shul a said.
gan State 85-78 .
This placed Iowa ahead of
Michigan. Minnesota and Purdue — all of w h o m opened
conference play with victories.
Michigan knocked Illinois out of
the league lead 89-83, Minnesota
kayoed Wisconsin 81-57 and
Purdue bested Ohio State 71-64.
Houston defeated Chatfieid in
If Iowa hopes to turn back a dual wrestling meet Friday
Indiana , the IJawkey e.s nol only by the score- of 27-37. It was
will have to solve Indiana 's the Hurricanes ' fourth win withpress but must be careful not out a loss .
to amass too many fouls with
Two big matches saw Ed Littheir own pressing tactics.
tlejohn
continue his unbeaten
hidiana tied its own Big Tenrecord for free throws in one string for Houston at 145 and
game by canning 20 of 21 Jim Vonderohe pin previously
against Northwestern nnd now unbeaten Terry Lobland of
at 165.
has scored 41 in 44 attempts in Chatfieid
HOUSTON 57, CHATFIELD 17
its first Iwo games.
H-Stave Rogeri (C) dec. Nathan
"Our goal is to develop a Sherry (H) 7-3; )0J—Jim Halvorson (C)
dec. Doug Moan (HI 31; 113—John
team which will not only har- Kroath (HI p. Danny EIII. (C) l:00j
ass our opponents on the floor HO—Brian Moan (H) dec. Wayne Bern(C) J J ; 127—Data Rlchter (C) n.
but wc hope to put on the pres- ard
Mike Carpenter IH) 1:37; 133— Jim Slesure before they enter Ihe field- vel (C) dac. Steve Johnion (H) 10-4;
13a— Jim Keela (C) dec . Jerry Peterson
house ." said Miller .
(H) 3-Oi 145-Ed Lllllelohn (H) dac.
Against Michi gan State , Iowa 's Mike Wooner (C) 4-1; 154—Arden Hargrove
dac. Dave Knution (CI 43;
tactics paid off . The Hawkcyes l»5—Jim(Ml Vandcrohe
(H) ». Terry Lobhit :i7 of 69 shots from the field land (C) 1:50; ITS—Bruce Vonderohe
(CI 1:37; Hwt.—
(H)
p.
Dick
Blortmonl
and held Michigan Stale to 27
Dennli Webold (HI die. Bruce Johnion
of SB floor shots.
(C) 4».
Only one other game Is schedTexas or TCU has been the
uled tonight . Purdue is nl Wisconsin , a team which bus lost its host team for seven of thc past
first three conference games. nine Cotton Bowl games.

Houston Matmen
Drop Chatfieid

WAS IT INTERFERENCE? . . . Closely
guarded by Paul Krause of the Eastern Conference team , Tommy Mason of the West
tries to catch a pass thrown by Fran Tarkenton during Sunday 's Pro Bowl game in

Los Angeles. The officials ruled contact was
made before the ball reached Mason , giving
the West a first down inside the East's five.
The West scored a moment later and went
on to win, 34-14. (AP Photofax)
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roughshod over its Minnesota , game , Concordia stayed near
Intercollegiate Conference rivals j the leaders with a 65-62 triumph
Saturday, ripping St. John 's I over Macalester.
71-57 for the Auggies' fourth
A lull slate of MIAC games
straight MIAC win and 13th
i
victory in 14 games this season. are on tap tonight , highlighted
by
Augsburg
playing
at
Dan Anderson notched 27 points. |
Hamline.
j
Other MIAC activity saw runners-up St. Mary 's and Minne- i In the Midwest Nonference,
sota-Duluth both win as well. '; St. Olaf downed Cornell 74-67
The Redmen edged St. Thomas I and Carleton bested Grinnell
65-63 away from home, while 1 88-68. Bethel of St. Paul nipped
UMD was plastering Hamline Wahpeton , N.D., 75-73 in over84-49 at Duiuth. In another ' time.

ST. FELIX BOWS

Lima Wins Fourth,
Downs Luther 5

GAMES THIS WEEK
Tonight — Augsburg at Himllni, Concordia at Gustavus; St. Thomas at Macalesler; St . John's al ST . MARY'S;
Wayne
Moorhead
at
Minn. Morris;
(Mich.) at Michigan Tech ; WINONA al
State College el Iowa.
TUESDAY — Bethel al Northwe-stern
(Minneapolis).
WEDNESDAY — Duiuth at Gustavus;
Hamllne al Stout (Wis.); St . John 's at
St. Thomas; Valley Cily (N.D.) at MoorNorthern
head;
Michigan
Tech
at
Michigan.
BI-STATE
FRIDAY — Carleton at Belolt; St. Olal
at Cot; Morris at Bethel; Mankato al
W L
W L
St. Cloud.
Lima S H.
4 • Rollingstone
1 3
SATURDAY - Duiuth at Augsburg; Wabasha S.F.
J C Hokah
1 4
St. Thomas al Gustavus ; Macalestcr al Onalaika Loth. 1 I Caledonia
• J
St. John's; Moorhead at WINONA ;> tYem.dll at Michigan Tech; Carleton at
SATURDAY'S RESULT
Coe; SI. Olat at Belolt; Morris al NorthOwatonna Marian tl , webaaha St . Felix
western (Minneapolis).
il .
SUNDAY'S RESULT
Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Lima Sacred Heart 40, Onalaska LuthSt. Cloud is still the favorite ,
er It.

and Moorhead has onl y lost one
game all season. But look who 's
riding atop the Northern Intercollegiate Conference basketball
standings today.
It's Mankato State , which
blew hot and cold in the preconference part of its schedule
but has plucked off two NIC
victories to lead the pack.

The Indians blasted hapless
Michigan Tech 104-57 Saturday
night while St. Cloud was clip; ping Bemidji State 72-05 to open
| defense of its NIC championj ship.
The two are on a collision
I course this week , meeting Fri|day night at St. Cloud in the
| first zig showdown in thc NIC
! this season, Moorhead has two
i non-conference dates this week ,
then travels to Winona Saturday
night in its next NIC outing.
Augsburg continued to run

I

!
!

Wilder is.

OWATONNA 66
ST. FELrX""cTC\

Owatonna Marian led all the
I way in downing Bi-State entry
I Wabasha St . Felix 66-62 .
I The winners held quarter
, leads of 16-12, 30-2B and 55-47.
Gene Wodele scored 19 points
Lima Sacred Heart pushed ; for St. Felix , Doug Kennebcck
back in front of the pack in the IB and Tom Foley 14. Mark
Bi-State Conference by nipping Bina had 23, .John Kunst 18 and
Onalaska Luther 60-59 in a game Mike Schmidt 11 for Owatonna .
St. Felix now ranks 6-4 on the
played Sunday afternoon.
scn.son
.
In a non -conference contest
Saturday night , Wabasha St . Marian also won the "D"
Felix was nipped 66-62 by Owa- game 48-43 .
¦
tonna Marian.
I

LIMA 60
LUTHER 59

I Spe-lin Claims He
[ Hasn 't Signed Yet

Lima rebounded from a 15-9
first-quarter deficit with a re- j
sounding third period and beat
Onalaska Luther 60-59 for its
fourth straight Bi-State win.
Sacred Heart was still down
by 31-21) at halftime before outscoring Luther 21-10 in the third
period.
Lima got Ifl points from Dave
Bauer and 16 from Al Weiss.
Lima i.s now 5-3 on the season.
Luther 's Larson hit 17 and

MILWAUKEE iff) - Warren
Spahn , veteran south paw who
was sold recently by the Milwaukee Braves to the New
York Mets , said Saturday he
had not signed a 1965 contract.
The Mets reported last week
that Spahn had signed his contract.
¦
Doak Walker gained 3,592
yards in his four seasons nt
SMU.

KENNEY PLEASED AFTER HAWKS BREA K ABE STRING

Collegiate Fives in Action Tonight, Redmen Home

By OAKY KVANS
Daily Nrwii Sports Kdilnr

After writing the most
glorious chapter into the
I!)ii4 (i.r) city basketball aniinl.y Winona 's fiiRe teams
will have little time to bask
in the .successful glow.
St. Mary 's and Winon a
Slate head back io action
tonight with Winnna Hi gh
and (.'otter booking weekend
clashes.

St . Mary 's will shoot for
its fourth conference victory against a single defeat
nt Ten ace Heights tonight ,
cnlei laming n St. .John 's
team that gave defending
champion Augsburg, the
present conference lender ,
first-half fits before falling
71-;//.
The contest will gel under
way at a p. m.
Winona Stale Ireks lo Ce-

dar 1' alls , Iowa , for what
Dr. Itolieil Campbell assumes will he a none loo
hospitab le meeting w i t h
Slate College of Iowa .
"They lost to South Dakota Un iversity and Morningside on the road last
weekend , " viewed Camppell dryly , "so I imagine
they 'll be wailing for us this
evening. "
Winonn High , which scor

ed a fil-fiO victory over Ihe
lolly Old Abes of Kan
Claire Memorial Saturday
night , will get back into
action against "old pal"
Austin Friday night . Thc
Packers , no doubt , will be
.snorting for a home-court
victory after being dropped
by Ihe Hawks in Winon a a
year ago.
Cotter , which gained two
victories over thc weekend-

one o v e r highly - touted
Minneapolis De La Salle—
will take a more leisurely
nppronch to the game this
week. The Ramblers have
just one game scheduled ,
that in St . Paul against Hill
Saturday night.
Wiltgen , who wasn 't disiipolntcc] with thc comradely
fili-tt.'l victory his team gained against St . Thomas at St.
Paul Saturday, will make

no changes for the bout with
the Johnnies .
That means George Hoder
will lie nt center , Roger Pytlewski and George Vnlnika
nt forwards and Jerry Sauser and Mike Maloncy at
guards.
Sauscr , the little guard
from Chicago, rescued tho
Kedmcn Saturday and kept
them in (lie gnmo the first
half when the Tommies

threw up a zone defense.
For his efforts , he was
named to the MIAC team
of Ihe week by a Minneapolis newspaper.
"Wo played decently I
thought ,'* said Wiltgen . "We
didn 't hit the first half, Sau_cr kept us in it . If he hadn 't
hit , we 'd have been down
by 20 points . The reason I' m
nol disappointed Is we didn 't
play poorly. We never let up

nnd we didn 't panic when
they were ahead. "
A win tonight would give
St. Mary 's a solid <t 1 conference record to rest on
over exam break . It would
also run the season shile
to a boastful 1 1-2.
"We expect a tough one "
mused Wiltgen. "Our scoiit
wns very much impressed .
(Continued on l\ ( g„ j j )
COLLIClilATK

Hawk Matmen
Nipped by
Ko Mets 20-17

Redmen Skaters Rout Toms

KASSON - MANTORVILLE,
Minn . — Winona High School'!
wrestling team suffered its third
loss in six starts here Saturday
night , bowing to the Ko-Mets
20-17 in a meet spiced with action .
In fact , the entire evening
thrilling as Arnie Boese's Little
Hawfcs used a win by default
In the heavyweight match of
the "B" squad meet to pull into a 20-20 tie.
"IT WAS ONE of the mo»t
exciting sports event we've had
in a long time, said Moracco.
"Most of the matches were
close, much too close."
Moracco pointed to the 133pound match as the turning
point. Ron Fugelstad battled it
out with Tim Murphy of Kasgon-Mantorville and lost 3-1 on
a late takedown in the third
period.
"I thought the buzzer had
sounded ," said the coach. "If
we had won that one, it would
have meant the meet. Larry
Pomeroy 's match was the same
FIRST EVENT . . . This is first-event
way. "
champion
of the Centerville Curling club
POMEROY was forced to settle for a 3-3 tie with Larry 01- bonspiel , R. J. Starkey Rink , Mapleton , Minn.
From left are Harry Murray, wlio made the
ton.
While the tie was the first
blot on Pomeroy's record this
season, Barry Arenz continued
his personal streak at 154
pounds by decisioning Neil
Green 5-2.
Winona High gets back into
action Friday by hosting Austin. The "B" squad preliminary
begins at 6:30 p.m.

Cooney Gets
3 Goals in
League Romp

trophy presentation, Starkey, G. (Chopper)
Pettit, Bruce McGregor and Glen Sellers.
(Daily News Sports Photos)

Maplefon Rink
Wins Bonspiel
At Centerville

KASSON-MArVT-RVf-LE It,
W INONA 17
U—Gil Atravold (K) dac. Daui lra||
(Wi l-»; IM—Deway Olson (Kl dac. Wat
Itruttr (Wl 7-0 ; IIJ-M»rv Mueakt (K)
dec. Les Bohnen (Ml a-O; ISO—Steve
Miller (W) dec. Rich Fait (K) 4-7; HI—
Jim Ootilir (W) dec. MarK Hoehn (Kl
7-«, 133—Tim Murphy ( K ) dac. Ban Fuglestad (W) 3 1;
HI—Larry Pomeroy ( W ) draw wllh
Larry Olson (K ) 3-3; US— Mike Pr»tt
(K) dac. John Degalliir (W) 11, 114—
Barry Areni (WJ dee, Nail Oram <K)
H; 1U-Tom Terry (K) die. Pete Irlck•en ( W ) 3 0; 175—Paul Brickson (W)
Hat. Diet! Swalla (K) M; Hwt—Bob
Haiusslnjtr (W) dac. Kirk Swenson (Kl
KASSON-MANTORVILLE "¦" 10,
WINONA "B" It
M—Al Head (Kl dec. Don Mlchalowskl
(Wl *¦•; 113— Gordon Pratt (K) dac.
Oery Smith (W) 3 0 , Ill—Doug Lang (W)
tied with Dave Skogen IK) 3-2; IJ8— Pat
Anlarson ( W l p. Jerry Kleeberger (K)
4:40;
lit—Irwin Pratt (Kl dec. Bill
•rime IWI »-o ; 133—Kan Haack (K) dec.
Mark Shaw (W) 4-0;
lie—Mark wedul (Wl dec. Greg lellltlki (Kl 4-0 ; 145— Dave Alrick (Kl dec.
• ruce R«ed (Wl 3-0; l}4— Oick Henderaen (W) p. Jerry Boyum (K) 1:4?, USJack Perry (K) dec. Chuck Lueck (W)
1-0; Hwt— Roger Andarson (W) won ky
dilault over Stan Tultle (K).

SECOND EVENT . . . This is the second-event winning
LeRoy Hovell Rink of Centerville. From left are: Hovell ,
Howard Williamson , Calvin Hovell and John Jick.

Hawk Tankers
Score 53-42
Dual Victory

Winona High swimming Coach
Lloyd Luke praised his Winhawk team after it had defeated Robbinsdale Cooper 53-4?
here Saturday.
"It was the best effort of any
swim team I' ve coached, ' - he
said. "All our boys swam their
fastest times of the year
They 've heen working hard and
deserved the win. "'
The match was a hair-raiser
as it went clown to the final
relay.
Winona 's freestyle team of
Roger Fegro . Bill Kane, Sam
Bailey and Gary Spencer turned in a 1:17 clocking for a
win.
in tho "B" squad meet , Winona had a 67-28 romp.
The Hawks ' next meet will
be Friday when t hey host Rau
Claire Memorial at fi:."!0 p.m.
Winona travels to Hopkins Satur day.
WINONA HIGH S3, ROBINSDALE 41
UK-Yard Medley Relay — l, Winona
(Roger Fegrc , Jim Grant , Mark Johnson ,
Bill Kane); 3. Rohliufljle. T—1:J7. » .
310-Yard Freestyle — I Bodem (R); I
Steye Kowalsky (W); 3, Bill Praun t W i
4. Rich I R ) . T—J: «J I.
400-Yard Freestyle ._ 1, Larry Andaraon ( W ) ; 3. Cragg (R|; 3 Sam Bailey
( W | , 4. Sopoy ( R I . T—:J».« .
1(0 Yard
Individual
Medley
—
1
Bouchlir ( R ) ; 3 John lloell (W); 3 Joly
( R ) ; 4. Sam Gauslad , W I . T —1:10.1.
- |. Frid |V,|H*mi (Wl; J.
Dfvlng
Bop Slaricka IWI; 3 Madden ( R ) ; 4
Walsh ( R I .
100 Yard [Sutler(l y
1 Boudntr | R ) ;
1 Mark Johnson ,W I, 3. Christian sen
( R ) ; 4. Tom Sandirs (Wl. T- 1:11 1
ItO-Yard Frrnstyla -. 1. Larry Anderlon (W>; 2. Craqq ( R ) ; 3 Steve Ko
wal|ky ( W l ; 4 Andri'ion ( R ) , T -:!J »
100 Y a r d lUck-vtrokc
I Johnso n iBl;
2
Van ' Orako IRI, ]. Jack Slanslleld
( W l ; 4. Sal" Gaullad (Wl 1 -1:07. J .
4|0 Yard Freestyle- 1, Orsterrektl | R ) ;
1 Bill Br«un ( W l ) 1 Doen Hilke | W ) ,
4. Rick ( R | . T - - W 4 1.
100 Yard Breastilroke
- 1.
Brand
bnarg ( R I ; 1 Jlrn Grant (W l ; l. John
Moe|l ( W ) ; 4. Madden ( R ) . T- 1:01.1.
UP Yard Freeslyla Ralay - I Winona
(Roger Frgre, Bill Kant', Sam Bailey,
Sary ipencer); 2, Rohlini|a|e
WIN. ONA "H» 47, HOOINMiALE "B" Ji
14 1-Yard Medley R«U y 1. Winona
(Jack Stanafleld , Dean Hilke, Tom San
d.r,, jell Van WlnMH 7. RoblniHela
T—j:3».l
10P Yard Fraeslyli
1. Joe Flndlay
( W l ; 1. Doiig Pavlll |vy> ; 3 l amhla ( H I ;
4 . Thomson ( R I . T- 3:20.p.
4« Yard Fmfllyll
I Bill advert
( W | ; 1. Tim H B I M ( W V ) j 3 . Nelson (R>;
4. Baldwin ( R I . T 3 1 5
Individual
Medley
-1.
1,0 Y a r d
Plrrce Fleming (Wl. 3 Stan llammar
( W | ; 1 .Fraysrlh IR ); 4 Saska (R). T
- 3:17.1.
n|vlng
1. (lo ll K lepii ( W ) ; 2 Mark
Nichols ( W l ; 3. Timm ( R I ; 4. Oonlnar
(R),
100 Yard Bullrrlly I. Jatten ( R ) ;
3. Hnlmes ( W l ; 3 Schulll I R ) . T liJM
lop Yard Freeslyla
- I. Tom Orlaae
( W ) ; 1 Tim Heise ( V V ) ; 3. Nelson ( R ) ;
4. Lansberry ( R ) . T- 1:00 4.
IM Yard Backalrolir — I. Bob Rydman
( W i ; 2. wasche IH), l Gary puhkarsl
<W ) ; 3 Mason IRI, 7- l:l» ».
4 0 p Y a r d Fieestyli I. Joe Flndlay
I W) ; 3. Doug David (W l ; 3- Thonipian
( R ) ; 4. Hammertlin («). T- S:0«.S .
lop Yard RreaslslroKo - 1. Dieter (R );
3. Slan Hammer IW); 3. Andrrson ( R ) ;

4 p|»ica rianiing

IWI .

T-nai.o.

140 Yard Freestyle Relay — I. Robins
Lansberry ,
Baldwin ,
(Lamble ,
dale
Timm); 3. Winona. T—l;3t.7.

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
-R. J. Starkey Rink of Map leton , Minn., defeated S c o t t
Hotchkiss Rink of Galesville for
the championship in the first
event at the Centerville Curling
Club annual bonspiel held at
C e n t e r v i l l e and Galesville
Clubs.
With Starkey serving as skip,
G. (Chopper) Pettit was third
rock, Bruce McGregor second
rock and Glen Sellers lead for
the champions.
Placing third in the first event
was the Harry Murray Rink of
Centerville. The Raymond Burke
Rink of Centerville was third .
The LeRoy Hovell Rink of
Centerville captured the second
event over the Wilbur Dick Rink
of Galesville. With Hovell as
skip. Howard Williamson was
third rock , Cal Hovell second
and John Jick lead.
The . Wilbur Polzin Rink of
Galesville took the third event
over Bill Trirrim of Galesville.
Polzin threw third rock with
Byrne as skip, Floyd ( Bud )
Lowener as lead and George
(Bud ) Hammond second rock .
A total of 42 teams were entered in the bonspiel.
First Event
1. R. J. Starkey Rink, Mapleton, Minn.,
def. Scott Hot(*Ki» Rink, Galesville; 3.
Harry Murray Rink, Cep|«rvi|l|; 4. Raymond Burke Rink, Centerville.

Second Event

1. LtRoy Hovell Rink. Galesville, del.
Wilbur Dick Rink, Galesville; 3. Paul
(rmscfter Rlf tk, La Crane/ t. lyindy Milan Rink, Cenleryille.

Third Event
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TIHRP EVENT . . . This is the third-event champ ion ,
Wilbur Polzin Rink of Qalesville. From left are : Bob Byrne ,
Wilbur Polzin , Bud Lowener and Bud Hammond.

12 Non-Loop
Dames Slated
For Tuesday

A total of 12 non-conference
basketball games dot the schedule for the area Tuesday night .lending the ci>r<l is tbe prooHwood al Holmen game. Ho'men
is utidfliefcjtcd in eight wrings
on the season , but will face one
of its bigger opponents ,
Rrookwood ' s big front line
will be trying to put the stops
to 7-1 l$ii)o Hpndrick.son, who
is averaging 2(> points per game .
Another top contest sen<|s
Mondovi of tho Mississipp i V.|lloy lo Whitehall of the Pairylnnd.
Whitehall , nn upcoming cj uiptet , topped Independence Fridny
night .
Other games will send Bvron
to Miizoppu , Lanesboro to Houston , Riwdol ph lo Farmingtop,
Tnylor lo Almfl Center , ArkanSiiW 10 I iirno Sarred Heart , F;ii| child to Catlot t , Trempealeau to
Arc- iidin , W.v kofl to Rlklon,
August» to Kail Creek and Opalnsku bulher to Melroso ,
Thu Liiiinsboro - Houston contest M I NII ru les us a biy one.
Although ncilber quintet tops it s
conference , both \ve|0 mentio ned in pre season balloti ng as
iias.siblu Diiilrict One poweriiouses.

MONDAY

LOCAL SCHOO LSWinoni Hale at Vale Collage ol
|pwa,
St. John ' s al SI. Mary 's, I p.m.

¦VV V,: SI) A Y

HIAWATHA V A L L p V Kasson Wanlorvllle al Slewartvilla ,
NON CONFEReNCBByron eat Maieppa.
Lanailiara al Houston.
Nene'glari al Farmlngton,
Tay lfr al Alma Center.
ArMnifW al Lima }»(rad Heart .
Falrthlld al Cadott .
Trampeasleau at Arcadia,
Mondovi at Whitehall.

Wyhair (I mklan.

Augusta et Fall Creak
Onalaika Luther al Malroae ,
Brook wood at Holmen .

JACKS 1, QUEENS
WHlgile
W.
300 Club,
3
Jokers
31
Lelli I
. Righto
2
Double Ls
1
Rockets
0
O
Deucis Wild
KINGS f QUEENS
Vaughn _ Mlynciak
5
The Beeps
*
C
K»
3
*
Double Pa
1
)
Trp|»ns
Th« W»rner»
3
Mus»o|«f.rs,
3
1
Cruiioni e Fpuripme'
W E S T O A 7 S JR. OIBLS
Wat l .ala
W.
Bowling Rt|ls
17
IS!,
Al lay Ci|»
Slrikiltus
14
Bowliralloi
ii
ppjanc Trucking
Ill")
ll
pmilrofiperi
Pin Spinners
7
Alley
Oops
4

H IGH

Hal-Rod

SCHOOL GIR LS

Pin c«l»

W

1
2
J
1
t
1
4
S
U.
t
!0'>
12
|
13^
ll
lt
Tt
L.

«' i i^

S|ri»«l.i.»
V.-,
A|lay flatort
4
Scrimfjlan
1
Ppwdar
Pulls
1
Qulllr Duitan
I
S A T U B O A V JR, (»OY»
W.
WM lfle ll
3|
AM Starr*
23i j
Alley Crajhvrs
Striker !
33
Pin Topplari
l»!i
HIQll SCHOOL B O Y S
Hal Rpd
W.
4
Pin smashers
Pin Biiv|ais
4
Qopri Players
3
Spartans
1
Knlcjhfs
1
Finks
I
P A R K REC HOY!
Hal Host
W.
a
Spa rta ns
Br«v»»
'
Four Aces
2
Four Gp F p u r t
1
1
Alley
Ra>
I
Lucky
Slnkai
Black Hawks
1
l
Vllllp«l
Crutmleu
l
B|«tk Mulas
•
Ritd tlmjl
•
King I'lm
•
HIS A HIR&
Hal llod
W.
1
Q vu by - Jamas
Eyani.
Gunderson
3
Kaiinhusman - Ktupliutnian 3
1
McMlniury
Wft l'e
Artdenon - Hanson
1
Fountain Clllans
0
GUYS A PPLIS
Westgate
W.
Lulillilkl
Davis
•
»
Stimuli . Lice
Faiguton - Colbenso n
7
Hutchinson - Lldlke
1
4
Motiait, - Willlan'ian
•
Cisewski
.
.
.
.
4
.. .
Pens *'
Paler man • Kenkel
i

Bminipo . |chlcM

L.
t
I
1
3
3
)

i

I"»
2
1
s
S

L.
13
13'^
13
1»^
L.
3
3
1
1
1
I
L.
•
•
I
I
1
1
1
'
l
3
3
i
I.
0
I
1
4
3
1
L.
4
•
>
I
i
4
r

It

1. Wilbur Po!rin Rink, Galatvillt , del.
Bill . Trimm Rink, Galo|ViHa; 3. John
Briggs, Galesville; 4. Laird Hunter, Cenhrwllla .

Sudden-Death
Playoff for
Li. Tourney?

LOS ANGELES (AP)-A sudden-de ath, playoff will he in order in the event of a tie after
today 's final round of the $70,0O0 {,os Angeles Open Golf Tournament.
But among the disbelievers in
sitph suicidal procedures are , in
order , Paul Harney, Pap Sikes ,
Bill Casper Jr., professional
golfers all , to list a few.
Each thinks he con win the
$ 1_ , 000 top pot without henefil of
extra holes.
As p lay began on the par :iiKHi
—71 Rancho Municipal course ,
the front-runners with their 54hole totuls wero:
Harney, 207; Sikes , 2(10; Casper and Howio Johnson , 210;
Bobhy NicholH , 211 , and to skip
a few bruckets , Tony Lema,
2i:i ; Arnold Palmer , 215, and
Ken Venluri , 217.
Obviously Palmer and Venluri
would he in favor of sudden
death , but it would lui vii to be a
mass affair.

The M5-yeur-old Harney , from
Sacramento , Calif., scored a
repeat ptirforrnnncc, only hottor. A year i|go lanky Paul
camp from I'l'llini) In Ijiliu Mm
lead in the third round by ono
slroke and wunl on to win.

This time |ic hint two klinU on
l liu crowd

(' nspur and Sik«' .i, !M, from
f'onle Vudrn, Kin., stniUtd Sun
day 's round fit l.'lfl, with Harney
«t I;II>.

IlHl'lU' V »I I «»I W W KH; Sikos
3H-X1--71 , Casper :i7-:tS-72 , and
Johnson ;«> - .'*;» -«o to poso nn
additional throat.
a
The hig hest scoring mulch between National KoOtba JI 1^' iiKUe
champions and an All-Star ColIrigo team wtis in HMO , in which
lliu Crenn Hiiv Pnckerii beat the
All-Stars 45-28.

ST. PAUL, Minn. - After a
scoreless firs t period , St. Mary's
revamped its strategy and cruised to an 8-2 victory in an MIAC
hockey game at Aldrich Arena
Sunday night.
The Redmen now stand with
a 4-0 record in the MIAC and
appear well on their way to a
repeat of their 1964 championship.
ST. MARY'S got a scare before going to work Sunday
night. St. Thomas sent John
Young in for a goal midway in
the first period and that's the
way it ended.
"We were skating three lines
and they were skating tyvo,"
said Coach Keith Hanzel. "They
did a real good job , so we went
back to two lines and outskated
them the rest of the way. "
With Hanzel pulling Jean Cardin off the center spot on the
third line and putting him at
wing with Ivan Thibadeau's
line , the Hedmen blasted four
goals home in the second period and hit four more after St.
Thomas cut the margin to 4-2
early in the third to score the
8-2 rout.
ST. MARY'S must retnrn to
St. Paul this evening for a contest with perennially rugged
MacaJester at Aldrich Arena.
Dennis Cooney again provided the spark needed for the
victory, picking up his second
hat trick performance in two
days.
Bob Magnuson , a wing on the
second line, and its center Thibodeau each scored a pair of
goals.
Bob Paradise , outstanding
junior defenseman fro m Cretin
High School , tallied the other
goal.
WHK.E C A P T A I N Andre'
Beaulieu , who has led the MIAC
in scoring for the past three
years , was held without a goal ,
he did come up witb two assists.
St. Mary's broke it open on
successive goals by Magnuson ,
Thibodeau. Cooney and Thjbodeau again in the second, period.
"They 're a good skating team ,
but they don 't pass real well ,"
said Hanzel.
St. Mary 's overall mark now
stands at 4-3.
Following tonight' s game , the
Redmen will be inactive until
meeting Hambne at Aldrich Arena Jan. 22.

ST- MARY'S t, ST. THOMAS J
FIRST PERlOp -1. SI. ThomasYO'j ng (Groebner) 1:13. Penalties—Swenson (ST) «:30; Turk (ST) 7;1« ; Bishop
(SM) 10:47; Paradise (SM) 13:37.
SECOND PERIOD — 2. Sf . Mary 's—
Magn'j sqn
;Thihodeau)
2:10;
3.
SI.
Mary' j—Thi bodeau (Magnuso n) 1:01; 4.
St .
Mary 's—Cooney
(fstaulleju-Deblans)
4:00; 5 St. Mary 's—Thibodeau (Paradise)
• :S5. Penalties—None.
THIRD PERIOD-*. Sf. Thomas—$c|nlan (vyplsti ) 1:30; 1- SI. Mary 's—Mesinusop (Thibodeau) J :3P; I. SI. M»ry '»—
Cooney (Beaulieu) 4:35; ?. St . Mary 's—
Paradise (unassisted) |:3l; 10. St . Ma ry 'l—Cooney (Dpsbjens ) I0:«(. Penalties
-Swenson 1ST) 4:lt; Pales (ST) 4:J1;
Turk (ST) 1:13; Cooney (SM) 7:13; Karner (ST) 9:48; Berrlgan (SM) 14:00.
STOPS: Ar c hsm beau (SM) t 7 11-24
Penn (ST)
12 10 13—3$
OFFICIALS;
Lou Cotroneo and Ron
•"Weill.
V

Leona Lubinski
Smashes 564
Bowling Series

Leona Lubinski walloped a
S<)4 series to highlight weekend
bowlin fi activit y.
Spill ing individua l sets of 155,
198 nnd 211 , Mrs. Lubinski
piired her Lubinski-D «vis team
to 7f,6— 2 , lfi J in the Guys and
Po||s League at Wust fiate BowlHeadli ning rnen ' s scores was
Cliff Midland in the Jocks and
Queens circuit at Westgj ile.
Mndland knocked down 217—598
lo p;ice :io« Club lo «2fl- -2.41«.
Ma x inp .»Stinocher of :p) Club
came up with lllll , Frank Adams of Jokers 2:12 and Sonrira
Buck of Flnckels 472.
IIAI. -ROI) LANKS : His N
Hers—JtJd KnupllU -sman tota led
212— !i|ll tp shove K<M ipliUKm an Kaup husman lo H21-2 „'M2. Honiije Overby knock ed down 1B5
for Ovcrby-Jame s and Mary
Kauphusman 4,r)0.
<irej 4 KohPark-Ike H»ys
ner led Spartans to 767-1 ,479
with hi.s l!l-1-2ii(i .
||ii;h Srhnol l»«y»
.Joe Alhrechl blasted 24;i--57 1 to lend
Knifdits to 755, Pin Smashers
came up wilh 755 2 , l!) l. Steve
Wall/.oi - labled 50:i.
||i |>h School (iiiii,
Hcv BlltHen cracked 507 lo lend Alley
fuitors (o 721 and ( Ilierie Hilt
gm IH'2 for Scriimhlers. Pin
Cats lolnled 2 ,052.
WI.S'KIATI , HOWL: Huliuduy
Junior ll«vb Pin Topp ler.s (rippod 7II!I 2 , 1211 us Darryl Sinelser nnd lttivo Snuilsor camo up
wilh 452 and 451 for Ktrikurs.
Don MU'luilow.ski of All Htnrs
poled 1711.
.Iiinlm (aii -U — Mnr y Rodyers
led Boiling Hells to 7<M I ,,192
Wilh h«ar 142 2li2.
Hiiigs »nil Uuri'iis — Double
O's racked Hil l 2 ,;i.l behind
Nord Ovi'i land' s ,ri5ii and Viola
Overlan d' K I7» 5(Hi . Hen <iorder smushed 213 for Trojan*.

COLLEGIATE

(Continued From Page 10)

State Matmen
Drop Falcons
For 4th Win

Claire's two big men are
Jeff Ellenson , 6-8, and Mile*
Rheingann , 6-5.
"They're big and Rheingann really jumps," summed up the coach.
Kenney had nothing hut
praise for the werk of John
Brandt and Bill Squires ,
who led Winona with 22
points, and Don Hazelton ,
who scored 15 and kept Winona in it when Eau Claire
threatened to thunder away
in the second half.
"John had nine defensive
rebounds and Bill 13," praised Kenney. "And Hazelton
has had a bad leg for a
week . It's bothered him
more than he'll admit , but
he was putting them in in
the second half."
Of Austin , the coach said:
' T suppose everyone is kind
of surprised after they won
at Red Wing ( the Packers
took a 69-62 win Friday).
The kid (Wayne ) Lerud
takes it and shoots it from
the left wing without looking. He's a real gunner.
iAnd (Dave) Stilwell will do
the same thing from the
other side. Those two take
three-fourths of the shots.
It will be tough."
Nett didn 't feel his team
looked sharp in its 65-56 win
over Bethlehem Academy,
but compensated for the fact
by viewing it as a natural
letdown after the De La
Salle victory.
"Bill Browne (scored 21
points) has come out of his
shooting slump, " said Nett.
"That will help. Hill won 't
be easy, though . After the
win we got down here,
they 'll be waiting for us. "
With St. Mary 's 10-2, and
State 3-7. Winona High is
6-2 and Cotter 7-4.

They've proven they're a
good team ."
The height situation will
be nearly equal as the Johnnies go 6-5, 6-5 and 6-3
across the front and 6-2 and
5-11 in the backcourt.
State College of Iowa will
meet Winona State with a
starting five of 6-7 Harry
Daniels and 6-2 Ron Jessen
at forwards, 6-5 Craig Kneppe at center and 5-10 Jerry
McColley and 6-0 Jim Videtich at guards.
The Warriors will counter
with Dave Goede and Dave
Meisner at guards , Tom
Stallings and Tim Anderson
at forwards and Dave Rosenau at center. SCLcwill hold
a decided height advantage .
"I've been pleased with
our effort in the p a s t
games," said Campbell. "If
we can just hold our own
on the boards tonight , we'll
be okay. "
Winona State evened its
conference record at 1-1
with an 88-76 romp past
Michigan Tech Friday and
sent its overall mark to 3-7.
On the prep scene , Winona High's John Kenney and
Cotter 's John Nett held mixed emotions after a combined weekend effort that
produced three wins and no
losses and sent the city box
score to 5-0.
Kenney was more than
pleased with the victory
over the Abes. All his Hawks
had done was break a 53game Eau Claire h o m e
game winning record that
extended back to 1958.
"We looked real good ,"
spoke the coach . "We had
seven mechanical errors —
the best we've done in I
don 't know how many years.
We outrebounded them 4130, something I didn 't believe possible."
The rebounding report is
probably the key. Eau

The Winons State Colleg*
wrestling team eclipsed its victory production of the entir*
1963-64 season by wrapping up a
17-9 win over River Falls at Memorial Hall Saturday night.
It was the fourth straight triumph for Coach Bob Gunner's
forces, who still are unbeaten on
the season.
THE WARRIOES weren 't al
fortunate in the preliminary as
Rochester Junior College walked
off with a 30-8 victory.
Larry Marchionda started Winona off on the right foot by
capturing an 8-0 verdict over
Dale Mitsch at 12.3 and the Warriors built a 12-0 lead before allowing Al Gross of River Falls
a 5-2 win over Leo Simon at 157.
| The Falcons cut it to 12-9 la
the 167 and 177 matches befor .
| Larry Wedemeier pinned Clar; ence Roberts in the heavyweight
1 duel.
i OTHER WINS for Winona
I came from Larry Mickkelson at
130, Perry King at 137 and
Merle Sovereign at 147.
The next test for the surprising Warriors is scheduled for
Memorial Hall Thursday when
Luther College comes calling.

i WINONA STATE 17. RIVIR FALLS I
' 113— Larry Marchionda (W) dec. Dili
| Mitsch (KF) M, 13t—Larry Mickelson
! (Wl tec. Davt Stark (RF) ll-e; 137—
I Perry King <W) dee. John Clibtr (RP)
! JJ .(,- i«7_M«rl» Sovereign W ) dec. Tem

\ Mitotan ' ( *F r . 1-t;

IS7-*I Graes (UF)

The biggest All-Stars win in a dec. Lea Simon (W) 5-li 1(7—Dave AmIRF) dec. Dan Scrabtck |W) e-l >
game against the aNtional Foot- !I dahl
177—Ron Folty <R«= ) dac. T«m Caran
ball League champions was 27 j (W) 4-J; Hwt.—Larrv Wldernalar (W) sv.
to 7, over Washington , in 1943. ' Clarence Roberts (RF) J 58.
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SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

La Crosse Is
Rolling Along,
Cops 6th Win
wsuc

La Crosse
Superior
Oshkosh
Ptatteville
Whi-ttwater
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t
4
1
J
3

L
t
J
J
J
2

Rivir Falls
Stout
Eau Claire
Stevens Point

W
)
J
0
0

L
3
¦'
i
I

Rich Get
Richer in
City Loop
CITY LEAGUE
W
Watkins
S
Williams Annex 4
Standard Oil
4

L
1 Lewiston
1 Owl Motor
2 First National

Elite Unit Seeks Recruits

W
>
J
0

L
*
*
*

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Williams Annex It , Lewiston 4'.
Watkins 74, Owl Motor 49.
Standard Oil 57, First National 41.

The rich got richer and the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS poor got poorer in the City
The powerful La Crosse In- Basketball League Sunday.
dians are rolling along in first
Watkins held its one-game
place in the State University lead by bombing Owl Motor 74with
race
Confernce basketball
; 49. Williams Annex crushed
a perfect record of six straight : Lewiston 84-49 behind a leagueleague victories and an overall high 29 points from Bob Larson
mark of 10 in a row.
and Standard Oil toppled First
Tonight, the leaders try to ex- | National 57-41.
tend their streak to seven ;
when they travel to Platteville : Watkins built up a 37-22 halfto meet the Pioneers , one of : time lead and then coasted past
and Pete
three teams tied for third with j Owl Motor. Ed Kohner
Polus each hit 16 points for
a 3-2 mark .
j Watkins and Bob Mondi 15. Bob
La Crosse made it six in a Lieberman had 16 for Owl.
row Saturday with a 103-88 de- ; In addition to Larson 's 2.
cision over ' Oshkosh. Superior ; points. Bob Hazelton got 20 for
dropped a 90-85 overtime game ! the Annex , which had a comto Whitewater but clung to sec- j fortable 41-20 halftime lead. Bob
ond place with a 4-3 mark. ' Czaplewski came through with
Platteville handed Eau Claire : 13. Gene Sim hit 18 for Lewits fifth straight loss 87-76 and i iston .
River Falls downed Stevens
Standard Oil got 16 points
Point 90-70.
from
Joe Barnett and 15 from
Oshkosh battled La Crosse all ;
Bob
Cyert
p lus a standout dethe way and tied the score at! fensive job from Rick Starzecki
left
be80-all with five minutes
; in going ahead 29-23 at halftime
fore the sharpshooting of Doug |
and then winning easily.
Potter and Terry Schmidt en- |
Chuck Petit hit 17 for the
away,
abled the Indians to pull
j
Potter was the game 's high ! Bankers.
scorer with 29 points. 19 of i
them in the second half.
Killebrew Honored
Schmidt contributed 10 points in
the second half drive.
; As Top Slugger
Irv Henderson with 29 points !\
and Ken Sprague with 23 led ' BALTIMORE (AP) — HarPlatteville to victory over win- ! mon Killebrew. who has hit 188
less Eau Claire, which was top- !. home runs during the past four
ped by John Schaaf with 17. , American League seasons, will
And River Falls outshot Stev- !j be honored tonight as baseball's
ens Point from the free throw |j top slugger.
Killebrew will receive the $2,line 30 to 9 to score the Falcons' third victory in six con- 000 jeweled Sultan of Swat
ference games. Ken Lee and crown from the Maryland
Nate Schilling of the Falcons j Professional Baseball Players
shared scoring honors with 23 ;] Association at the organization 's
points. Grant White scored 18!! 12th annual Tops in Sports ban' quet.
for Stevens Point.

THE TRI-STATE Association
held its annual banquet at Ihe
Williams Annex Saturday, and
elected Schneider president.
Other new officers are: First
vice president — Phil Conway ;
second vice president — Hud
Safranek; secretary — Ral ph
Boalt , and treasurer — Cliff
Murray.

D. Bitsitzby

R. Busitzby

LAMOILLE , Minn. - Two
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Busitzby, recently enlisted in the
Navy , have returned to bases
in California following leaves at
home. They are Robert, stationed at Long Beach, and David,
assigned to a school at Treasure Island , San Francisco.

Pilote, Horton
Irritate Rival
NHL Goaltenders

EYOTA. Minn. (Special) Marine Pvt. Maynard Hoffman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Hoffman , rural Eyot a . has
completed four weeks of individual combat training at Camp
Lejeune. N.C.
Fire Control Technician 3.C.
JOSEPH J. WEIMERSKIRCH.
son of Mrs. J. D. Weimerskirch , 937 W. Howard St., returned to Norfolk , Va., Dec. 22
aboard the destroyer USS Borie. completing a tour of duty
with the 6th Fleet in the Med:

terranean and tlie Navy 's Middle Eastern Forces in the Red
and Arabian Seas. The Borie
participated in fleet training operations in Mediterranean and
Middle Eastern areas.

•

HOUSTON, Minn. (Special )
—Pfc . Larry Anderson , son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Anderson, is stationed at Ft. Lewis,
Wash. He recently spent a 20day leave at home.

•

PVT. DENNIS E. MAIER ,
who enlisted in the Army in August , has finished basic training
at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., and
is being reassigned to a motor
transport unit in Germany . He
is the son of Mrs. Gertrude
Maier , 903 E. Wabasha St.
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)—
Tech. Sgt. and Mrs. Francis J.
Pavelka are spending a 30-day
leave here with his mother ,
Mrs . Ethel Pavelka , and her
parents, Mr . and Mrs . Frank
Tentis. They arrived here from
Naples, Italy, where he spent
three years at Nato Headquarters , Allied Forces, Southern
Europe. After the leave they
will go to Pease AFB, N.H. He
has been in the service 18 years.
.Their son. Pfc. John E. Pavelk a, also spent a 15-day leave
here with his parents and
grandparents. He is stationed at
Ft. Benning, Ga.
A.3.C. Thomas A. Graff , son
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Graff ,
returned Jan. 3 to Grand Forks
AFB, N.D., afteT a 10-day leave
here. He is a jet aircraft maintenance specialist.

DENNIS THE MENACE

NHL

Chicago
Montreal
... .
Toronto
Detroit
New York . . .
Boston
.. .

W.

21
19
16
17
12
»

L. T. PT GF OA

is
to
13
IS
19
14

4
7
»
<
I
<

44
43
41
40
31
11

US 97
112 90
112 93
1S5 102
»1 119
13 IJ7

Derby Stake

1. Baron, Golden Retriever , owned and
handled by R. Glaunert , La Crosse; 1.
Pepper, Black Labrador , owned and handled by Dr. R. Sabbann, Rochester; 3.
Jack, Black Labrador, owned and handled by A. Fisher, Rochester; a. Jenne,
Black Labrador, owned and handled by
B. Verhelst, Mason City, Iowa.

Puppy Stake

1. Duke, Black Labrador, owned and
handled by C Ross, Minneapolis; !.
Shena, Black Labrador, owned and handled by C. Ruffalo, Rochester; 3. King,
Black Labrador, owned and handled by
T. Hellsley, La Crosse, Wis.; 4. HI Gun,
Black Labrador, owned and handled by
G. Williams, La Crosse.
Judges Award ol Merit: Duke, Black
Labrador, ownad and handled by T. Hellsley, La Crosse; Nike, Golden Retriever ,
owned and handled by P. Vehling, Onalaska. Wis.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Chicago's Pierre Pilote and
Toronto's Tim Horton , the National Hockey League's All-Star
defensive combination in 196364, are becoming disturbingly
offensive to rival goaltenders
this season.
Pilote affronted Detroit goalie
Roger Crozier with two tallies
Sunday night as the Black
Hawks edged the Red Wings 3-2
and climbed past idle Montreal
into first place.
Horton , making the most of
his temporary conversion to
right wing, also scored twice,
keying the Maple Leafs' 6-0 rout
of the Rangers.
Pilote , whose playmaking —
28 assists — has kept him
among the individual point leaders despite his failure to score a
goal in the Hawks' first 30
games, has fired five in the last
eight games. He finished the 6364 campaign with seven goals.

Peerless Ties
Sunbeam for Top
In Bantam Loop Knicks Defeat
Bullets to End
Losing Streak
BANTAM

Peerless Chain
Sunbeam
Athletic Club

W
4
4
]

L
1 Redmon Club
1 Central Meth.
1

W L
1 4
O 4

Peerless Chain downed SunNBA
beam Friday to create a tie
E A S T E R N D I V I S IO N
for first place in the Bantam
W.
L.
Pel.
CB
Boston
37
7
.Ml
league sponsored by the ParkCincinnati
29
13
.490
7
Kecreation Department. T h e
Philadelphia
11
19
.SIS 14
New Y o r k
13
30
. 301 _ 3 l 1
score was 'G- '2 \.
The annual Tri-Slada trophy ,
W E S T E R N DIVISION
In another game , Athletic
Los Angeles
13
17
.575
awarded the dog acquiring most Club whipped
Redmen Club ,14St . Louis
71
20
.517
2'',
points through the year in tht- ¦
Baltimore
20
33
4
M.
. 474
open all-age stake at the club' s
Detroit
15
1»
.341
10
ln the Peerless win Doug
San Francisco
11
33
.?St> 14
informal monthly trials , went to
Mr. Paladin , owned and han- Hoese whipped in 11 points ,
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
dled by Ray Przywojski of I.a while David Itatner and O'regg
Detroit lie. New Y o r k I I S
Cinc.nnall 121, Baltimore lit.
/.alxnowski each had eight for
Crosse .
Boston 107, Los Angeles 103 .
The R. Ci. Boalt Stilrovin tro- Sunbeam.
Philadelphia 104, SI Louis 102.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
phy, which go»*s to the dog
It) Ihe Athletic Club w i n ,
C i n c i n n a t i 141, Detroit 114.
acquiring most points in tin- Rick y Scliult/ fli pped in Hi and
New York 132, Baltimore 120 ( O T ) .
derby slake , was won by Tri- ,)oe Carroll six for the winners
T O D A Y ' S GAMES
,
St
Louis v s . Philadelphia at Tulsa
Stada Jet of West Newton , own
while Hon May and K>. and Dick
Los Anneles vs. Detroit al Pittsburgh
fd and handled by liichiini
Wanek seven for the losers.
Cieblha.irt of Winona .
Uv I I I K ASSOCIATKI) IMtKSS
v\:
v.
WI :K
If Ihe liallimore Bullets go no
IN OTIIKIt business , the »|nl>
W I
V/ 1
higher
limn third in the Nalion.il
announced that its licensed trial Winona Huti- l 7 0 Suntx-am
1 1
Association 's Westwill he held .lime -l-ii-ii. Karl Aiiid I crjion t I Paint Dt-pot
1 3 Bitskclhall
3 * McK!nli- y M.
I I ern Division this year , Ihe culCoi nealius of Mason Cih , Iowa , C o r a ola
nnd .1el Irev VV Whitehall ol
Winona Hotel and American prit may be the New York
Milwaukee will judge amateur
Knicks , who most likely won 't
Legion continued Iheir race for
! go any higher than Inst in the
nil-age and qualif ying dugs
honors in the I'ark Kec I'ee
with John Van Itloom of I,in
Kaslei n Division
Wee
Basket hall League by
coin , Neb ., anil .James A Robin
'Die Knicks ended JI four- .pealing victorie s Saturday.
son of Hutchinson . Kan , Uxgame losing streak under new
The Hotel live got 1:1 points
ripen all-age and derli\ dogs .
Coach Harry (Inlliitiii Sunday
IKIIII It on Sloll/ in bombing
Open All- \g<- Slitlsi1 hy edging tlie lliird-place Bui
J' .'.i )!) . Bob Kallmaii
7. Cindy. Black l i h r a t l o r . okvnr- by Coca-Cola
Yets \:>:>, V.'M. The viclory wns the
J, Grlllln and handled liy M I oyur . I I
counted Id and Bill Deinse sev- 1
fourth for (lie Knicks in five
Dodge , Iowa; I
T<-» , (slack
I -tii 'adoi ,
en for Ihe losers
ciwntd and handler) by M S l r v r n s , Heidi
meetings wilh BaKimoif (his
•¦Her , 3
()«cjo
Dlark
l al>rado> , ownril
American League disposed of season ll al so pushed the
Bui»n<1 dandled by c
Wc/lfalo , Kcxh-rslrr ,
Paint Depot '.
'I I.S behind l.'l lds IV- names behind secondJ a c k , A l a c k l.abr adoi , ownrd by H
*
Schmidt and handled by I> S t i c k l e r , Mm
from .loe Ferguson and six from place SI . I.mil' s .
naapolli
Jim Nelson Cleg Fischer hit
( uicmnali
Judges A w a r d i ol M e r i t
Hlnv. B l a c k
drubbed Detroit
Cabrador , owner) and handled by I
si\ for I'ain! Depot
Mil
Ill in Ihe only ollu-i game
nrrnrman, Mason C i l y , Iowa,
Hocuni-i
In
the
other
game
,
Mckinely .scheduled.
Etlack L a b r a d o r , owiird and handlril hy
Us first win by beating
¦
Di
N
Hutchinson , t I. Oodgr ,
I O W A ; got
Howcly,
Black
I abtactor ,
owned
ant! Siinbe .nn
|i,-III
Mike Will ski ,
H.-VSKI 'THAI.I. SC()llt:S
I . flrr rtrriian , Mason City
f-randlrd by
tell Wallher and Al Soiiiieniail
Iowa,
HAH W E S T
I' aladin. Goldrn t t e t u v v r l . owned
Mod handled by K . I' r i y w m t h l . La C r n i s r , each scored
III L A 11, Oregon State il
four for Ihe vvin
Wn
San I r a n c i s c o 102, UC Santa H a r h a r a
tiers . Keary (ileuna Kl lor the
4» .
(Jlialilvinr. Slnkr
losers
1 K l i s t y , Golden R e t r i e v e r , owned artel
O r r o o n II , Southern Calllorms I*
handlril hy Dr
G O Ducet , l a O o i t r ,
W
yoming } C \ . Artlona Stale 12 .
In games .Ian '.', American
MV ; 1
Kin ,
BlacN
Labrador,
owned
Calilornli fc). Washingto n Stllr 44
beat
Sunbeam :':' Hi,
_nd handled liy NIcU Schneider , Winnna . Legion
Utah 10, Idaho 13
? . Y a n k e e , Black L a b r a d o r , owned and
Winona Motel ripped McKinley
Brlgliani Younrj 11, Utah S l s l e »0.
liandlrd by R
Adam. Minneapolis; a
Slanlorrt 60. Washington 41
"> :\ and I'.iinl Depot clipped
Hey Boy. B l a c k L a b r a d o r , owntd and
C o l n i a d o 10, K a n s a s Slals / / ,
'..'oki' 211- I f,
handled hy J. r~ n< , La C r o s s e
Ocnvar 41. Air Forca 40 .
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PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP) - ( USDA)j Live poultry : wholesale buying
I
prices unchanged; roasters 2326; special fed white rock fryers
18-19%.

NEW YOR K (AP ) - (USDA)Wholesale egg offerings adequate. Demand good today.
Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other volume
sales.
New York spot quotations follow
Mixed colors ; Standards 2829%; checks 24-25.
Whites : Extra fancy heavy
weight 147 lbs min) 31-33; fancy
medium <41 lbs average ) 26%28; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
min) 30%-32; medium (40 lbs
' VtA GOtHSHOMB AN' TeiLTHE NEI<3He08S XU
I average) 26-27 ; smalls (36 lbs
SArDTH6Y 8ETrg« 'SWcrioW/ VMB'•
! average) 23%-24%.
Browns : Extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min ) 34-36 : fancy
medium (41 lbs average ) 2728%; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
min) 32-33; smalls (36 lbs average ) 24%-25%.
Butter offerings more than
DASSEL . Minn . (AP ) - The
Great Northern Railroad expect- ample. Demand fair.
Wholesale prices on bulk cared to have tracks cleared today
tons (fresh ), creamery, 93 score
of accident wreckage .
Twenty-three cars of a west- (AA ) 58%-59 cents ; 92 score (A )
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS bound freight train derailed Sun- 58%-5«% ; .90 score I B ) 58' z -58%.
Cheese offerings adequate.
day near this Meeker County vilThree weekend fatalities have
Demand spottv.
lage
One
car
loaded
.
with
'
raised Wisconsin s 1965 highway
Wholesale sales , American
traffic toll to 24 , compared with cheese and another with beer
burned. There were no injuries, cheese ( whole milk ), single dai36 on this date a year ago .
The derailment resulted from sies fresh 43%-45% cents; single
Mrs. Susan Healy, 18. of Harta burned-out journal on one car , daisies aged 50-52 ; flats aged 50land , was killed Sunday night
54
processed American pasthe GN said ,
when her car and another autoTrains were rerouted b y way teurized 5 lbs ll9' 7-44; domestic
mobile collided on a Waukesha
swiss (blocks ) grade "A" 46-52;
County road near Hartlan d. of St. Cloud following the accigrade "B" 44-50; grade "C"
dent.
Mrs . Heal y 's year-old daughter
4:i%-49.
was injured and taken to a
Waukesha hospital.

3 More Deaths
Raise Wisconsin
Road Toll to 24

Mrs. Eleanors" Konato , fid, of
Milwaukee, was killed Salurday
nighl when she was struck by a
car as she walked across a Milwaukee si ra*>t.
Maurice L.NLa Valley, 20, a
Milwaukee tow yuck operator ,
was injured faj ally Saturday
when he,
ixawled under a disabled/far to attach a hitch and
the / ebicte was struck from the
rear by another car. La Valley
recent ly moved to Milwaukee
from Superior. The accident occurred on the north side of Milwaukee.

/ Minnesotans
Dead in Crashes

Bv THE ASSO< lATKl ) IMtESS

A car 11 lick crash near Madison , Minn , and a sing le car accident in SI I'attl |(M)k the lives
of Iwn Minnesotans Sunday and
raised (lie stale 's highway loll
for the yea r to 111, four above
this (lute a year ago.
Kenneth W Stein , K, of Canby, Wiis killed in Ihe collision of
a milk truck and ,i car at a
county township rond intersection ;» ball mile east of Hosefi ,
Minn , near Madison.
Stein, a passenger in n milk
truck driven by Stanley Ciese ,
III, Ciinb.v , was thrown from the
vehicle and crushed as il overturned following the collision
wilh a car driven hy Maurice
tin/en, 2«, of BellinLjham , Minn.
fused, his wife and '/-year-old
son, and a neighbor , Mrs. (Jet hard Itakow of Ilellinghnm , escaped serious injury, (Jie.se also
escaped serious injury.
dene Cuttei ninn , 27 , St. Paul ,

Frei ght Wreck
At Dassel , Minn.

Damage $400 in
Lewiston Crash

More than $400 damage resulted from a two-car collision
Sunday at thc intersection of
CSA fi and County 109, 4 miles
south of Lewiston, Sheriff George
Fort said today.
Donald C. King, lewiston,
was driving south on County
10<) , and Clarence J. Mueller ,
Utica , was driving west on CSA
G. Mueller 's car slid :)0 feet on
tbe icy road surface before the
collision.
Mueller told sheriff' s deputies that he saw King only
ahout fid feet from the point of
impact.
Klut; did not
see
Mueller until too late. Damage
was $200 to the left front door
of the King cai' and lo tin? right
front of the Mueller car.
Sheriff' s I) e p u t y llelmer
Weinmann investigated,

Student Revolt
Reoorted in China
TAII'KI , Formosa (AIM - A
private news agency claimed
today that more than 1,(HH) educated youths forced to develop
virgin land in mountainous bord«T areas in .southwest China
rebelled in early December
when their demands for cot tonpadded w int er clothes were rejected
The Chung Using new.s agency, attributing; its information to
intelligence sources, said thc
revolt was supported hy tribesmen in the nr««i.

Gold Mining
Stocks Lower,
Air Lines Rise

52Yi Int'l Ppr
33
20 Jns & L
67%
84% Kn 'ct
931/*
.
44& Lrld
43%
18% Mp Hon 121%
14% Mn MM
58%
69% Mn & Ont 34V4
33Vt Mn P&L 53y_
55% Mn Chm 85
NEW YORK (AP)-Gold min357/8 Mon Dak 40 ing stocks declined and air
64% Mn Wd
38% lines rose in a mixed stock mar47% Nt Dy
86%
23 N Am Av 54% ket early this afternoon. Trad35V* Nr N Gs 59% ing was fairly active.
70y8 Nor Pac 50% The gold mining issues took
8y_ No St Pw 39% some sharp losses in reaction
41% NW Air
66%
to a decline in the London price
30 Nw Bk
46
58% Penney
69% of gold and to U.S. government
59 Pepsi
59% statements published over the
54y4 weekend.
78% Phil Pet
55% Plsby
78% Airlines continued to be
517/k Plrd
185 cheered by the rise in air traf50y8 Pr Oil
59% fic.
33y4
75% RCA
58% Rd Owl
267/8 Cigarette stocks were down
46% Rp Stl
42
in advance of a new report on
32% Rex Drug 59V* smoking and health but rallied
76% Rey Tob 39% above their lows on publication
246 Sears Roe 128% of the report which , apparent144% Shell Oil 57% ly, was not as severe as some
54% Sinclair
59% investors had feared.
94% Socony
90%
Steels, motors, i drugs , rub82% Sp Rant) -13% bers and nonferrous metals
48% St Brnds —
were mixed, electronics higher
96% St Oil Cal 72% and chemicals lowfer.
37% St Oil Ind 42%
The Associated VPress aver30% St Oil NJ 89% age of 60 stocks at rloon was up
58 Swft & Co 58% .3 at 327.7 with industrials up
45% Texaco
86% .6. rails up .2 and utilities un37% Texas Ins 97% changed.
\
58% Un Pac
43%
The Dow Jones industrial av24% U S Rub 62% erage at noon was down 1.39 to
59% U S Steel 51 881.21.
50% Westg El 41
Among gold shares, Home421% Wlworth
27%
79% Yg S k T 44% stake and Campbell Red Lake
fell more than a point each.
IBM and U.S. Smelting were

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — butter
mixed ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 57%; 92
A 57% ; 90 B 56%; 89 C 55%;
cars 90 B 57; 89 C 56%.
Eggs steady; wholesale buying prices unchanged ; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
27%; mixed 27%; mediums 25;
standards 25; dirties unquoted ;
checks 20.

New

La Crosse Dogs
Cop Two Stakes

IN THE BIG one , the open
all-age , Cindy, a black Labrador
female, owned by J . Griffin and
handled by M. Logue of Ft.
Dodge, Iowa , captured honors.
Duke , a black Labrador male
cwned and handled by C. Ross
of Minneapolis , was the only
Minnesota dog to win , copping
the puppy stake.
The only Winona dog to place
was Rip, a black Labrador
male, owned and handled by
Nick Schneider . He was second
in the qualifying stake .
A total of 57 dogs from three
states was entered

•

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
York 4, Montreal 5.
Toro nto 2 , Boston 1.
Chicago 7, Detroit 4.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Toronto t, New York t.
Chicago 3, Detroit 2.
Montreal at Boston, postponed.
TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled.

IN TRI-STATE TRIAL

La Crosse, Wis,, dogs took i
two of four stakes in the Tri- 1
State Hunting Dog Association i
trial held at Prairie Island Sunday.
Rusty , a golden retriever ,
owned and handled by Dr. G. 0.
Ducet , won the qualifying stake
and Baron , a golden retriever ,
owned and handled by R. Glaunert , took the derby stake.

LA CRESCENT, Minn. —
Air Force Combat Control
teams, a unique branch among Spec. 4 Ardell S. Gran , son of
military organizations , are open Mr. and Mrs. Einar C. Gran ,
to qualified high school grad- La Crescent , has completed a
uates , according to Air Force three-year enlistment in the
Army. He spent 28 months 6f
recruiters.
the term in Germany.
An elite group, similar
^
•
paratroop Pathfinders and Ranger battalions in World War II , i HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
these teams are distinguished —Ronald T. Vikre, 18, son of
by special uniforms. They wear Mr. and Mrs. Terry Vikre, enhighly-polished jump boots and listed in the U.S. Air Force Dec.
dark " blue berets with jump 14 and is stationed at Lackland
badges. They are trained in all j AFB , Tex.
I
-L.
forms of small-unit and guerilM.
SGT.
RICHARD
J. KLUla warfare and in self sufficieni ZIK, son of Mr. and Mrs.
cy.
Air Force recruiters give in- ; Martin J. Kluzik , 757 E. Front
formation on this and other j¦ St.. has been decorated with the
sections of the service each U.S. Air Force Commendation
Wednesday at the Selective ; Medal at Forbes AFB, Kan.
Sgt. Kluzik. a bomb-navigation
Service office in Winona.
systems technician , was award•
ed the medal for meritorious service at Forbes . The
sergeant , a graduate of St. Stanislaus School , has 16 years military service. His wife , Audrey,
is the daughter of Mrs. Ruth
Benning, 475 Carimona St.

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

Buying hours are from I a.m . t» 4
p.m. Monday throush Friday.
There will be no call marke t during
the w inter months on Fridays.
These quotations apply as to noon
today.
All livestock arriving after closing tlm»
will be properly cared for, weighed and
priced the following morning.
HOGS
15.35-15.71
Top butchers, 190-220
1J.I5-13.1S
Top sows
CATTLB
The cattle market: All classes weak ta
75 cents tower.
;.... 22.JO
High choice—:
12.25
Top beef cows
11.00-down
Canners and cutters
VEAL
The veal market (s steady.
25.08
Top choice
J.OO-IB.OO
Good and choice
Commercial and boners .. 1.00-down

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. tq 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays. Submit sample before loading.
(New crop barley)
SI.11
No. 1 barley
1.05
No. 2 barley
M
No. ,3 barley
M
No. 4 barley

Winona Egg Market

These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A (lumbo)
(large!
Grade A
Grade A (medium)
Grade A (small)
Grade B
Grade C

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No .
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

"t
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat . . .
northern spring wheat . . . .
northern spring wheat
northern spring wheat ..,,
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
rye
rye

2 I 500 650 Hi- . II 75 12 50
f a i l l e 17.0011 ; slaughter slrers s t e a d y
to 25 c e n t s lowei , six locids prime 1 ,221
to 1, 125 II) slaughter sli-ers 26. 00; high
c h o i c e anil pr line 1,ISO MOO lbs 25.00
lbs
21. 7 S 2 4 50;
9001,100
25 /5;
choice
good 900 1, 400 lbs 21 0 0 2 1 00; high dink a
and p r i m e 950 1.075 III -.Inimtilrr hellers
22 15
iholl e
1100 t ,100
lb*.
7 1 1 ' . 24 .0(1;
2)75,
good . 19 50 22 00) ullllty and c o m
Mieidnl < o w s 1 1 5 0 1 1 . 7 5 ; i utter lei c o m
men ial hulls 14 00 1000
Sheep 600 , sliingliler lamb- , s t e a d y to
tew p a c k a g e s choice and prime
strong
v,onlcd ilniinliter lambs 22 00
B ; 105 lb
22 50; cull to good worried ewes S 50
A SO

I uti: ( AI LS

Sunday
r> :T>l p.m. — Community Memorial Hospital , construct ion site ,
was killed in St. Paul. His cur portable heater fin red up, pus
loft n si reel and .smashed into a serby noticed it and reported
'
fire, but there wns none.
tree.

1.6*
1.67
1.63
1.59
1.5*
1.57
1.53
1,49
1.12
1.10

each-down more thair'2. VXerox
gained more than a point , Polaroid 2.
Prices were mixed in fairly
active trading on the American
Stock , Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds traded
in a narrow price range.

CharKr No. 1114

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of Winona, In the State of Minnesota , at the
close of business on December 31, 1964

Published In rttponit to call mtde by comptroller of tht currency, under Section
Sill, U.S. Reviled Stitutti.
ASSETS
Cain, balances with other bonki, unej cash Hems In process
of collection
. . . . . . . I J.lSe.OSM*
United States Government obligations, dlr»cl and guaranteed
IN»t ot any reserves)
4.844 ,293. it
2.1S3.0W.35
Obligations of States and political subdivisions (Net ot any reserves)
I2. 9!1 ,|«9 .M
Loans and discounts <N«t of any reserves)
.
.
el»2,730.W
Fixed assets . '
216,963 tt
Ottier assets
Total

Assets

123,025,021.W

LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
Time nnd savings deposits ot individuals, partnerships,
and corporations
Deposits ol United Stales Government
.
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
.
Deposits of banks
Certified and officers' checks, etc.
SJOir.Sli 4S
Total Deposits
la) Total demand deposits
S 7 , «9< 3)1 24
(b) Total time and savings deposits
SI 2 . .4J. 1^3 r:
Ottier liabilities
Total

J J. '60,07* fri
I2.J90 ,199.77
150,181 41
1.304 ,139 35
ttf.tn 18
75,240.1'

534 ,050 5S
Ml,371 ,584 «»

Liabilities

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Common stock—par value per share $100 00
No. shares nuthoriied 7,000
No . shares oufsfanding 7,000, Total par value .
Surplus
Undivided profits
Total Capital Accounts

I
J
«

700,000 00
«50,000 0O
303.434.17

1 l.*S3. 43».»7

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts
SI3-0J5. O21 5*
I. A. E. Stoa, President, of the above named banv do hereby declare thai Ihis
report of condition Is true and correct tc the best ol my knowledge and belief.
A. E STOA
We. the undersigned directors attest the correctness of this report ot condition
and declare that It has been examined oy us end to the best ol our knowledoe and
belief is true and correct.
G L LOO.VM S
H K ROBINSON
FRED BOUGHTON
Directors

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. P A U L
S O U T H 51
P A U I , Minn 'f i - ( U S D A I
- . Catlli:
7,000 ; (. II I VM
l.SOO;
clioice
slfluyhlr-f
".tri-ri anrl h n i f e r s (airly nc
y
;
t l v f , hilly ^T«-rt(l
kind', grading good
and
twlow
rnorjeralcly
active,
ahout
s t e a d y ; row, slow, b a r f l y sUrady; hulh
vealrm
rffid
calves
steady,
'.laughter
rholce 1, 000 l.J',0 111 daughter Mperj 31.00
lo l i l i : m i x e d high god nnd choice 22 . 50
lo 21 00; good 2O.O0 J3.50 . cholct 900 1,000
It) h e i l e r ' . 21 .75 22 50 , m i x e d good and
choke 21 50 21 75; good IB 7V2I 25; utility
and rommurrial cows 12 00 12.75; canner
and < utter V 50 11 50; ullllty and cnmmrr
( M l bull'.
IA OO 1/ 00 . r o l l e r
11 5 0 1 5 50;
moil
I.mil
rhoice
vcnler.
.10 (10-31 .00;
¦
choice Iri 00 29 00, r holer- .laughter c a l v e s
,
good
IJ
00
1(5
0O
17 00 19 00
.
Hog s / . 5 0 0 ; all r la- .M- . f a i r l y a c t i v e ;
fully s t e a d y , 1-2 1V0 210 III bnrrow? anrl
I I 190 2<0
Ills
gills
16. 50 17 00; mixed
Iii 00 16 50,
240-2A0
lbs
15 75 la . 2V
mn
1 1 270
dlum 1 2 IM! 190 lbs M. S O - l a . V S ;
JOO II) sow. 11 75 14 25; M0 40O lbs 11.25
2 1 400 500 lbs II IX) Kl 50; choice
14 00 ,
170 HO lb- lei-dei pigs 14 00 14 50.
slaughter
lamlr, s t e a d y
1 , (500,
Sheep
to
75
r enls
higher;
slaughter
ewrs
s t e a d y , |er- dr- r lambs ste.idy In 25 cents
r holce
and
prime
(10 110
Hi
higher ,
wooled slaughler I,mills V I . 50 22 O0; good
,,ml choice 70 115 lbs 20 50 21.00; l / l l l l l y
5 50 a 57;
"Wes
anil
go<xl
slaughter
c hoice and l a n i y 150 llfl It] leeder lambs
'.'1 0O 22 0O;
.50 60 lbs
good
and c h o i c e
19 0O2O . 5O
CHICAGO
(USDA I
Hogs
10,000;
C l l l f A O O 1*1
b u t c h e r s steady ter 25 c enls lower , 1 2
mixed
1V0225
lb
butchers
17 Oil 17 25;
I I 190.210 lbs 17, 25 16,75 , 2 . 1 250 270 Ills
!'!
25
11. 75;
,
1
1
150
400
Ih
sows
1S0O IS 7'.

tt
21
17
10
17
10

UNIQUENESS
.Inst as nn other human being lias a fingerprint exactly like yours , nn other atlverhs ing
medium than newspapers has jiiiytliing liko
classified ads. CUissiliod advertising is unii|uc
to newspapers.
And classified advei'tising is iini(|tic every
clay, different , clumping, newsworthy. A ;myear-old house becomes news when it is offere d
for sale through a elassilietl ail , perhaps Hip.
must important news of the day to the peison
who lias been hoping to liny one like it .
The Winona Daily News publishes over fid,01)11 classified ads a year , each m .some way
uniipU', Why not let a classified .id exploit th«
unique story yon linve to lell. ftcnicmlic r _
Jhe most unique quality of classified aiherliMnj;
i.s the ease and economy with which reinarkalilt!
results are achieved.

For complete infonnntiou on
Winona Daily New.s
classified advertising, or
tn place your own classified
nils phone :w.\

WINO NA DAILY NEWS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING PAYS

Wisconsin
Redistricting
On Program

Want Ads
Start Here
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORE-43* -<6. 64, 73, 74, 7t, 77, 71. 79, M,
•1, M.

Plumbing, Roofing

21 Horse*, Cattle. Stock

43

STRICTLY BUSINESS

PUSH A BUTTON . . . dishwashing'* LANDRACB AND Hampshire been, Httermates from Northwest Tatting Stadone. No need to tet a dial. Just load
tion with good records. Anton Wolfe,
and latch your KltchanAld dishwasher,
Tel. Cochran* 626-2507. (Wtumandee).
push a button, lea>a It, Dishes are dona
cleaner and drltr the KltchenAW way.

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING A HEATINO
,
Ttf. OT3
207 E. 3rd

Held Wanted—Famal.

Hess & Clark

IRON-GRO PELLETS
For Baby Pig Anemia

1 C^,Y^

(No Inlectlon necessary)

26

I 3.

$1.95 bag

(Enough for one litter)

TED MAIER DRUGS

SECRETARY WANTED-for 4-glrl office).
Typing end one'year ot experience esLost and Found
4 sential. Beginning salary $330. Write ¦¦ • '«/¦ '
Anlmif HtMltrt Center
'
1
II
P.O. Box 254, Rochester, Minn., giving _I
qualifications
and
experience.
•ae>.
LOST—Thurs., ladles white gold Bulovi
44
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
walch. Reward. Tel, MM.
CHECKOUT GIRL—30-35 hours a week.
vacDEKALB
20
week
old
pullets,
fully
Experience helpful but not essentia!.
cinated, light controlled, ralaed on slat
Personals
7 Write E-U Dally News.
floors. Available' year around...SPELTz
CHICK HATCHBRY, BCjHtnfltfph*: Minn
EXCELLENT, efficient and economical, GENERAL HOUSEWORK and Ironing,.IVi
Tali eW-2311.
that's Blue Lustra carpet and upholdays a week. Tel. 3996.
stery cleaner. Rent electric sharnpooer,
$1. R. D. Cone Co,
YOUNG LADY to meet public In pleasant Wanted—Livestock
46
office In Winona. Must be high school
GET A HEAD START on e good day with
graduate, have attractive personality
er
HEIFE^S-open
bred.
HOLSTEIN
a good breakfast at RUTH'S RESTAUand be e good typist. Some office exTel. Chatfieid 667-3369.
RANT, 126 E . 3rd. Open 24 hours a day,
perience preferred. Good salary, 5-dayexcept Mon.
week, paid vacations, fringe benefits.
HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and heifTel. 3346.
ers wanted, alio open and bred half
IF your suits fll you Ilka a clown; bring
ers. E. E. Gremelsbach, Inc., Lewiston,
them vp and we'll trim them down. W. NURS6-R.N. or L.P.N, wanted for Pepin
Minn.
Tal. 4161.
Bettlnger, Tailor.
View Nursing Home, full time work.
Write Box 467. Lake City, Minn.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
WILLIAAM HOTEL
A real good auction market tor your
Highlights of 1964
%} PER HOUR . . . all year around. To
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
"—-{Continued)
apply write Avon, Box 764, Rochester,
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
Minn.
July — SchmlJty takes up soil.
available.
Sale Thurs. Tal . 2667.
Aug. — Strum celebrates Steam
PART TIME. Age 3M0. No experiEngine Days.
Farm Implements
48
Sept. — Len Bernati wins Annex Open
ence necessary. Demonstrate Tupptr-ina Al Haddad tries his hand
were, wor ld's best known plastalc
at golf,
WANTED—DeLaval milker . George Reshouseware, at home parties. Mtka
Oct. — Dakota Pheasant Hunting Trip.
ale, Rt. 1, Winona. Tel. Rollingstone
Nov. — Friday No. 1 slops tp see u«.
your own hours. Fun, profitable.
689-2340.
Die. — Williams sponsors basketball
Should hove ^:er. For Interview Irt
team In city action.
WANTED—used stanchions and stalls. Elprivacy of your own home, call your
It was a great yearl
mer Reps, Lewiston, Mints,
Ray Meyer, Innkeeper
nearest distributor.
See the new 12 lb model XL12.
M 4 M SALES
NOTICE
HOMELITE CHAIN S.*WS
102 V. Wabash, St . Paul
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN thai en the
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICB
Tel. 227-2668
30th day of December, 1964, an applicaTel S4SS
Jnd A Johnson
tion for the renewal of Its broadcast liRAINBOW SALES
cense by Radio Station KWNO, was
3206 Bloomington Ave., Mpls.
filed with the Federal Communications
Tel. PA 1-2411
Commission. Radio Station KWNO Is
owned and operated by KWNO, Incorporated, with offices at 216 Center Street,
Winona, Minnesota, Sole stockholders In
¦
10 ec ..ti
'......... . 25c
the corporation ars H. R. Hurd and E,
100 Cf
Sl.W
M. Allan. Mr. Hurd Is president Of tht
Dilators, 79c
SI
Naylors
Teet
corporation, Mr. Allen, vice-president,
W. J. Drazkowskl, secretary-treasurer,
and C. E. Williams, director. KWNO
asks for euthority to continue transmitAnimal Health Center
ting on a frequency of 1230 kilocycles.
Members of the public who wish to
bring to the commlsaion 's attention
facts concerning Hit operation of Dili
C
station, should write to the Federal
New Model MAC 15 LightCommunications commission, Washtitf;ton 25, D.c, not later then 'Jertutry
weight 17-inch bar, $124.95
2M7i, 1945. Letters should set forth In
detail the speclftcHacti which Ihe writer
FEITEN 1MPL. CO. '
wishes the commission to consider In
passing on this application.
113 Washington, Winona, Minn.

(First Pub. Monday, Jan. 4, 1945 )
Stale ot Minnesota ) ss.
Counly ot Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 13.961
In Re Estate of
Laura A, Shields, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Administration. Limiting Time to Flit Claims
and for Hearing Thereon
Rose Mary Snyder having filed herein
a petition lor ocncral administration
stating that said decedent d ltd Intestate
and praying that D. J. Snyder be appointed administrator
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hcarlno
thereof be hod on January 17, 1965. at
11:00 o 'clock A.M., betore Ihls Court
In Ihe probate courl room In Ihe court
house In Winona, Mlnnisota; that tho
time within which creditors of said decedent may tile their claims bo limited
to four months from the dote hereof,
end that the claims so filed be heard
nn May 7, 1945, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.,
before this Court In the prohnte court
room In the court house In Wlnonn , Minnesota, and that notice hereof be olven
by publication ol this order In the
Winona
Dally News and hy mailed
notice as provided bv law.
Dated Decemher 11, W4.
MARGARET McCREADY,
Prohnte Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J . Libera,
Attorney for Pnfltloner.
(First Pub. Monday, Jan . 4, 1965)
Stale of Minnesota ) ss,
County of Winono
) In Probate Court
No. IJ, »M
In Re Bitelt ol
Wllhtlmlne C. Donaldson, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Probate
ol Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
end for Hearing Thtrecn
filvena Metfion, havlno filed a petition
'or th* probate of the Will of said decedent and for the eppolnlmsnt ot Elvona
Malison ai Executrix, wtilch Will Is
on Ilia In this Court and open to Inspection)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on Jenuery 37, 1943, at
11:30 o'clock A.M., betore this Court
In tha probate court room In the courl
house In Winona, Minnesota, end that
oblectlons to the allowance ol said Will,
If any, be filed before laid lime ol
heorlnoi that the time within which
creditors of said cecedent may Hie
their cblmt bo limited to fou r months
from the date hereof , and that the
claims so filed be heard on April 30,
IMJ, al 10:30 o'clock A M,, before this
Court In tha probate court room In the
court house >n Winona, Minnesota , and
that
notice hereof be g iven by publics•Ion ot this order In Ihe Winona Dally
News and by mailed notlct es provided
by law.
Dated December It, 1M<
MARGARET McCREAOV ,
Probale Clerk.
(Probale Court Seal)
Marlln A. Bealty,
Attorney tor Petitioner ,

choose your lot. Call

SANITARY

PLUMBING 4. HEATING
168 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 5737
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 28, 19M)
States of Minnesota ) st.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 15,839
In Ri Utile of
Mary Kroning, also known at
Mrs. H. G. Kroning, Ward.
Order lor Htarlng on Petition
to Sell Real Estate.
The representative of ttld estate having
filed herein a petition to sell certeln real
estate described In said petition;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 22, 1965, a I
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In Ihe court
house In Winona, Mlnnesote, and that
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed nodes at provided -by law .
Dated December 33, 1964.
E. D. LIBERA.
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Dorscy, Owen, Marquarl, Windhorst
8. West,
Attorneys for Petitioner,
First National Bank Building,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
(First Pub. Monday, Jan. 11, 19S1)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winon a ) In Probate Court
No. 15,945
In Rt Estate ol
Mauro Thomas, slso known as Miuro
M. Thomas and Msuro Tomes, Decedent.
Ordor for Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Time to File Clilms
and for Hisring Thereon .
John Brelllow having (lied herein a
potlllon for general administration stating
that said decedent died Intestate and
praying that Ralph Boalt be appointed
administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the htarlng
thereof be had on February 3rd, 1965,
at 11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Courl
In Ihe probate court room In tho courl
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
time within which creditors of said decedent may lite Ihalr clalma be limited
to four months from the date hereof,
and that the claims so tiled ba heord
on May 12th, 1945, at 10:30 o'clock
A.M., before this Courl In the probale
court room In the court house In Winona,
Minnesota, nnd that notice hereol be
given by publication of this order In
the Winona Dally News and by malted
notice as provided by law.
Oated January 7, 1965.
E. C. LIDERA,
Probate. Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy B. Brosnahnn,
Attorneys for Pi/llloner .

dle Iournals, general ledger and payroll!. Local firm. Write E-80 Dally News
giving qualifications, references, etc.

Situations Wanted—Fem. 29
PART-TIME work desired by bookkeeper,
who types accurately and takes shorthand . Tel. $669-224?.

Buiines* Opportunities

37

3.2 BEER TAVERN, doing good business,
Illness reason lor selling. Write E-87
Dally News.
DISTRIBUTOR SOUTHERN Minn., all
new nationally advertised product, high
potential and permanent repeat business, must have $2,500 to handle . Investment secured by stock and equipment, could be operated part time to
start. For Information write E-79 Dally
News.
FOR SALE at Hokah, Minn., restaurant,
living quarters and business. Terms
may be arranged . Inquire at Bank or
Tel. 894-3570.
Money to Loan

40

Real Estate • Loans
Life Insurance
PRANK WEST AGENCY

Tel. 5240
175 Lefayelle St.
(Next to Telephone Office)

LOANS

tr r

PLAIN N0TE-AUTO-FURNITUR6
170 E, 3rd
lei . 2915
Hrt. » a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat. v a.m. to noon

Quick Money . . .

on any article ot value . , .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORe
121 E. 2nd SI.
Tel. 2133
Dogs, Pets,

Supp lies

42

A.K.C. REGISTERED black miniature
Poodles, S50. Tel. Plolnvlew 534-JJ33.
GOLDEN R E T R I E V E R S , 10, registered,
7 weeks old. John Buchholz, Durand,
Wit. Tel. 2-4696 .
Horses, Cattle. Stock

ICE SKATE Exchange, new and uled.
Blcvcll
Skates sharpened. KOLTER
Shop, 502 Mankato. Tel. 5665.
TROPIC-AIRE HUMIDIFIER, 10" Ian,
automatic humldlstat, water level Indicator, automatic low water shut oil.
Regularly $69.95, discount price J39.»5.
SCHNEIDER SALES, 3939 6th St., Gdvw.
SEE OUR SELECTION of used refrigerators, TV sets and ranges. B s\ B
ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.

Bert

(First Pub. Monday, Jan. 11, IMS)
REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, Ihe big,
State of Minnesota ) ss .
htavy, well bred kind, In excellent
condition, neer 2 yeart old, ready for
) In Probate Court
County ot Winona
service and priced right. Elvln Humble,
No, 15,973
Pine Meadow Acret, W-mlle N. of
In Rt Battle of
Rushford, Minn., on Hwy. 41,
Jennie Miller, Dtcedtnt .
Ordtr for Hearing on Petition lor Probale
PUREBRED
Duroc boars, also Landraca
ol Will, Limiting Tlmt lo File claims
boars. Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro. Minn.,
end lor Htarlng Thereon
(Pilot
Moundl
Den A. Miller having (lied a petition
lor tha probate ol the Will of said deHOLSTEIN sprlnnlng heller. Walter Davis ,
appointment
of
M,
A.
cadent and tor the
Lamoille, Minn.
Goldberg »s administrator with Will annextd, which Will ll on file In this Court
MARK TRAIL
and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the lnorlnfj
thereof be had on February 3, 1965, et
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In Ihe probate; coufI room In lha court
house In Winona, Mlnnesote, and that
oblectlons to the allowance ol said Will,
If any, be tiled before said time ol
hearing; that Ihe lime within which
creditors of said decedent mty file
their claims bi limited to four months
from Ihe data htreof, end that the
claims to tiled be hterd on May 12,
1965, af 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
Courl In the probate court room In the
courl house In Winona, Minnesota , tnd
that notice hertof be given by publication
ol this order In tha Wlnonn Dolly Newt
•nd by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated January 6, 1»6S.
E. D. LIOERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Courl Seal)
Goldberg 4, Torgerson.
Attorneya for Psllllontr.

HAL:^AARD
64„ Ebnd

We Buy
We Sell
Furniture—Antiques— Tools
and other Items
- Tel. B-3701.

71
screens,

Transistor Radio

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

USED SINGER ELECTRIC console, IJke
new. WINONA SEWING C O , 551 Hull
St. Tel. 9346.

Coal , Wood , Other Fuel 63

Specials at tits S t o r e s

FIRE WOOD-bv the stick or by the load
Tel. 7114. Westgelt Gardens, Wertgale
Center.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL end en|oy the
comfort ot automatic personal care .
Keep
lull
service—complete burntr
care. Budget planned and guaranteed
price. Order today from JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL «. OIL CO., 901 E
eih. Tel. 3309.
SLAB WOOD
Oood dry oak slabs.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
ft, LUMBER Y A R D
Trempealeau, Wis.
Tel. 534-631)
Furri.,

Rugs ,

Linoleum

64

SELL FURNITURE like hot dogtl Advirflse It In the Classified Section . . .
costs only pennies. Tel. 3321 todayl

BLOND OAK bunk beds, In good condition. Tel. 7265.
TABLE
LAMPS, I3.95i
pole
lompe.
15 95; kitchen step stools »lt.9> B0R2VKOWSKI FURNITURE , 301 Mankato Ave . Open evenlnas.
SLEEP SALE el BURKE'S FURNITURE
MART. Englnnders twin sire ComfoFoorn mattress and box spring. Only
»<9.95 set. At
BURKE'S FURNITURE, 3rd 8. Franklin

Good Things to Eat

65

TREE RIPENED oranges and grnpetrult ,
last load tor soasoni special price on
applet. Heuer ft, Johnson, Blulf Siding.

Apartments, Flats

We have K different models on hand
al our ttorc. Wo service all we sell.
Come In or call WINONA FIRE &
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
(Across from the new parking lol.)

Sowing Machines

73

74

2!" IMS Console IV Sett ,
•169.95. No trede needed .
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console,
S1J9.93 Floor model.
See our selection ot portable TV
Sets end Phonographs

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

FIRESTONE STORE
tOO W. 3rd

USED
APPLIANCES
Apt. Size Gas Ranges
30-inch gas range
40-inch gas range

FIVE-ROOM downstairs apt., private entrance. Inquire 902 E. Sanborn.

THREE-ROOM downtown «pt. Heat and
hot water furnished . Available Feb. 1.
Tel. 6-1024.

Apartments, Furnished

Hotpoint Automatic
Washer .
40-inch Electric Range.
JunRer Oil Heater.'
Junger Kitchen Heater.
Frlgidalre Refrigerator.

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

Tel. 4210

91

KITCHENETTE APT.-Genllemert preferred. Tel. 8-3241.
Houses

for

Rent

95

NEW 2-bed room home with attached gnrngc. Write P.O. Box 631, Winona, Minn.
NEW TWO-BEDROOM
Tel. 2290 or 5751.
Wanted to

home

for

Rent

rent.
96

WANTED 2 or 3 bodroom unfurnished
apt. Move Feb. 1 or later . Write E-82
Dally Nrws.
TWO-CAR GARAGE-hentcd or nblt to
heal, electricity. Reasonable. Tel. 7J02
or 9319.
Houses

for Sale

99

CENTRALLY LOCATED - 7 rooms, l'/j
nxlccoraled . J10.500
iMlhs, recently
Tel. 8-2130.

Tel. 284»

UO Center 8t

January Specials
A. Thrte-bedroombrick.
ntmr Lincoln School

SI 1,300

.
I Apartment Houtt.
Cenrtel location

SHtOO

D. Thrse-tedreom. flrwleee,
family room, ki Wlncrett

tli. 400

P. Downtown duplex, lew down
oiyment
SIJM
H. Cot legevlew, three-bedroom,
iw« batht, family room,
knotty plna kitchen with
S24,tW
bollt-lni
I
. Atavma 01 loan, pay down only
1400 on thlt threeSI7.500
bedroom rambler
K. Story end a half, three bedroomt, oil heal and garage,
S10,9M
Goodview . . .
AFTER HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wib) Matter Mill
Leo Koil ASH
Laura Mstc Jill
Bob SelDVM 7127

S^V-

fW
**
^
Tel. 2848
120 Center St ,

Wanted—Real Estet«

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer I
Tel. 4388 and 7093
P.O. Box 3«

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

Nelson Tire's
Bargain Center
GREAT BUYS ON:
£¦ Passenger Tires
f e Truck Tires
•& Tractor Tires
SHOP NOW AT ¦
W. 5th & RR. Tracks
Old "Wagon Works" Bldg.
Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

OUR SHOP WILL BE CLOSED Jan. 8
thru Jan. 25 to allow all key personnel
to attend the National Motorcycle Service Schools. ROBB BROS. Motorcycle
Shop, 573 E. 4th.

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108
TRAILERS
Built . . . Repaired . . . Rebuilt
BERG'S, 3950 W. 41t>.
Tel. 4933

CHEVROLET—IM» Bel Air, *eJ»or, Pam*
erglWe. radio, heater , whrtewalli. Tel.
4592. 300 W. Belleview.
JTUOBBAKER-1M7 t»reskl«f!t, ttrafflM
iMrt, v-», wlnterlJtd. Will aterWca 1ar
tliO or best offer. Set at 18V* W.
. Howard, nlahti.

V 10V
Outstanding
Buys

'63 CHEVROLET Bel
4-door
'63 FORD Fairlane
4-door
'60 FORD Starliner
2-dr. hardtop
•59 PONTIAC 4-door
hardtop
'58 OLDSMOBILE
4-door
'59 CHEVROLET
4-door
'58 CADILLAC
4-door
'57 CHEVROLET
4-door
'55 OLDSMOBILE
4-door
'55 PONTIAC
2-dobr

Air
$1895
$1595
$1095
$1095
$ 795
$ 895
$1095
$ 495
$ 395
$ 95

SHOP

VENABLES

75 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

ONE
OWNER
LOW
MILEAGE
LOCAL
CARS
'64 Mercury Parklane
door
'64 Ford Galaxie 500
hardtop
'63 Ford Galaxie 500
convertible
'63 Ford Custom
Tudor

4$3295
$2695
$2495
$1595

~ Wt Advertise Our Prk.ce, ,
^

CHEVROLET—1941 Apache pickup, 8-ft.
box. Very good condition. See Harry
Krage, Cochrane, Wis.

Used Cars
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FORD—1960 Falrlana 4-door sedan, l-owntr car. Will sell tor $650. Inquire Merchants National Bank of Winona, Trust
Dept.
FORD—1958 Fairlane 4-door sedan, V-8.
automatic, new tires, Interior-exterior
excellent, radio, heater. Tel. 9-2951,
Ext. 267.

STOP
and Shop in Comfort
at NYSTROM'S
INDOOR
Show Room
1962 PONTIAC
Catalina
^-door, radio, heater, automatic transpower
slcerlno,
power
mission,
alr-conditlonlng. A
brakes, fectory
lecal one-owner cor with low mlloege. Excellent condition throughout.
NOW JUST ! I

$1995

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Friday Nights

STATION WAGON

SALE

1962 RAMBLER
Classic

V-3, standard transmission ,
radio , heater.

40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Meroury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

FROM YOUR

RAMBLER
DEALER .

Some Real Rambler
Deals
1964 RAMBLER
CLASSIC
4-door sedan , 6 cylinder ,
standard tra nsmission.
1963 RAMBLER
550
6 cylinder with standard
transmission.
1963 RAMBLER
CLASSIC WAGON
Automatic transmission.
1962 RAMBLER
AMERICAN
4-door sedan , radio , heater ,
standard transmission , low
mileage .
1961 RAMBLER
AMERICAN
2-door ,

good

economy

car.

196 1 RAMBLER
Station Wogon

1939 RAMBLER
STATION WAGON
Standard transmission with
overdrive.

FOUR-liEDROOM home, all modern , carpelwl, 810 VV, nth loc.itlon. Close lo
ichools. Tal. 9492.

1 960 CHEVROLET

IF YOU WANT' to buy, tell or trade
be turt to tee Shank, HOMEMAKER S
EXCHANGE. 533 E, 3rd.

6 cylinder , automatic transmission , radio , heater .
THE ABOVE WAGONS
ARE IN STOCK.

MAKK YOUR CHOICE
FROM ONE OF
TIIKSK FINE
ECONOMY CARS .

D. MODEST 2-bedroom,. 1-tlonr home, on
lull lot. All hardwood lloorlnt). Gas tired
forced atr basr-bonrd heat . Good condition. Located oust In W . -K. School dhtlrct. Priced lo sell ot J5.500. ABTS
A G E N C Y , INC., Realtors, IS9 Walnu t
St. Tel. H-4365 day or night.

HOMES -FARMS -LOTS-ACREAGES
CORMI OliTH R E A L T Y
Tel. 695-2106
l.,i Crestent. Minn.

2 Wringer Washers

217 E. 3rd

90

SPACIOUS 3-bedroom, lower duplex, garage, central location, ample closets,
newly decorated. Ttl. 4324 for appointment.

Telephone 8-2921
Located Just West of
R. D. Cone 's

TWO ADMIRAL TV sets, 31"
good condition, lei. 47 'S.

ONE ROOM, light housekeeping. Suitable
for couple. 222',i W. 2nd.

THREE-ROOM heated apt., no children.
»8 E. 3rd. Tel. 2737.

OK USED FURNITURE STORE Radios, Television
373 E. 3rd St.

43 WALNUT dining room table, 4 chairs Ind
host chair. Good condition. Tel. 687 3755.

FEEDER PIGS-40, average weloht 100
Ibi. Allen Orr, Rt. 3, Hottston, Minn.
Tel. (96-3673.
'
HAMPSHIRE boar pigs tor sale.
Danlelson, Rushford, Minn.

any woodwork or create new colors.
Bring your sample to the PAINT DEPOT, your Elliott
Crown Imperial
Wood Stain Dealer, 167 Center St.

109

DODGE, 1959 4-doflr, real thtrp, reasonable; 1941 Ford Mi-ton pickup. Will take)
trade-In. inquire Mankato Deep Root.
Tel. 9752.

MADISON, Wis. UR — A
court-dictated realignment of
legislative districts will give
Wisconsin population centers a
bigger voice in the state Legislature.
But in the 1965 session convening Wednesday noon, farmers
rank second only to lawyers in
terms of numerical strength.
Of the 133 senators and assemblymen elected to make
laws governing the 4 million
residents of America's Dairyland, 32 are attorneys.
Farmer-legislators total 23
and with small community representatives added, the lightly
populated areas of Wisconsin
still have a proportionately
larger number of people speak"I told you the boss would be in the parade—He's
ing for them in the state Capholding that sign that says: 'GET BACK TO WORK!' "
itol.
Join the parade to successful advertising results by celling 3331
The lawyers and fanners takfor a Dally News Classified Ad.
ing seats in the 77th Wisconsin
Legislature will be joined by 11
66 Stoves, Furnaces, Parts 75
Guns, Sporting Goods
insurance men and 8 others who
CORN FED BEEF-34 C lb. for a side or FAMOUS ALADDIN blue (lame kerosene
spend all or part of their home
heateri. No smoke, no tmell, burnt JJ
will quarter. Norbert Litscher, Founatln
Pfizer's
working days in the real estate
houri on 1 otllon. Also ranges, gas or
City, Wis. Tel. 687-3643.
oil heateri. Service and parts RANGE
business.
Combiotic
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth St. Tel.
APPLES — Cqrtlends. Mcintosh, Prairie
The remaining cross-section
7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl,
Spy, Haralsorft. Priced right. Get them
PRIVATE SECRETARY
Aqueous
Suspension
at F. A. Krause Co., "Breezy Acres",
Includes wholesale and retail
S. on Hwy. 14-61.
Local firm has an opening
Typewriters
77
grocers and merchants, building
for a well qualified secre20 lbs. BURBANK Russets 99c, large vacontractors , businessmen, salesrbly of cooking and eating apples. Wi- TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
tary .
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
men, machinists and retired
nona Potato Market, 118 Market St.
TED
MAIER
DRUGS
free delivery. See ut for all your ot
This
ability
position requires
teachers.
ficc supplies, desks, files or office
to
work
with
top
manageHousehold
Articles
67
Representing the more unchain. Lund Typewriter Co. Tet. 52M.
ment, make appointments,
usual occupations are Sen.
M CULLOCH CHAIN SAWS PILE Is soft and lofty . . . colors retain YOUR ONE-STO P Typewriter and Busireceive
business
callers,
ness Machine Headquarters. We serFrank W. Christopherson , Dbrilliance in carpets cleaned with Blue
handle correspondence.
vice alt types of machines, stock ribLustre. Rent electric sharnpooer, St. H.
Superior, a locomotive fireman
bons for any make and size typeChoate & Co.
and
typing
Good
shorthand
.
'
writer.
and engineer; Sen. Wilfred
required.
TYPEWRITER SERVICE
Musical Merchandise
70 161WINONA
Schuele, D-Milwaukee, a water
Tel. 8-3300.
E. 3rd.
Salary
open
depending
on
softening company official; Asexperience
and
qualificaWe Service and Stock
semblyman Harold W. Clemens, ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Washing, Ironing Mach. 79
tions.
Man or woman your drinking creatis
Needles
for
All
R-Oconomowoc, a boat livery numerous
Feed
SO
Grain,
Hay,
problems, ll you need and
Paid vacation, sick leave
operator ; Assemblyman Bern- went help, contact Alcoholics Annony.
RECORD PLAYERS
and other fringe benefits.
moui. Pioneer Group c/o General DeRCA WHIRLPOOL
EAR CORN-400 bu. Tel. Rushford 864ard Lewison, R-Viroqua , a
's Music Store
Hardt
livery, Winona, Mm.
. 7111,
Apply in person
tobacco buyer ; Assemblyman
Washers and Dryers
lis E. 3rd St.
TRUSSES—ABDOMINAL BELTS
at
SHORT OF FEED? Don't sacrifice your
Robert Schmidt, D-Milwaukee,
Sales and Service
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
I
s
prices.
replacement stock at today'
Minnesota State
a retired custard stand operator ,
have high quality feed and will board We 're Clearing Our Floors
GOLTZ
PHARMACY
them for you. Tel. Altura 7521.
Employment Service
FEITEN IMPL. CO.
and Sen. Jess Miller , R- Rich- 274 E. 3rd
Tel. 1541
of
163 Walnut Street
land Center , an auctioneer.
113 Washington
Tel. 4832
CHOPPED CORN and pea silage mixed,
Used Instruments
high feed value and easy to handle,
Winona , Minnesota
14
Miller also is the oldest state Business Sorvieos
Tel. Altura 7521.
legislator. The longtime Senate YOU'LL BE SITTING pretty end we 'll be
81
GUITARS ond AMPS Wanted to Buy
FOR SALE - W li deliver. D L,
27 HAY
Highway Committee chairman doing all the work when you call 3722 H«lp Wanted—Male
Wright, St. Charles. Minn , Tel. 932.
for your carpet cleaning chores. Home
tractor
with
USED Allis Chalmers B
is 80. Assemblyman Fred P. or office, the condition of your door
4396.
Kay Amplifier
$ 44
cultivator wanted. Tel. B687-6C33.
WANTED—Write E-85 Dally
..
.
.
$225
Kessler, D-Milwaukee, is the coverings determines the good or bad MECHANIC
Fender
Telecaster
SWEET CORN silage by the ton, deliv.
News.
Impression given by the room. Make a
$155 WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
ered, vtry high In protein, good teed.
youngest lawmaker at 24.
Fender DuoSonic
good
Impression l
WINONA
RUG
CO. pays nighest prices for sc rap
For Information contact Kramtr and
Information.
FOREIGN
EMPLOYMENT
$150
Gibson
SG
Jr.
The fresh start in the law- CLEANING SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd.
Iron, metals, hides, wool end raw fur
Falling. Tel. Wltoka 3238 or Wlnoni
Construction, other work pro|ecti. Good
$
80
...
Kay
Acoustic
Elec.
222 W. 2nd. Tel. 2067.
paying overseas |obs with extras, trave l
9305.
making process will be made
Furnitura Rej palrs
IS expenses. Write only: Foreign Service
Closed Saturday*
Kay Acoustic Elec. ... $ 60
shortly after the 1963 session is
Bureau, Dept. 222, Bradenton Bench,
Sale
57
Articles
for
....
$
15
Harmony
Acoustic
See
Us For Best Prices
FURNITURE
Forlda.
REFINISHING and minor
formally and finally adjourned.
5crep Iron/ Metal, Wool, Raw Furt
repairing. Reasonable prices, pick up
90
Goya
Folk
Guitar
$
M & W IRON 4 METAL CO.
end delivery. Free estimates. Tel. K49 ACCOUNTANTS—at once, who ere thor- NEW CLOTHES for Ihe entire lamlly, si
FOUR-TEAM LEAGUE
Tel. 300*
oughly qualified to prepare form 1040.
201 W. 2nd St
oft catalog price. Open until 9 every
noons and evenings. Robert Gravel.
Must be experienced In all phases of
ORGANS
night. Ray 's Trading post, 216 E. 3rd.
FARGO, N.D. (AP ) - The
Individual Income tax returns. Men seHIGHEST
PRICES
PAID
Northern Baseball League will Painting, Decorating
20 lected will receive high salary and Tel. 6333.
tor scrap Iron, metals, rafls, htdei,
Hammond B-3 Home
bonus. H. & R. Block. 116 Walnut.
raw furs and wool I
INSULATED UNDERWEAR , heavy duty,
operate this year with four EXPERIENCED PAINTER-lnterlor
and
$2195
Model
S10.95 set. BAjVBENfc'K'S,9th tt Mateams, directors of the Class A exferlor decorating. Tel. 9m.
Sam Weisman & Sons
kalo Ave.
ROUTE MAN
INCORPORATED
league decided Sunday. The
AREA. Experienced In meeting TV ANTENNA end rotor, oil burning
ACCORDIONS
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5M7
21 LOCAL
teams will represent Duluth- Plumbing, Roofing
hte public. Must be married, neat in
space heater, Venetian blinds. Tel. 5918.
appearance and have own car. For InSuperior , St. Cloud , Aberdeen
66
Cellini 80 Bass
$ 50 Rooms Without Meals
ELECTRIC flOTO ROOTER terview appointment write E-81 Dally FOR LOWEST PRICES on new end used
and Bismarck-Mandan.
News.
Hohner 120 Bass
$ 75
For clogged sewers and drains
appliances see Frank Lllla & Sens, 761
EXCELLENT SLEEPING room, 4 blocks
Tel| 9509 or 6/34
1 year guarantee
E. 8th . Open evenings.
$ 35
Scandalli 80 Bass
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 31. 1964)
from WSC. t blocks from high school.
CALL
SYL
Female
28
KUKOWSKI
Help—Male
or
35
Garage. Tel. 9326.
.
Scandalli
80
Bass
$
State ol Minnesota ) ss.
HOMCO SNOWBLOWER - slightly mod.
County ol Winon a
) In Probat* Court
S75, 351 W. 4th S» .
Scandalli 120 Bass . . . . $150
PLANNING A NEW HOUSE? Choose
NO. 13,951
Rooms for Housekeeping 87
your plumbing at carefully as vou EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER to han(Was $300)
WE CAN MIX WOOD stains to milch
In Rt Estate ef
O. Matin* Carroll, also known at
Gertrude Maglni Carroll, Decedent.
Onter lor Hearing on Petition ttr Probata
et Will, Limiting Tlmt to File Claims
and tor Hearing Thereon
Robert j. Carroll having filed a Petition for ttia probate ot the Will of said
decedent and for lha appointment of
Jeanetle Carroll Ktahr as executrix,
wtilch Will Is on tile In this Court and
open lo Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 27. I9ti, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., betore this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, end that
oblectlons to the allowance of said Will ,
If any, ba filed betore said time of hearing; that the time within which creditors
of said decedent may tile their claims
be limited to four months from the
date hereof, and that tho claims so fifed
be heard on April 30, IMS, tt 10:30
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication ot this
order In the Winona Dally News and
by mulled notice as provided by law.
Dated December 71, I9t4.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy s, Brosnehan,
Attorneya for Petitioner.

9! Us«d Cm

Houses for Sale

WEST
END location. 3 bedroomt
l.nyr living room, flu fit- in stove and
rivr-n In Ihe kitchen. Dtnirvj room. Oil
hr-,il excellent buy •>( only 512, 00(1,
All IS AC.INCY, INC .. Rcallor- .. 119
Wnlnut St . Ttl. H-43M or alter hours;
F. R, Clny 8-2737 , Bill Zlcboll 4(5* , E.
A. Abts 3184.

[\.

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3:)21 for an Ad Taker .
By Ed Dodd

fi cylinder , radio , heater ,
automatic transmission.

Brookwood

The following Station

Wagons are coming in

on 'f,') trade-ins .

1 964 CHEVROLET

Bel Air
fl passenger
V-8, standard transmission
with overdrive , radio , heater , power steering.

1 963 CHEVROLET

Bol Air
fi passenger
V-R, automatic transmission ,
radio , heater , power steering.
Come in now and make your
selection while there are
several to choose from .
These wapons are priced
low to ino\ e out .

W INON A UTO
RAMBLE.-

H!

V R 0111 ac/co.

¦
I or. Johnson
Tel . ->.;t'.K>
Open Friday Night Until n;00

OODGE

•u SALES £

^

-

Open Mon , & Fri . Eve.
3rd & .Mankato Tel . B- .'ifi-W
Mobil*

Homes, T r a ilan

1
1
1

1WO rUDriOrxj ll>.l* tt . mobile ticnn,
like n-w Win inline*
tr-. tt -t.i Kvnrv
".011, R ii- .rit .i i t>. Minn lei KM W0.
HI HI 01) S A l . t - 1 - t r l e r i end c»mr».
ris I f A M Y ' S
lliill.ilri Cit y. Wit. I tl.
C ' oUir one 24/ ."i IV

Auction Salt*
At VIM K O M N t R
A l l C T I O W r i H . Cily .IM llott Iketv. e rt
iincl r>OH.|ril
:*>] l. iOerty bl (Cornnr
t. Sth an,1 Lih-ilv l 'el 4 )e0.
A U C T I O N S ! I I Hriir.-lnli . I Ivoj locli or
C.rnerel I V L I I HOMO. P I ) . Hnutlon. Minn, lei H.lktn (H4IIM l>
temen & ticnru<t.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales
lit iMnlmit

VWBIC^C

f \

b v r i M l j. Kohner
T t l t . V in slier naurt /IM

C A R L I A N N , JR
A U C T I O N ! i=II. nn.'lml «ivl LlrtnjKl
t e l |«4 7lll
lusMOt.1 . f. ' lnp
JAN
U l u r v I) in pin s milei C ef
lUirflinl, iVtv William Avarlll , o/rntr ;
I ton S(t HO* M #.r , nin tmnetrj Chipoewe
VtlKy
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-By Cheater Gould
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By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

THE FLINTSTONES

>¦

I I W

By Hanna-Barbera

V

DAN FLAGG

By Don Sherwood

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp
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By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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By Alex Koftky
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STARTS TOMORROW 9 A.M. SHARP!
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ONE LOT OF DISCONTINUED PATTERNS

Women's SHOES
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* Famoui "Naturalizes"
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Some "Miracla Treadt "
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SHOP THIS
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WEEK AND

SAVE!

^^HB^MK^• A few "Vilalityi "
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MSicss coMtructioII! Sizea 71*

MARY WORTH

Value* to

• Your choice brown , black,
otter, graen, red.

WORK SHOE

style for comfort , crepe sole
and wedfic heel. Cushion in-
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pecial while they last . .

• High and medium
narrow heelc

Indian willow full grain RIOVC
leather u p p e r s , one-piece
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and $8.90
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Women's MANDARINS
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By Ernie Bushmiller
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By Saundert and Errut

POPULAR 8-INCH H
WORK & FIELD BOOT 9
I.i K lilwei fiht. extremely comfortable to wenr for hours
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and hotirs, Indian willow full grain slove leather
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uppers, one-piece molded back , moccasin toe , crepe
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.solo nnd wedge heel, cushion Insole, cream finished Refl $10.99
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MVA Y^J
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Kiisftet , nnilless construction. Slr.es 7li lo 12. Try
90
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fl pair ami see the difference!
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123 Eait Third St.
Phone 7078

